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PURPOSE OF THE CENTER

The Vocational Education Materials Center functions
within the Division of Vocational Education, University
of Georgia. This Center operates under grants from the
U. S. Office of Education, and the Georgia State Department
of Education with the support of the College of Education.
The Cehter is comprehensive in its commitment and approach
to the development and dissemination of materials in the
broad field of Career and Vocational Education.

The Purpose of the Center is to increase the
capability of Georgia's delivery system for Career and
Vocational Education. Specifically, the Center is committed
to:

1. Develop materials to assist in the implementation
of proposed curricula and to enhance the teaching
of Career and Vocational Education.

2. Conduct and report curriculum research related
to Career and Vocational Education.

3. Provide a production and dissemination center for
Career and Vocational Education materials.

George L. O'Kelley, Jr.
Vocational Education Materials

Center
628 Aderhold Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602



Preface

This annotated bibliography on competency based teacher

education was compiled by the staff and research assistants of

the Division of Vocational Education, University of Georgia,

who were studying competency based teacher education in our

effort to prepare guidelines for the Division. It is published

in the hope that it will aid other researchers, teacher educators,

state department personnel, and other change agents in assessing

the current state of publications in the field of competency

based teacher education. An update section has been added to

the bibliography annotating publications received after the

original document was compiled.

This is a selective bibliography. Hundreds of publications

were read, but only those believed by the staff to be relevant

were included.

The Division of Vocational Education is indebted to the

staff and research assistants who annotated the bibliography on

their own time.

Harmon R. Fowler
Coordinator, CBTE
Division of Vocational Education
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Annotated Bibliography

Academy Theatre, Atlanta, GA: Atlanta Public Schools, GA: Clark
College, Atlanta, GA. Commitment, Creativity, Challenge: _We
Are All Learning Together in the Process. Bethesda, MD: ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, ED 065 479, 1972.

This document describes a competency-based teacher education
program for students interested in the performing arts and other
disciplines. The program enabled ten students to take classes
at the theater and at the college and to work during afternoons
as Urban Corps Interns in supervised classes in elementary schools.
Evaluation of the program indicated that "the competence of any
teacher in any discipline for any age level can be greatly in-
creased by an awareness of the use of dramatic technique.'

Adelson, Marvin, Professional Competence Core: An Interdisciplinary
Curriculum for Undergraduates -- Evaluation Package.Fin21
Report. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
ED 072 764, 1972.

This evaluative report describes the creative, problem-solving
curriculum for undergraduates at UCLA. The program is designed
for those students whose aims are action-oriented and who intend
to enter graduate-professional training. The program is designed
to help students obtain competencies as decision makers and
effectuators. Some of the key components of the report include

!/ogram objectives, a model of the curriculum and explawtion
its implementation, behavioral objectives for the instryctfonal

program, and evaluation information.

Alkin, Marvin C. and Klein, Stephen P. Accountability Defined:
77alual;ing Teachers for Outcome Accountability. Bethesda,

JRLC Document Reproduction Service, ED 0b8 495, 1972.

Thee two part report discusses traditional and exemplary mothods
of evaluating teacher effectiveness and education program Pc-
countability. Part I describes three types of educational cic-
colintability; goal, program and outcome, and outlines throe
2.:.emplary accountability schemes. Part II suggests that troe1-
4,ir)nal teacher evaluation methods are not adequate, indicctnG

princjpal's judgments are usually too subjective. 1.7/1:;10
-,';anrkt-,:iiz'Jd tests of pupil performance do not relate to the
-)rri"; objectives. Student performance on relevant MOOF111:
*Ls _.ecogoonded as the primary basis for a teacher evaluation f:ye-
tom, Two potentially effective systems of teacher evaluation
are discussed in detail.
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Allen, David. "Performance Goal: La Technic 1;ducation: The
Instructional Level Concer,." America! '-(:ational Journal,
48 (April, 1973), 64-5.

This article states that nerThrmance u4:?, must be based on
occupational analysis consting of steps: a task in-
ventory, review of the task inventory and the estab-
lishment of instructional Lwks and It is recommended
that an advisory, committee be utilized to determine baseline
data for establishing instructional lnre33. Three levels of
instruction are presented fop performance goals: (1) level
one is concerned with the litqdent's abliity to follow direc-
tions, (2) level two is concrned with the student's ability
to call up information pre,rlDusly leflruer', and (3) level three
prepares the student to fn.00 a new p-obi :m. An outline iden-
tifying the three levels )f instruct :.on -Ls included for clari-
fication.

Allen, Dwight W. and Mackin, Robert A. "Toward a Redefinition of
Teacher Education." Educational Technology, 10 (February, 1970),
65-70.

In this article the authors condemn the present teacher education
system for "quietly muddling along, unchanged and unaware" of the
massive technological and social changes of the past decade in
American society. Several reasons for the need for restructuring
thq teacher education field and several suggestions for accom-
plishing the task are given. The prediction is made that unless
the educators recognize the need for change and begin implementing
the change process, it will be forced upon them by persons
outside the field. The performance-based Model Elementary Teacher
Education Program funded by the U.S. Office of Education is cited
as an example of increasing federal influence in promoting change.

Alschuler, Alfred S. and Ivey, Allen. "The Human Side of Competency- -
Based Education." Educational Technology, 12 (November, 1972),
53-55.

The article states that research points out a lack of any
relationship between grades and life success. The authors are
concerned that instructional objectives be created that define
relevant human competence. The authors stress the impoftance of
a psychological education for the student in order for him to
have a more satisfying adult life.

Andrews, Theodore E. "Atlanta or Atlantis? PBTE and State Imple-
mentation." Journal of Teacher Education, 24 (Fall, 1973),
232-7.

17
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The author discusses the various approaches used by different
states toward implementing performance-based teacher education
programs, and compares the approaches to "travelers" -- some
well aware of their destinations and others not so sure. The
author implies that some states are totally committed to PISTE
while other states have totally rejected it. Problems relating;
to structure and individuality are discussed.

Andrews, Theodore E. "Certification Issues in Competency-Based Teacher
Education." Educational Technology, 12 (November, 1972), 4=1-5.

This article briefly discusses the issues surrounding competency-
based teacher certification. A distinction is made between the
two, often confused, terms of certification issues and teacher
education issues. The author concludes that certification Issues
revolve around the state's authorization to certify (license)
professional personnel employed in the public schools and that
teacher education questions involve problems about how to prepare
person to be qualified to obtain the certificate (license).

Conpetency-based certification is defined as certification whore
"specific objective criteria are used as standards of measvro."
A general discussion of the national movement toward certifIcntjon
based on competency performance is given.

Andrews, Theodore E. Manchester Interview: Competency-Based Teacher
Education Certification. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproct.oction
Service, ED 063 275, 1972.

The fictitious dialogue between three educators in the year 1980
reviews the present course and future alternatives of competency-
based teacher education and certification. Teaching centers
located regionally within the state are the only sources of
teacher training. In these centers all teachers are part of the
clinical approach to the preparation of teachers. Key topics
dic,cussed in the interview include (1) competency-based teacher
education, (2) teaching centers, (3) moving teacher education out
of universities and colleges, (4) staff reauirements for CBTE
programs, (5) new roles for state departments of education,
(5) mechanics of a proposed competency-based teacher education
program, and (7) problems of the new program and intended results.

Androyka, Robert E. and Shirley, Del. Foundations for Vocational
Teacher Education Curricula. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 070 871, 1972.

This paper reviews the background research for, and discucres
the developmental foundations of, the performance-based teacher
education project at the Center for Vocational and Technical
Education at Ohio State University. A general discussion of
Phase I and Phase II is given.
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Annual Southern Regional Research Conference in Agricultural
Education Proceedings. (21st Mississippi State University,
July 25-27, 1972). Bethesda, MD. ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 072 294, 1972.

This document reports on the proceedings of a 3-day meeting of
the Southern Regional Research Conference in Agricultural
Education devoted to research implications of performance-based
teacher education. Some of the presentation titles include
the following: (1) "Utilizing Agricultural Industry in
Determing Performance Objectives," (2) "Performance-Based
Teacher in Perspective," (3) "Implications of a Core Curriculum
for Agriculture on Performance-Based Teacher Education," and
(4) "Implementing Performance-Based Teacher Education Programs."

Atwood, June C. "Performance Goals in Home Economics: Learning
Comes Out In the Open." American Vocational Journal, 48
(April, 1973), 55-6.

This article describes the identification of, and writing of,
performance goals in child care services, one area of Home
Economics Education. The author maintains that performance
goals must be based on analysis that reveals the skills needed,
the equipment to be operated, and the tools and materials to
be used. She points out that the most valid source for
information upon which to base performance goals is direct
observation, of people in an occupation. A format for writing
performance goals is suggested and the sharing of these goals
with students is encouraged. A prototype in the performance
element to "assist teacher with a nursery school activity" is
included.

Aubertine, Horace E. The Evolution of Performance-Based Teacher
Education Programs. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 079 274, 1973.

This paper presents a discussion of a systematic approach to
educational theory and practice as it applies to PBTE. Approxi-
mation models, as used in physical science, are discussed and an
analogy for a teacher education model having set, pacing, and
closure as its main components is developed. It is claimed that
this model will increase the probability of a greater number of
"positive teachable moments." A generation of PBTE since the
early 1960's is given. The author also emphasizes the importance
of formative evaluation procedures within a program.

bailey, Gerald Douglass. The C/PBTE Module Laboratory: Creating,
Storing2 and Utilizing Competency /Performance -Based Units of
Instruction. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
ED Obl 719, 1972.

9
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This is a paper presented to the Association of Teacher Educators.
Bailey emphasizes the importance of physical facilities for a
C/PBTE program. According to the author, substructures needed
in a C/PBTE Module Laboratory include: (1) Competency/Module
Catalogue Index, (2) Creation Center/Module Bank, (3) Video-
taping Station, (4) Videotape Playback Station, (5) Independent
Study Carrels, (6) Multiple Activity Room, (7) Work Tables,
(8) Pre-Post Assessment Station, and (9) Planning and Counseling
Station.

Banks, Jane M. "Measuring the Immeasurables: Performance Goals for
the Affective Domain." American Vocational Journal, 48 (April,
1973), 36-7.

The author outlines the need for performance goals in the
affective domain and suggests several resources that would be
useful in writing them. Some sample affective performance
goals are given. A list of action verbs for affective ob-
jectives is given and two (instructor's opinion or observation)
rating scales are presented to show how attainment of an affec-
tive objective can be evaluated.

Benedict, Paul L. A Process for Becoming a Teacher. Bethesda,
MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 079 239, 1973.

This paper provides a description of a secondary teacher education
program based on four assumptions: a) learning is accomplished
through the individual; b) learning is a personal concern; c)
learning occurs through exploration and experimentation; and
d) learning is a blend of experiences, hopes and ideas. The
program focuses on: (1) the development of the participant in
relation to his own society's purposes in secondary education;
(2) the participant as a teacher and human being; (3) his
-relationship with his students; (4) the nature of the learning
process; and (5) the nature and content of his major field of
study. Mechanics of the program are explained. The program
was by RHAM High School and the Secondary Education Department
at Eastern Connecticut State College.

Best, Gilmary. Validating Performance Models for Re-educating
Certified Urban Teachers in Multicultural Dimensions. Final
Report. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
a 072 162, 1972.

This study describes performance models for teacher education
programs for retraining experienced teachers in multicultural
urban societies. The models developed were based upon (1)
the concept that colleges and instructors should adapt their
progress to individual students; (2) critiques of the whole
system of education given by multi-ethnic students, and (3)
interviews with talented scholars having various racial and
ethnic backgrounds. The following topics are discussed:
1. Language Aspects of Culture, 2. Motivational Patterns

10
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Rooted in Culture, 3. Culture Impacted Learning Style, 4. Time
Orientation, 5. Patterns of Family Relationships, 6. Cultural
Sexual Aspects, 7. Folklore, and 8. Special Rites and Customs.
Models were validated on the basis of applicability, imple-
mentability, and cultural acceptability.

Bezzi, Ruth and Bezzi, D. R. Initiating A Performance-Based Teacher
Education Program. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 072 032, 1972.

In this document the authors propose a performance-based, field-
centered, individualized and systematic elementary teacher
education program. Modules are used as the primary mode of
instruction. Modules are used as the primary mode of instruction.
Modules were developed for the major components of the language
arts program. The utilization of the field centered approach
is discussed and the need for total involvement of educators
at various levels is stressed.

Blau, Guitta and Fall, Charles. "Teacher Competency and the Pro-
fession." Paper prepared for State T.E.P.S. Commission, State
University of New York at Buffalo, February, 1969. (Mimeographed).

This paper attempts to develop a concept of the teaching process
that will fit the demands of education in modern times and suggests
patterns of endeavor that professional organizations should under-
take. Topics of interest included are: (a) Dimensions of
modern life having implications for educational change, (b) cri-
teria upon which an educational program should be based, (c) impli-
cations for the development of concepts of teacher competency,
(d) an analysis of present approaches to development of competency
models of teaching, (e) a "competency constellation model," and
(f) whaG a professional organization must be doing. The "com-
petency constellation model", which emphasizes the domains of
doing, being, and knowing, is illustrated. A bibliography is
included.

Borg, Walter R. "Protocols: Competency-Based Teacher Education
Modules." Educational Technology, 13 (October, 1973), 17-20.

This article describes the development, implementation and
evaluation of six protocol modules, each dealing with an important
concept related to teacher language by the Utah State University
Protocol Project Staff. Protocol modules deal with concepts
considered to be basic to teaching and help the learner to
understand these concepts and relate them ti classroom practice.
According to the author, evaluation results indicate that students
favor protocol modules and regard them as superior to conven-
tional educational courses in terms of quality of the educational
content, relevance and interest level.
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Boyd, Dorothy L. "Competency-Based Teacher Education." Kappa
Delta Pi RECORD, 9 (April, 1973), 120-2.

This article presents a brief overview of certain advantages
of competency-based teacher education. The advantages identified
are: (1) behavioral statements of course objectives provide
students with a better understanding of the program as a whole
and the expectations held for them; (2) the performance-based
program is individualized and personalized; (3) college professors
work cooperatively to analyze tasks and to order self-directed
activities for students; (4) minimum criteria for students are
defined; and (5) independent study module use is encouraged.

Bradley, Ruth; Kallenbach, Warren; Kinney, Lucien; Owens, Viola M.;
and Washington, Eva. Measuring Teacher Competence: nesearch
Backgrounds and Current Practicing. Bethesda, MD: ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, ED 040 152, 1967.

In this document the authors discuss the problem of measuring
teacher competence and demonstrate the need for a clear definition
of the concept. A definition of teacher competence io provided
which identi2ies six teacher roles on the basis of the group of
individuals with whom the teacher works. An instruement developed
at the University of Hawaii, using the California definition as
a base, is discussed. An annotated bibliography is provided,
as well as a detailed taxonomy of teacher roles derived from
the California definition.

Breit, Frank and Butts, David P. A Comparison of the Effectiveness
of An Inservice Program and A Preservice Proram in Devel.ping
Certainir.plCometencies. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 028 069, 1968.

This report describes an experimental study conducted' with pre-
service and in-service elementary teachers which was designed to
effect their knowledge of the processes of science and change

'their instructionel decision behavior. It was concluded that
pre-service and in-service teachers who experience a similar
instructional program show some similar changes and some con-
trasting behavior changes, particularly in the affective domain.
In-service students showed a change in attitude tovard the

program itself while pre-service participants showed an attitude
change toward concepts related to the methods of the new curriculum
under study.

Broudy, Harry S. A Critique of Performance-Based Teacher Education.
Bethesda, MD: LRIC Document Reproduction Semice, ED 063 274,

1972.

This critique is concerned with three basic assumptions underlying
a performance-based teacher education program. These assumptions

12
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are: (1) that teaching is the sum of performances into which it
is analyzed, (2) the number and character of the performance can
vary according to the program, and (3) the criterion for the
end product of teacher training is demonstrated competency in ti-,e
training performances. Broudy refutes these basic assumptions
and points out that PBTE will probably prepare persons capable
of only didactic teaching. He recommends that alternative needs
should be considered in producing teachers who can. utilize theory
to solve educational problems.

Brown, Jerry L. and Okey, James R. Identifying and Classifying
Competencies for Performance-Based Teacher Training. Bethesda,
MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 076 565, 1973.

In this document the principle that competency-based teacher
training programs should be based on performance objectives,
sequenced according to the needs and interests of learners
and according to instructional considerations, is used by the
investigator as a basis for study. A classification system
used to generate teaching competencies for teachers of varying
levels of skill and experience is discussed. The results of a
study involving pre- and in-service teachers, principals,
superintendents, and teacher trainers is reported concerning their
classification of a set of competencies according to the time
they should be learned in a teacher's career.

Brown, Jerry L. and Okey, James R. "A Performance Approach to Teacher
Education." Viewpoints, 49 (July, 1973), 53-61.

In this article the authors present their views of the advantages
and disadvantages of PBTE. They discuss the selection and
statement of performance outcomes. The authors state that
evaluation should be done throughout the program so that the
student may move on or recycle through the program. They
maintain that a single form of assessment should not be used
but forms should be varied depending upon the outcome(s)
being assessed.

Burdin, Joel L. "Scenario on Teacher Centers in the 1990's."
Journal of Teacher Education, 25 (Spring, 1974), 40-3.

This article presents a look into the future -- the 1990's --
with direct examination of the status of the educational process.
An imaginative account of the profession is presented. "Professional
Development Centers (PDC's)" are thoroughly, however imaginatively,
described.

Burdin, Joel L. and Mathieson, Moira B. "A Review cf the Research
on Performance-Based Teacher Education." Educational Technology,
12 (November, 1972), 616.
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This article pulls together and annotates 15 research studies con-
cerning PBTE and "competency' that are recorded through ERIC and
two annotated bibliograph,_es. The author suggests that if the
reader expands this bibliography he should use the descriptors --
teacher education, perfcrra2nce criteria, educational accountability,
evaluation criteria, perfo=ance factors, and academic achievement.
Instructions are given for using the ERIC descriptors.

Burdin, Joel L. and Reagan, 117?,rriret, eds. Performance-Based Certi-
fication of School Personnel. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
]e-oroduction Service, ED 0;19 152, 1971.

This document is a report of the proceedings of a 1970 Miami Beach
T.n.ining Session for natio-v.1 leaders in teacher education to
cons_Ider performance cri4-c2:.a 1.1 determining teaching ability
aTil certification. The clocument is in three parts. Part I
4-ascribes the concept o' --,formance-h-ed certification and why
7.-t is needed. Part II ci.i.:.;..2ibes the plans and procedures for
-;11^.ing to performance-based education. Part III considers the
'.731)1(...t that performance criteria will have on teacher certification.

Burk-e. Camel. The Individualized, Competency-Based System of Teacher
,rincation at Weber State College. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
ypvcduction Service, ED 063 27-6, 1972.

ThLs document presents an overview of the background, chance agents,
structure and operation of the individualized performance-based
t-aacher education at Weber State College. The structure ard
'itillation of "WILKITS" is described. An evaluation of the
1;":"P7,1 is included indicating a number of favorable outcomes.
',e7eral observations drawn from this report were that students
'I7.!73 learning more, that there is a friendlier more cooperative
student -- faculty relationship, and both students and faculty are
workinq; harder. The program received the distinguished achieve-
ment award for 1971 from the AACTE.

Bur,:e, J. Bruce; O'Neil, Julia; and Welsch, Kay. "A Humanized Model
of a Computer Managed Instructional System." Educational
Technology, 12 (November, 1972), 31-6.

ThLs article states that educators see computer technology as
2emedy to relieve budget pressures. Mastery modules should be

4.,-1.IvYlualized so that a student's record of achieved objective:
be exemplified by variety, thoroughness, and relevance.

A -.reicial element in the use of computer is the prevention of
t')s. student feeling that he is being machine directed. Peers
Pn1 a differentiated staff who work together are of utmost
f-looroto.nce to the success of the system. The authors feel that
ns a -2esult of a good computer instructional system the student
All not be dehumanized but will exhibit freedom that comer r: '-h

competency and autonomy.

14
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Burns, Richard W. "Achievement Testing In Competency-Based Education."
Educational Technology, 12 (November, 1972), 39-42.

This article examines the role achievement testing plays in
competency or performance-based learning. One interesting hy-

.
pothesis presented is that tests are as much, if not more, a
measure of the instructional process or methods of learning as
of information learned. Criterion Referenced Tests (CRT) and
Norm Referenced Tests (NRT) are discussed and compared. One
subject discussed at length is "what does testing measure."
Nide-range achievement tests are advocated as effective
predictors of past and future learning because they reflect the
total instructional process.

Burns, 'tchard W. "Behavioral Objectives for Competency-Based Educa-
tion." Educational Technology, 12 (November, 1972), 22-5.

This article states that it is the specifications of behaviors
that give leverage to the competency-based movement. Burns
rlefines a terminal behavioral objective (TBO) as "specific,
expressed from the learner's point of view, and behaviorally
oriented. He states that objectives are useful for (1) public
-.7scord, (2) communicating to learner what he should be able
to do, (?: helping to select appropriate instructional activ:ties,
Pnd ('4) h:lping select valid evaluation activities. The author
-hdicates that while objectives are not the answer for all
';h7.ngs they do have many values.

aichard W. and Kligstedt, Joe Lars. Competency-Based Education:
.An Introduction. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Educational Technolory
:Dlica7;ions, 1973.

--Its book is composed of nineteen articles (by various authors)
.(1.1nally printed in the November, 1972, issue of Educational

7,:chnology Magazine. A few of the issues discussed concerninc:
e,ip)tercy-based education (CBE) are: (a) philosophical basis

T3-3, Y;') psychological implications of CBE, (c) competency -
': eel learning, (d) empathy competence, (e) behavioral objectives

OTE, 'f) learning modules for CBE, (g) curriculum design,
(") achievement testing in CBE, (i) certification issues, (j)
c-:editation issues, (k) relating communications technology to

(1) human side of CBE, (m) CBE and the open classroom, and.
r.1) implications for urban children. There are other issuer not
sted here. A review of research on performance-based teacher

,r1,)cation is included.

Bve--. 71ard E. "Accountability's Offspring." American Vocational
t-pArnal 48 (April, 1973), 24-5.

Mi3 article summarizes what the author considers some of the
ills of our present educational system and the demand for

15
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accountability. Byers states that there is almost universal
agreement that education must e made increasingly more relevant,
more personalized and more reliable in respect to students' needs.
A case is made for the establishment of performance goals and
instructional systems as a means of improving education. A number
of significant developments attributed to instructional systems
and performance goals are suggested.

Byram, Claudia A. "Competency-Based Education: How Competent?"
Educational Technology, 13 (October, 1973), 38-9.

This article describes (CBE) Competency-Based Education as
a special kind of individualized system. The author states that
on omission being made in many competency-based education models
5.3 the failure to include diagnostic processes. In CBE, the
diagnosis could be carried out by the learner, the advisor, or
both. It is suggested that diagnostic instruments could be built
into the system to provide feedback information regarding success
or failure to reach prescribed level of mastery and the reasons
why.

Cady, Lillian V. and Allen, Wendell C. "Preparing Teachers To
Meet Change: One State's Approach." Educational Technology,
10 (February, 1970), 71-2.

This article expresses the authors' concern that education and
erlucational personnel have not been in step with our changing
lociety. Contemporary society requires new approaches to teaeher
preparation as well as additional objectives. Four ideas on
tolcher preparation which emerged from the Washington State
7'neher Education Advisory Committee are presented. These ideas
appoar to have potential for constructive and positive changes
fl teacher education and increase the probability that teachers
OM be better prepared to meet the challenges of change in our
society. A description of Washington State's new standareis
of school personnel is included.

Canf:ibld, Albert A., ed. Competencies for Allied Health Instructors.
Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document ReproC. :tion Service, ED 074 25e,

1972.

This document describes a project conducted which resulted in
the denolopment of a structure of competencies related to
effective faculty performance in the field of allied health.
The report includes (1) statements of gPneral program goals;
(2) competency area definitions; and (3) competency statements
for the areas of instruction, curriculum development and
slanning, education, administration and supervision, research
community health concepts, and speciality theory and skills.

1 f;
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Carruth, James W. "North Carolina Moves Toward Competency-Based
Media Preparation Programs," Audiovisual Instruction, 18 (May,
1973), 33-4,

This article describes the requirement for certification of
media personnel in North Carolina beginning in 1972. Sixty-
four competencies were identified and confirmed for the under-
rrraduate (basic) level and at the graduate (advanced) level.

Cars'_ens, James C. "Performance Goals on Faculty Evaluation: Steal
This Tool." American Vocational Association, 48 (April, 1973),
77-9.

This article suggests that the performance goal is an important
component of faculty evaluation. A:sample faculty evaluation
crformance goal patterned after the model presented in Writing

`crformance Goals: Strategy and Prototype, developed by the
icnte- fo:2 Vocational and Technical Education, is described. It
7.; sumges';cd that the performance goal used in faculty evaluation
-o-res us one step closer toward accountability.

Cas Study of Performance-Based Field Oriented Education at the
,niversi-,:: of Washington, 1967-72. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Docurent
"sproduct_on Service, ED 075 420, 1972.

Thls reor7, contains the detailed results of a n-year program
,:.ading to the development of performance-based field-or' onte-1.

';e-teher e..lcation at the University of Washington. The hctorcal
C.,:.velo'.;me-ilt of the present program is described from its 07.,5gin
of several programs. Analysis of program design over the post
Tour years resulted in a planning design that is based on a
--)nce:ytual and a management domain. Four basic approaches aro

imp2.emented: (1) the development and field testing of a
73tens roflel based on learning modules designed to prepare interns
7n-:, elementary schools in the inner city; (2) the development of
p7?ogression of teaching tasks in a system design for a

.oatlawls fleld experience for a two year period; (3) the develop-
'ent and fi..?ld testing of performance objectives, tasks, and
cnctit;e; and (n) continuation of the field testing of a manage-
--)nt morel based on a coalition of university, school dictrict,
-27ofessiona,. association and student representatives. Append ;des

nnt70.n f.nformation on program standards, reports, formats, ere!
;rforrinnce criteria rating scales.

3htl?ley A.; Finch, Curtis R.; and Speiss, Jeffrey M. Volfdaon
TOr:1107 Education Curricula. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Docume-ac

.2oro,,:iction Service, ED 070 869, 1972.

Mt5 naoer describes the developmental efforts being conducted
t!le Center for Vocational and Technical Education to product,

loerfonlance-oriented modules of instruction that can be used

17
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by teacher educators to prepare vocational teachers and coordina-
tors. Project constraints, including time limit, money available
personnel resources, and the environment in which the modules
were developed and tested, are presented. A discussion of vali-
dation procedures is included. Validation procedures include
establishing content validity, face validity and construct
validity.

Clark, Christopher. "Now That You Have a Teacher Center, What Are
You Going to Put into It?" Journal of Teacher Education, 25
(Spring, 1974), 46-8.

This article reports on a project of the Program on Teacher
7ffectivenoss at the Sanford Center for Research and Development
n Toachin (SCRDT). Teacher training products were identified
-n,1 descriptions were placed in computer information storage.

Olar%, 7- 'ands E. and Hamilton, James B. Cooperative Development
o? Vocatio-lal Teacher Education Modules. Bethesda, MD: ERIC
Jeellment Roproduction Service, ED 070 870, 1972.

-711.s article describes the development of vocational teacher
e:,11/cation -nodules by the teams involved in the "Cooperative
-1a7clopmonl; of Professional Education Curricula Project" sponsored

, the Center for Vocational and Technical Education. A detalled
r"L'.cussio of the components of a module, including title
'.-'77oducti':,n, performance objectives, resource materials,

sup-elemenf, and their development is included.

Cla7)., Paul A.; Gee, Charles; and Lindeman, Robert. Development of
-Thrfo=nce-Based Teacher Education Curriculum Final. Report.
,nesda, :ID: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 079 2;i3,

This is a project report of Mulligan College PBTE and gives ter,
for and the development of their program. Curriculum,

,i';a4 for r;e:ondary and elementary teachers are given. Includo(
an evP3.uation of the program.

(airs, Ambrose A. and Ochoa, Anna. Evaluation of a Performance-}?see'.
7.-oonm in Teacher Education: Recommendations for ImpJ.omenc,aon.

YD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 057 07,
70 .

renort describes an experimental model for a performellce-
e4 elementary teacher education program. Background daf,,

-1:d 1. characteristics, and step-by-step development of the
p.re described in detail. The staff of the model fiele-based

,:okra., identified and trained cooperating teachers in throo
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types of schools -- urban, suburban, and intercity. A pass-
fail system of grading was implemented. Detailed recommendations
for program improvement are included as well as lists of sample
Performance objectives and evaluative criteria.

Collins, James F. "The Making of a Teaching Center." Journal of
Teacher Education, 25 (Spring, 1974), 13-20.

This author discusses certain identified considerations for persons
contemplating the development of a teaching center. The issues
identified and discussed are: (1) purpose and function; (2)
clientele; (3) program; (4) financing; and (5) governance.
Examples, under each of these topics or issues, are presented.
Se7en "case studies" of teaching centers in operation in the
Tin.'.ted States are presented, including descriptions of the
7.ocation, clientele, program, etc. of the centers.

Competency-Based Professional Education in Home Economics: Selected
---f-:o and Criteria. Washington, DC: American Home
l',3enomies Association, 1974.

7ccls publication was developed in a national workshop held in
ebruary, 1974, The rationale, background of, and a model for

nmplenentation are given. The competencies and criteria are
;lien for p-nprofessional education and for professional improvement
(post-baccalaureate).

Coo1c, 7red S.; Neuhauser, Charlotte L.; and Richey, Rita C. A Working
FDdel of: A Competency-Based Teacher Education System. Detroit,
i.lichigan: Wayne State University, Department of Vocational
r-Ind Applied Arts Education, 1972.

This booklet describes a systems approach to teacher education
which utilizes the tenets of competency-based instruction
0e7sloped and implemented at Wayne State University. The
:ollcuing are discussed in some detail: (1) background data
on the V/2 Systems; (2) the instructional system consisting of
(5 o-.)e-nrtification competencies with 264 performance objectives,

as3essment, delivery system and evaluation; and (3)
rn^n.gement information system consisting of seven subsystems --

class scheduling, faculty load, instruction management,
-1' ;ern teaching and follow-up subsystem. Models for two VAE
-e included.

C00%, Fred S. and Richey, Rita C. Two VAE Systems Models: A Mode)
f'ol? a Gomoetencv-Based Instructional System: The VAE Accovn'c.

. n)111t7 lodel. Competency-Based Teacher Education Series No 2.

ErtIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 07b 7/!o,
1.972,



This is the first of a series of booklets which describe the
competency-based teacher education program developed by the
vocational and,applied arts education staff at Wayne State.
Key facets of the program presented are instructional systems
and accountability. The booklet is divided into two parts.
Part I presents the model of the program. This includes system
elements such as competencies, performance objectives, needs
assessment, delivery systems, and evaluation. Part II presents
an accountability model designed to facilitate the implementa-
tion of an instructional system.

Cook, Gordon M. Why Competency-Based Teacher Education? Bethesda,
MD; ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 074 030, 1973.

TIlts paper reviews the competency-based teacher education move-
nent (On). Key topics discussed include the definition of
CTeE, basic elements and characteristics of CBTE including
:rzlividualized instruction, personalization of instruction,
stnflent is.volvement, effective management systems and a field-

aopreaoh. Several criticisms of CBTE are presented in
arYition to a rationale for moving to CBTE.

Coo-Der, James M. A Guide 1,,o Model Elementary Teacher Education
P7ogram. Dethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
'775.-0,J56r,3, 1969.

Thls 0.oclynt describes the model elementary teacher education
1.1; the University of Massachusetts. The program is on

-11Y-empt to thstitutionalize change through thorough analysis of
orvo,nttonll roles, talks, structure and objectives. The model
r,s oosilTrod, organized, and managed according to systems
1-.1ysis and emphasizes such concepts as differentiated staffing,

se-Ity and exit points, and commitment to continuous
ntion. The model program was one of nine such models funded

'7 the U.C, Office of Education.

).-2r, James A Performance Curriculum for Teacher Education.
"0: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 030

Thls onee^"1 emphasizes the need for teacher educators to identify
nnecic skills needed for effective teaching and design them

'nto a pe7'fc-:,nance-based instructional program of teacher
77;n177C;1-)n, Several advantages of a performance-based teac!)or

-)l'oF7am are mentioned. Outlines of Stanford Unf,vorsftyls
foreign language performance curriculums and of the

fsr two particular skills are included.

':'ore-:-, James r1,; Jones, Howard L.; and Weber, Wilford A. "Specifring
Thnehor Competencies." Journal of Teacher Education, 24 (Epring,
1973), 17 -23.
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The authors discuss four major issues related to specifying
teacher competencies: Cl) the bases (philosophical, empirical,
and practitioner); (.2) the kinds of competencies (knowledge,
performance and consequencel; C3) the personnel involved; and
(4) the processes used in specifying the competencies. The
prediction is made that difficulties can be overcome "by careful
planning and effective communication among all involved."

Conroy, William G., Jr. "The Synthesized Behavioral Objective."
Educational Technology, 13 (October, 1973), 29-32.

This article states that there is little systematic use of
behavioral objectives in American education. Four possible
reasons for this state of affairs are given. The article
lelcribes a minor development in the form of specifying
-17nthesized behavioral objectives which might play a role in
r-odng behavioral objectives easier to use. The synthesized
'e'la7ioral objective (SYNOB) is a record or form for communica-
7.ns a variety of alternatives, within a specified behavio7:al
.':je:stive, An example of a SYNOB is included. The use of the
7.77,-_,3 in instructional management and evaluation is described.
r'lvntarces of SYNOB's are also described.

Co-: 171, Myron N. "Testing the Occupational Competency of T
7-.2.claers." American Vocational Journal, 118 (January, 1973),
05-7.

'.'17.s article describes the Vocational Occupational Competency
;tins Prosram as an introductory rationale for competency
ing on a national level. Occupational competency examina-
il are designed to test the level of skill and technical

---;-710r,.0;e of the candidate in his particular occupational field.
1.'7e uses are described for occupational competency examination

The results of the pilot phase for this national project
r'.-^e also reported.

Cot-7e', Calvin J.; Bennett, James G.; Cameron, Walter A.; Chase,
;hirley A.; Molnar, Marilyn J.; Wilson, Roger J. Model Curricula

vocational and Technical Teacher Education: Report No. I.
?eau= rements for Teachers. Final Report. Bethesda,

.o: .A.EC Document Reproduction Service, ED 059 355, 1971.

7h1s document describes the first phase of a project initiated
develop, demonstrate, and test curricula for the preparation

rind. .'.n- service education of vocational and technical teachers,
';h :Ls phase 237 performance elements were identified by using

'-'le analysis technique, and common, mixed, and unique elements
-te-n identified by a task force representing seven vocational
';ervice areas. An additional 30 performance elements were
!.rentified and 147 performance elements were verified through
a national critical incident study. Performance oriented general
e)jectives were written for 226 of the performance elements,
major conclusion was that a large body of common performance



elements exist for all vocational service areas.

Cotrell, Calvin J.; Chase, Shirley A.; and Molnar, Marilyn J. Model
Curricula for Vocational and Technical Teacher Education: Report
No. IV. A FoundaAbn'fer Performance-Based Instruction, Final
Report. Bethesda, MD: 'ER/-0 Document Reproduction Service,
ED 037 509, 1972.

This document describes 390 performance requirements to be used
as guidelines in the development of performance-based core curric-
ulums for in-school laboratory teachers and cooperative secondary
program teacher-coordinators in vocational and technical education.
These performance requirements are analyzed and classified into
1 three part system. Sample performance-based educational objectives
are provided as guides for vocational teachers to develop specific
:?oquired performance objectives for their respective situations.
"ncluded is a summary report of the proceeding of the 4th national
teacher education seminar :.hick pro7:.ded feedback information
on the project.

Cotrell, Calvin J. "Innovative Programs in Teacher Education." Summary
of a presentation to the staff workshop of the Bureau of Vocational
and Technical Education, Pennsylvania Department of Education at
Carlisle, Pennsylvania, 14 December, 1972.

This paper presents an overview of the establishment of a pilot
effort in performance-based vocational teacher education In
r'ennsylvania. A 21 item list of the features of performance-
2-a5ed voational teacher education (PBVTE) is given. Alse,,a

scussion of the in- service teacher education program being
plqrned at Temple University and the pre-service program con-
` -rnolated for the Eastern Region of Pennsylvania is given.

Cotta 1, Calvin J.; Chase, Shirley A.; Molnar, Marilyn J. Model
Cirrioula for Vocational and Technical Teacher Education: Report

), 5 Gene.:21 Objectives, Set II. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
'nroollotion Service, ED 1972.

Mis loonment presents performance-oriented general objectixec
1)» use in writing specific objectives for vocational and tech-
n4.oal teacher education curriculum. These objectives are clacst-
-r'tod by major functions required of teachers and teacher coordi-
-1-1.tors, The last chapter discusses ways to use the general
objoctiv3. The functions are: (1) Program Planning, Develop-
mant, and Evaluation; (2) Planning of instruction; (3) Execution
r.)? Instrur..tion; (11) Evaluation of Instruction; (5) Management;
15) Guidance; (7) School-Community !relations; (8) Student Voca -
tonal 0-ranization; and (9) Coordination. A total of 3811
`:,):.char competencies are identified,
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Counselor Education: A Program in Functional Humanism. Bethesda,
MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 075 422, 1972.

This document describes a performance-based program of counselor
education with special emphasis on counselor selection, training,
and evaluation. The counselor education program is humanistic
and is based on seven basic assumptions. Two of these key
assumptions are that: (1) the goal of counselor education is
growth rather than learning, and (2) the program focuses upon
the person as an organic entity rather than as a receptacle for
learning. Included in the appendices are course formats containing
rolirse objectives, methods of instruction, evaluation techniques,
and test materials.

Cox, Ri.chard C. "Confusion Between Norm-Referenced and Criterion-
7oferenced Measurement." Phi Delta Kappan, 55 (January, 1974),

This article points out that many of the traditional measure-
princinies have been developed for norm-referenced measure-

7ant and are probably not applicable to criterion-referenced
-eq.surement. Methods of establishing reliability and validity
'.or Ipoth types of tests are discussed.

Lucy C. A Philosophy of Distributive Education, A Report
(14:t1)074; ;too in the Research Project "A Competency PaLcern

,1-;)-trt -1 :PIrriculum Construction in Distributive Teacher
:echesdal MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,

; ,J.,)-.ff2, 1967.

7eport on a research project to initially establish a philo-
of dtstributive education consistent with the philosophy

r -ocat'.onal education, the goals of secondary education and
4.(teals of American democracy. Contained in the 110 page

:.)e?t is a description of the research procedures, findine:s,
,11,1:raphy, statistical data, the profile inquiry form and
Ust of the agreed upon "beliefs."

Litcy C. A Competency Pattern Approa h to Curriculum
rlistruet4.1n Distributive Teacher Edu 'cion. Final Report.

.:e%;nesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
1957.

I:test of five reports describing a comprehensive
oevelopment project of national scope involving

ri listri_bntive education state supervisors, teache7:'
teacher education personnel, and distributive

e-ltry, supervisory, and management levels. Key
o: the project were to determine (1) the basic beliefs
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concerning distributive education, (2) critical tasks of the
distributive education teacher coordinators, (3) professional
competencies needed to perform these tasks, and (4) technical
competencies needed by the teacher coordinator to develop worker
competencies, This volume include: a philosophy of distributive
education, critical tasks of the high school distributive educa-
tion teacher coordinator, the professional and technical com-
petencies needed, and a cross tabulation of competencies needed
by selected distributive workers.

Cra-ifori, Lucy C. A Competency Pattern Approach to Curriculum
Construction in Distributive Teacher Education. Final Report.
Volume II. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
ED 032 TA, 1967.

Thu; report contains the critical tasks, competencies needed
tri perform the tasks, and a cross tabulation of competencies
'Iooned by workers in selcted categories of department and
',nriety ctores. This volume is part of a comprehensive five-

prolest of national scope, involving many distributive
eqiicaY.on state supervisors, teacher coordinators, and teacher
e4ucation porsonnel.

Crn.l?orrl, Lucy C. A Conpetency Pattern Approach to Curriculum
rn.Istruction in Distributive Teacher Education. Final Report.

17-e ectnec_la, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Ser.%-ice,
) 3J,. 1967.

MY.; repo- incillies the critical tasks, competencies needed to
ly,zq'orm tl'e tasks, and a cross tabulation of competencies
_oer7ed by -orkers in selected categories of food stores, service
;';:tions, nnd wholesaling. This is volume III of a five-part
rer% of n'Itional scope involving many distributive education

supervisors, teacher coordinators, and teacher education
:personnel.

Lucy C. A Competency Pattern Approach to Curriculum
r,-Instruction in Distributive Teacher Education. Final Report.

);. ,Jethesda, MD: 'afC Document Reproduction Service,
,J 2j..) 1967.

(1,7;117,2rt contains the c-itical tasks, competencies needed
th2 taso and a c-owl tabulation of competencies

;) '77,-?kers in selected oator:oes for the creas of
nn(1. restaurant, This volume is part of a compre-

',,o:.ie tur,y of national scope involvi.ng many distributive
'.;,1pez,7isor3, teacher education personnel, ancl

t,!lef.p."yr

:',1c17, If. A, "Ten Co!r.mandmeni; 3:1-',TE Developer." Ph.f.

lonan, 55 (.7anuary, 1974), $'i.
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The author of this brief article lists his "ten commandments"
in a competency-based educational program developer. The
commandments reflect the ten most common mistakes made in
CBTE planning.

Crosby, J. Michael. "A Teacher Looks at Teaching Centers and
Educational Reform." Journal of Teacher Education, 25 (Spring,
1974), 31-6.

This article emphasized the need for several things to be done
in the educational system. These were: (a) re-examine the role
of the schools and determine what they can and cannot do; (b)
greatly increase the resources available to the educational
process; (c) make staff development programs much more relevant
1,-) the most pressing problems of schools; and (d) place the
.11,,acher and student "center stage" in the development, installation,
r-.1 evaluation of educational programs. Some elaboration on
'Lie last two items is given, Nine (item) recommendations are
r.;7.en for "blinding better centers" and for educational personnel
r-17.2am dL,vclooment. Two extracts from a task force report are
.:?,sen';ed 12rovide a "profession-wide" teachers' view of
t-,.-Iching centers.

-,rtin H. lnd Render, Gary F. "Experimental Learning in
botencv--nsed Teacher Education Procrams." Paper presentee

Cc--_;ency Based Teacher Education Conference, Waynl
17n4..---_--;ity, Detroit, Michigan, May, 1974. (Mimeogranhoe,.),

r;lirrects that a competcnczr-based teacher edrcajon
t's area of.' 1.nter,ersonal -claftons must be em dphasil'e.

nrofessors can begin to alle.Jiate this problem by
ting ex....imental mode of learning in their classrooms.

-,e-..,Isntn1 learning is another form of simulation and invoves
--.'ons v fo=z of role playing. All of the activities require (1)

event or object, which (2) provokes or promotes
?lctio:-. between people and the event or object, (3) a path

'..;) c f 0-,-rinication among persons involved, and (4) resolution,
roilling together of experiences and their relation to

or school-related prolJems. Two sources are
-1 r7? .;,.ining more information about experimental learning.

F-nA,,n7-% R and Gant, Walter L. "The Delphi Technique: A
?-r r:elleetIng Opinions in Teacher Education." Journa1.of

i",'0,-fon, 21 Call, 1970); 417-25.

cr ---nearch-o-'1ented a-?tile that discusses the "De3ny.
collecting opinions and arriving at consensus.

1::7) article explain the noes,) for scientifically
te needs, desires, and o2inions of educational Oionte3e

r-1;1 intr.71sted persons outside of education for educational
foment, The Delphi Tecbniq:le -enlaces the round-tab] e

';c1Ission Tethed of arrivinel: consemus. It is a carefrl)y
iThsli;ned Lof,ram of sequential .2.nterrogati'ms, interspersed 25
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with information and opinion feedback. An example survey conducted
at the University of Virginia is outlined with detailed explanation,
of the procedure and results-.

Daniel, Fred K. Performance-Based Teacher Certification: What Is It
and Why Do We Need It? Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 043-55171970.

This document defines the concept of performance based certification
and describes why we need it. The Florida approach for moving
toward performance-based teacher certification is outlined. Two
activities designed to encourage movement to performance-based
certification include (1) development of broad teacher educatior
guidelines for use in program design and development and (2) a plan
for desigro,ng and disseminating performance-based modules for use
:.n ongoing preservice and inservice programs.

"flchnel C. "Three Stages in the Development of CBTE." Phi Delta_
:,;)3an: 55 (January, 1974), 325-7.

77h1.7, ar';iole comments on three older artieles on competency-baned
eollcation that appeared in the Kappan. The author presents

view :that each of these three articles- represent a developnrmtal
- .1se of a CBTE program. The three phases are: (1) a main phase.
the noting and specifying of the job competencies, (2) the phase

f-en one :"eels pressure for statistically significant results: and
3) the thase when one isolates problems and atteinpts to develop
^cesse:, and not products, to solve recurrent problems:. Plscrip-

-;:',no of the throe phases are included with examples of each.

71tctlie T., 'ad. A Performance-Based Undereladuate Profirem
1,r) TV,Irnton o Teachers at Brooklyn College. Volume I. Let.esda:

:-Iocument Reproduction service, ED 076 513, 1971.

docoment 1.):?esents an overview of a performance-based uneer-
r7lqulto program for the education of teachers at Brooklyn Collect,.

e int-.7oduction includes an overview, assumptions, goals, spec4a
_)at.,7es, and desired outcomes. The second section of the r:..p,-.7%
l^. ;:»i% four coarse -level sequences of the program: earl.y child-

C.c,lentary, middle schools: and secondary. A 42 item
,:)lio,_a3phy is included. Volume II contains, in a separatn
--sr;, the appendices which are position papers on Narieus aspects

t,-t.e .orogrPm.

11%, m. Vere. "Teacher Centers: An International Concept.:' Jour al.
TcPeber Education, 25 (Spring, 1974), 37-9.

P7t:I.cle ?resents a comparison of teaching centers in the
5tate5, Britain, and Japan. Teaching centers have been

.el ;e'1 to fester curriculum development and inservice educat:rn.
--e 3?itish centers function by and for teachers on a volul'tarr

The Japanese centers have resulted from informal study
and are involved in practical work.

21;
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NotMan R. "Seledting Competency Outcomes for 'teacher Edudation:"
Jetrnal_of_Teacher_ Education, 24 (Fall, 1973), 194-9.

This article stresses the need for all-who are concerned- with
teacher education programs to become involved in.selecting Compe-
tencies according to teacher roles= and in having_theAompetencies
adequately validatedwithin the preparation context. pe article
pursues three interrelated thetes- They are: (1) ';competencies-
ate_ related to teaching functions by examining the - language
complexities inhetent in the definition of competency by providing
axamoles and a summary description of the several bases fot de-
riving competencies"; (2) "the competendy selection process must
be considered primarily-as -a political process and secondarily as-

research=based -scholar's choice"; -and (3) "several major -- competency
selection issues and problems are examined."

Doolittle, Lawrence W. "Harold's Report on the Lock Haven Experience:
CBE Adventure." Phi Delta Kappan, 55 (January, 1974), 327-9.

-his article describes the proceedings of a competency-based
education workshop as reported by a hypothetical individual named

A key topic discussed is the group process of writing
Mitial interim Inventory of Generic Competencies" required

';,%achers, The author states that a reformed teacher under this
7,:;-or.:-,2am would be made up of five systems: attributes, cognitions,
:Y;:f1s-psyohomoter, skills-cognitive, and skills-affective,

Dropn, Stan, "72win Dimensions of Teacher Behavior Assessment."
ConilemporEry Equcation, 44 (January, 1973), 142-6.

71i.s article presents a discussion of two dimensions of teacher
'fohavier, effec.:iveness and competence: Effectiveness is defined
n; "producing the intended or expected result." Effectivenof.:s
ho'mviors are linked to the achievement of specific, agreed-mon
1..7rner behaviors, 1.3empetence is defined as "having suitable c.,_?
1:Ticient skills, knowledge, experience, etc.; for some purpeso;

t-:.operly Tha competency dimension includes all teacher
I21.7i0723 ,rieTled in terms of a particular set of Performance

-;rteria theoretically or empirically developed. A detailed
6seussic,n of these two dimensions is presented. Both approaches
to teache7-behavior assessment have implications for teacher-
trainins program.

Drumheller, Sidney J., ed. "Competency-Based Instructional Systems
rnd the Human Facilitators: Confessions of a Module Writer.::
Educational Technology, 13 (April, 1973), 9-14.

This article identifies many of the weaknesses in the movement i7.o

contrive and implement individualized instructional systems in
,:o.ucation, Components of an instructional system which are most
11nerable include: materials, management system, designers,
)nblishers, and learners. The article is divided into three

27
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parts': cly an overview_ of the components of-an instructional
systet; -(2) an overview of" human deciSi mOns made during the- life
'cYcle- of an=instrUotional system bear on its longevity ;__ . .

.

instruction_andi (3), a discussion of the al systet as a viable
instructional tedium for the 1970's_.

Drummond, William H. "The Meaning and Application of Performance
Criteria in Staff Development." Phi Delta Kappan, 52 (September,
1970), 32-5.

This article presents-the-viewthataystems-technolegy; applied-
humanely, will promote fUndamerital-dhangga- neede&for modern
edUcation and-staff develoPMent for our schools_. Atetoplea-
discussed-indludel -(1) a statement of -beliefs.and VarlUes-Con
cerning the application -of-technology to education-, (0 a'set e-
27linciplet_forprogram development,_ (3) institutional considerations__

the:use of performance e-driterial indiVidUaI considerations
in the application of performance- criteria for staff development _

end ;_5)-a bUnmary of the changeS in teacher edudation which legically
f)IIen from ideas:presented,

TOBey,, Bebert E,; Endly, Virginia -.1J.;. Roe, IkAy- D.-;_-Toilett, Daniel 3.
A.:PrfortanneBaaed_Guide to Student Teaching. Tanvill, Illinoia:
'I:hiInterstate-Printers 4-PuLlishers, 1972.'

_s- hook is desicried to Previde the student teacher, the suPer-
4'itins teaCher, and the university supervisor with .a planned:
ggVe-for the professional growth of the student teacher- included

the book are performance .objectives for student teaching,
wt sted activities, methods- for-assessing the student teadherS'

p": warts toward-stated objectives and evalUation- devices for
riaeordirm Protrress.

Dzinban, Charles D. and Esler, William K. "Structuring a Performance-
3qjsild Teacher Education Program in Science. t' Science Education,
57 (April - June, 1973), 161..7.

7.--e authors of this article explain performance-based teacher
in terms of three ingredients: performance objectives,

it'arn2tc -mths for learning, and performance evaluation. Per--
rn:nce o'sjactives are classified into five types: (1) knowledge,

f=1 ne:f=712nce, (3) affective, (4) experience, and (5) consequence.
1:tf!rn:i.te 7saths for learning are described for each type of
r'jlet-17.1 in terms of conditions of learning. Evaluations for

ty?o 'xf performance-objective are also described. An
)Trrif.at7.14 performance -based preparation program for science

outlinad with examples for meeting each type of
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Eastman, Leo E-..; Pierce, Walterl and_Seller, William. "Guidelines for
Trantition frdm Traditional to Competency- Based Teacher Education._"
(Mimeographed) -.

This manuscript identifies nine guidelines relevant to the trail,-
Sition from-traditional tdcompetendy-based teacher edUcation.
These guidelines are deriVed from-experiences at Illinois State
in-preservice secondary teacher education after _Sikyears
CBTE,program, -The guidelines- are- offered -so -that those antici-
pating a change to a self-paded cOmpetency-based-progratmill be
aWare_ of certain-possible probleMs-from the outset of their
program development. The nine guidelines- are:- _(1)_-There is no
such thing as instant change, (2) Build the new dompetency-baSed
program on -the Strengths-of existing program,_ (3) Decide early
whether your coMpetehey-based-prograM will follow a self -paced
tnstrudtionalsystems approach. or if you will place students in
a classroom setting, (4)-_ If a systeMs approach_is used, prepare
rit-tff and-atudents through inservice work and- orientatiOn sessions_
!'cr the new roles to whiCh they'Must adapt, (5) IMplementatiaiFI -of
a Systets approach implies a form of differentiatecIataffing
-flidh must be accommodated, (5) Acdommodation-muSt_ be mu_de within
;la University system, for evaluation of-staff involved in the
cotbetency-bated- system, (7) UniVerSity administration staff and
lervices mutt be involved- early where appropriate,, (8) A-self-
-adod competency-based program using- a systems atproach will need
1p pia record-keeping devices, and (9) Decide who will be cciirdi=,
lntor of the total program. A six item bibliography is included,

, 7Tan'_k S. "Professional Improvements in Basic Mechanical Instruc-
';fonal Ccmpetencies." The Agricultural Education Magazine, 44
(January, 1972), 179 -80.

-7.. At article deals with the impact of Public Law 90576 on teachers
r)': vocational agriculture. This mandate to offer vocational
':r1 cation to persons of all ages in any location was accepted
as a ch6,11enge by the Alabama Vocational Agricultural Educational
.i7orram. As a first step, a survey was made of 27 -1 teachers of
ir::ational agriculture to ascertain a measure of their perceived
L3Itructional competency to teach high school students in each
.)f six occupational clusters, An analysis of this survey made
possible the planning of a series of in-service workshops and
r:raduate credit courses. During the third year of the program
1;85 of all regularly employed teachers had participated in these

.These courses are to be offered on a regular basis
gntil a majority of the teachers reach optimum competency level.

Edwlrds, Clifford H. "Competency-Based Teacher Education: A Critioue."
Contemoorary Education; 44 (January, 1973), 188-91.

Mit article summarizes some of the criticisms and problems which
can he generalized to include all competency-based instruction,

-?9
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Some major criticisms are: (1) competencies do not meet the
expectations of logical criteria, (2) competencies are all too
freduently measured by inaPpropriate means, (3) it is impossible
to specify and measure all the competencies required for effective
teacherS, (4) students often cannot progress through a program at
tbeir own rate because of lack of Materials or supporting servides_,
(5 -) there is a tendency among competency programs to have short-
cireuited channels for feedback and change. Practical problems
usually encountered in competency-based programs include: (1)
stadents experience difficulty in adjusting to a self-imposed
sehedule, (2) students experience difficulty in adjusting to the
change of evaluation and grading from a norm-referenced model to

eriterion-referenced model, (3) instructors sometimes react
irrationollY to a high rate of student failure, *(4) student in-
11.1ity to gain proficiency from experiences outside the tra.di-

tfxnal classroom, and (5) mediated materials have a relatively
interest level. Other prOblems fundamental to ,competency

y:oerams are also discussed.

ClifTord H. "Technology in a Proficiency-Based Teacher
PI,ogram." Educational Technology, 13 (April, 1973), 62.

rolthor of this article describes a new professional educational
7--i.eace .cken by secondary education teacher candidates et Illinois

Uni7ersity which is competency-based. Each-competency is
snjeet of a complete learning package. Students receive

.::strilszif: and as from a team of professors. A nurIber
t,:,c',nolr-:ical supporting systems are described, includinn
rti.liz:!..:Ion of random access informatien retr1ov5.1 cyr:t7,,-1

';cstirs- csnter, a computerized surveillance system, and a
Tte e7al/tation component.

n, Iris M. Perforrance-Based Teacher Education ProrTams: A
-parativs Dsscription. iethesda, MD: ERIC Document lleprealction

ED Ob7 390, 1972.

c tro pIrt Jocument prese:_ts a gereral view of the results of
lomertc.t'on of performance-based teacher education prog7=s-
t I Prscents an overvie-: or PBTE and a brief description of

-._cctsq =3 institutions. The overview topics include intic
tory :7.7-srm-Ltion, basic np-Proaches to implementation, and on

f:nmework. The description of PBTE Institutions ipelucle
%Pr7atto:ls and recommendations. Part II presents a detaIle4
-criptn of specific PBTE Programs emphasizing conceptual4.7o-

, /1, selection, support, control, organization, linkage,
mInn.se,...ant, and cybernation. A bibliography and closc:)7:

includsi.

71 -4, ritanley. Performance-Based Teacher Education. What is the Eta t°
the- Art? LJetnesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
';3,3 1O., 1971.

717.5 document presents the concepts of performance-based teacher 30



education, examines its potential, and identifies problems and
questions. Five essential elements are identified: (1) teaching
competencies to be demonstrated are, role derived, specified in
performance terms, and made public; (2) assessment criteria are
competency-based, specify mastery levels and are made public;
,(3) assessment requires performance as -prime evidence and takes
student = knowledge into account; (4) student progress depends on
oemonstrated competencies; and (5) the instructional program
facilitates development and evaluation of specific competencies.
Thlracteristics and advantages of performance-based programs arc
also described.

E3lis, Elmer C. "Elementary Curriculum DesigriNfor the Future.
Dilteational Technology, 12 (November, 1972), 36-7.

7-14.3 article is concerned with competency-based elementary
-rriclo.um. The author sees a need for defining and specifyinn;
;71':. job that needs to be done. He states that before chance in
'-!?3hinc methods takes place, the teacher must become dissatis-
1:1111 wit'a his present teaching. He expects the future of e1eman-

72y aurri,;ulum to be modularized instruction and an absence 0,7?
-le old e-ctbook methods. As a result, there will be effect!xo

in the future who are adaptable, flexible, and kno-::
lea-on.

'enneth Comnetency-Based Education Development Project,
PccD7.-:;. othesda, MD: ERIC Document ReproduCtion

renort describes a project conducted at Western Kentucky
.versity, It was concerned with ascertaining the effective-

of the Teacher Corps program in developing and imolementfrg
(:-).neten,277 based teacher education in a teacher training procrvm

to prepare middle school teachers. Key purposes ef rho
-Jroject were to: (1) serve as a data-collection agency for a
rational nroject, (2) assist the Teacher Corps faculty in develop-

conplancy-based instruction, and (3) monitor the effect4ve-
rcl-, of th: competency-based instruction provided by the tc:cher
c-Thcation faculty. Evaluation methods and results are proonted

_cat-Ins that interns favored a competency-based teacher caeca -
p-:orpm. Apnendices devoted to measuring instruments,

fl'a.:initf.sn of CBTE, and Teacher Corps guidelines and CBTE are

Moriel for Teacher Education. Bethesda, MD: ERIC rcument
.-apuction Service, ED 074 0617)7970.

docurent describes an experimental model for teacher educa-
',,nn at t'le University of Washington. The model is designee to
-,e17.7 al a training laborat.Jry for experienced teachers, prc-
-'--;;c?al and post-doctoral students,which will encourage then 1,10

le-Aership roles when they return to their home institu.tlens.
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Emphases of the project :include-: (1) performance criteria, _(2)
field-based programs, (3) improved relationship between eduaational
thebry and ciataroom_ ,practice -and (4) more intensive -classroom

dexperience. Charts describing-the Organization' ef.the project
and- the teaching competency model are presented,:along-With tasks
and criteria for classroom management.

EXperimental Teacher :EdUcation Program,. Case Study. Bethesda,. 11130
ERIC-Docutent Service-, ED 074-062, 1972.

This study grew out of a high:School project which was-a OeOpera-,
tiVe effort between the -University of Northern Colorado and the
DenVer Public Schoeia., Three Major areas in teacher preParation-
were modified as a result of this Study,: (1) general education,
(2) student teaching, and -(3)' methods courseS. 'The ,general
ei'iloatiOn requirements emphasized .an interdisciplinary .action;_
t!,e. student teaching prOcraM took =Students into: the field their
2.'es!-tan and sophotore-y.-;arb-; and the methods courses -Wca'arenlaced.

a 1ProfeSsional Year" in Which studenisiorepared instructional
7.-1 t2oitps in their major fields:, 1WhiCh were used. to ShoW_prosped-
tva ei7ployers instead of the traditional college transCriPtb..

Facen, :";t1nloy A. and Checkon, Stephen. Issues in Measuring Teacher
';--ootene for Affective Education. Bethesda, MU: ERIC Docuvaent

.11tIon Service, ED 055 5547-1972:

article dis,.usses measurement for affectiVe education uMin
.;e:viee teaeher education. The three main approaches to affective:
-"1---tisn are seen as: (1) facilitation of emotional insight and

.14erotanding; (2) facilitation of emotional experience; (3)
no.ilitation of emotion-modifying actions. Measurement is consi-

e,1 In relation to three dimensions for the assessment of
---petency knowledge, skills, and attitude). Identification is
.r/3 of technical and process issues.

rt. "7esr'nrch on Teacher Evaluation." National Elementary
43, (:lovember, 1963), 19-27.

--is irt'.sle mentions several reviews and summaries on teacher
?octiveness which stress the importance of the Handbook of

--segrch --)n_Taaching. The question about teacher effectiveness
s ;,le;.-'or to &:.T.J.me it is to be an attribute of the teacher in
.).-ts'.1":-.? teaching situation or whether to assume it is to be

r obolb the results that come out of a teaching situat:I.en,
1ss have been made on the former assumption. The traits

o: co-5.aa;ton of traits which are closely associated with teccber
have been the subject of several studies, Di'. ratlw

,lr-?ares all these traits with success based on other rese,orell
.).11,lies. In most of the studies of unsuccessful teachers, it

been 2Dund that poor maintenance of discipline and lack of
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Cooperation- -tend to be t40 chief _cause's of failUre, Health,
=educational background, preparation, age and knowledge of subjedt.
tatter -appear- to be 'unimportant factors in -tern* of
Ryan's ,study." of teacher charadteribticS is perhaps the most
--eXtenSiVe-. i,ias -based on more than- one hundred-Separate
research projects. CondUCted in about 1700 schOols involving
600; teaChere._

_

Peasibility_-StUdy' fOr,,a .Comprehensive .Competency- Based.- Training.
and, Certification,,System :Personnel-' in-:_the: Common-
wealth -of:Pennsylvania:, ,Bethesda, -MD:- ERIC -Document Reproduction,
'Service;; ED '07.2"_014',,-/-972.,-

This ip: an annotated- bibliography -containing 196- items )dealing_
components. of competency -based training and CertifiCatiOn,

= system, for tea_chers, serving -Children in ;day care, programs in
Plerineyivania. Articles ,are- .arranged Under the fdllo141rig

tOPiCe: jab content, data; task definition of
cOMpetencies behavioral obj ective ,staiting_ .patt e:rns ;_ assessment
instruments and procedures; -certi-fication -and licenSing; indivi-_-
clualized- learning Modules-; training designS1 curriculum
merit; -field-based training,, internships; training teohniques;
Chiid, care- program -descriptions; and: other bibliographic sources.

Ferguson, Edward T. Emerging Teacher Education Curricular Models.
Leadership Training Series No. 33. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 047 162, 1971.

This is a report of the proceedings- of the Fourth Annual .National
VoCational-Teehnital Teadher Education seminar held in November
of 1970. Contains presentations of over- 20 national leaders in
teaCher edUeation and some findings of -A 3-year research project.
at -"The Center" on iierfortaricebased model curridUluts and_core
concepts for organiting and providing professional offerings.
This seminar had -three objectives: (1) to proVide an understanding
of the performance-based core concept, of a model Vo-Tech teaCher
education curriculum, (2) to focUs on an understanding of the
administrator's role: in implementing -such a curriculum, and ( 3 )
to foster an understanding of the teacher educator's role in
improving the curriculum.

Finch,- :Curtis R. and Hamilton, James B. "Performance-Based Teacher
Educational Curricular: Implications for Programs." Paper
presented at the Seventh Annual National Vocational and Technical
Teacher Education Setinar, Dallas, Texas, 22-25 (October, 1971).
(illtdOgraphed).

This paper deals with a number of key concerns about PBTE imple-
mentation. These include the characteristics of such a program-
-and the issues involved in its implementation. A great deal of
emphasis is being placed by PBTE on the identifidation, attainment
And assessment of teaching competencies. Comparing PBTE Wfth



traditional- program shows: _(1) PBTEls focus on explicit teacher
competencieS as opposed -to general statements of-Achievement,
(2) the difference between the two-in terms of basic Characteristics
such as explication of competencies to-be attained, assessment
criteria -and- procedures, student orientation, and instructional
intent, These differences are what make PBTE both an exciting
and controversial= Ovetent.

Flanders, Ned_ A. "Basic Teaching Skills- Derived from -a-Model of
Speaking-and Listening." The Journal of Teacher Education,
-24 (Spring, 1971_):,. 24-371

This,article:beginS with a "simple Model-of conversation,!' Which
is then- embellished" and- used to identify partidular,kinds of
speakinglisteninvtransitionS: These- anSitions suggest basic
teaching,skills-486oCiated WithTSpeaking and listening. Four,
.passes Of activities are Presented' in a- model of
steps of listening of these phaSes, ,the teacher-is quite
self- conscious _about maintaining a-balanee-betWeen,the COMplte
events and anticipation of thing6 to cote. The teacher-can
=establish flexible patterns of-interVention Skills-and-develop
the couragepatiende-and_donVietiOnsiledeSsary to use inter-"
Vention wisely.

Flanders, Ned A. "The Changing Base of Performance-Based Teaching."
Phi Delta KdoDan, 55 (January, 1974), 312-15.

Thim article is concerned with the changes expected to occur
during the next decade or two in performance-based teaching.
Three problem areas in which considerable change can be expected
deal with (1) measuring educational outcomes, (2) analyzing the
interactive patterns of teaching and (3-)- learning and inventing
more effective training procedures. Supposing that progress in
these three areas could surTess the expectations of their being
solved, the goals of PBTE would have to be changed or new
priorities established. Dr. Flanders is concerned with the
flexibility and adaptability of the current or proposed PBTE
programs. Do they contain built-in modifications? Do they
contain procedures for selecting which old ideas will be discarded
in favor of new ideas that will come along? Do they have the
mechanisms tc explore alternative teacher training methods for
learning the same skills? The answers to these questions should
be obtained in order to assure that PBTE programs can be effective
now and in the future.

Florida Vocational- And Adult Teacher Education Guidelines. State of
Ylorida, Department of Education. Division of Vocational,
Technical and Adult Education.

This pamphlet contains guidelines listing common competencies
-needed by all vocational education students. Following the
identified and consolidated list of common competencies is
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'appended the sPecialitecompetencies required- for employment
or .further training in_ the 'reSPeotiVe vocational ,edticatiOn
program fields,. The specialized: program fields discussed are
as follows: Adult General,. Agricultural, Business and Office
-Occupations., Distributive, .Diversified CoOperative,_ Health-
OcCupationS, HOMe.:EConomics,. Industrial: Arta, InduStrial and
Technical ,Educationi.

-Fraenkei., jack R. Evaluatiion of National Center for ,Educatiorial
-Research and rDeveiopmentiTeacher Corps:-.*Competencyraased Education
'Development:'Project.- Bethesda,'. MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
=Service-, ED-065,-107, l972..

This- .report ,desCribeS a one-year -effort. to inCorpbrate some
aSpectd-of CBE into the' course work of the teachen,training
interns involved in the .program at Sari.-Francitoo State College.
In a 'three, hours -per -week .course, a,:nUMber of ,chahgeS:'frOm the
traditional Method',6t teacher-training were initiated', The most
noticeable was' the formation of cluster=development teams,
consisting of students. and -staff.- These teams. worked-. to develop
niodUlei; and clusters: and to Collect-1 store andorganize- the
at al .necessary for the implementation of these inoduleb.

Fritschei, Arthur L. "Minimum Standards. fOr Teacher COmpeteride.
Edudation, '55 (April, 1967), .3474.

.This article points out that there. are no generally agreed
upon minimum standards and that there will likelY never be any
agreement. One fact is outstanding, howevernthe,:changing role
of_ the teacher. BaSed on thiS taot, Dr. Fristchel points out
four Possible areas of minimum competency: (1) the teacher'srole, is fundamentally that of a director of learning, (2) the
teacher should deVelop skillS 'n human relations in order to
r!.:o t. the changing needs of our society-oriented programs,
(3) the .teacher should become an agent for change (these changes
houl. cl be observed in student behavior as well as in society),

nryl CO the teacher must develop professional competency in.
or(ter to carry out the other three areas.

7ihol, Lewis R. Review and ,Synthesis of Literature on Occupational
P:reparationin the Community_ Concise. Bethesda, MD: ERIC
Docuthent Reproduction Service, ED on /as, 197a.

This is an examination of the role of community colleges in
occupational education in. terms of methods of operation and
extent of offering. Included is, information on entrance reattire.-
mentb, OUrriculum, administration, and methods of instruction_
in these community colleges. Recommendations are made for
needed additional research. An extensive bibliography is included.
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'Gays_ Lorraine-11. and Daniel, K. Fred. "Accreditation and Performance-
Based- Teacher Education." Mucational Technology, 12 (November,
19721, 45."50

In the article, a distinction is made between state accreditation
and _state 'Certification. Three level ' of accreditation (national;,
regipfial, state) _are 'discussed. Also discussed are-three-types
ofstandards 'used' in the eValuation of teacher education programs:
input, process, and_ product -standards; and various problems and-
issUeS in competency -based accreditation.

,Gazzetta, Vincent C. New Ym4c- S%ate_dertificatien_by Competency,
Bethesda, MD:_ ERIC. Doc.Imen'Reprodyetion-Service, 'ED -074' 511, .

1972,

This paper diScuSses certification in New YOrk State and
hoW_it may-be-_iMproved-. ?-,1poSed is a cempetencybased,,
centered program: to be estz,dished stateZthereqUired
competencies, prOvidesI'Mr their-aStessMent establishes perfpr."
-mande,standat(ls, and-allowS for their modifiCatieri. _AIS-01.suggested
are threemajor-chatiged in_teacher-dertificatiOnp040 and
prodedure: (1) each._ preparatory program will .0yaluate individuals
tredentialt instead-Of the Divisien-of 'Teacher,Education- and
Certifidation-, (2)-°a_teacher with a_Provisional certificate .should'
CoMpiete-a masters. degree or 30 semester hours of graduate-study_
within:5 years, -(3)_ Periodic-assessment of newly certified teachers.
sllould 'be made.

Getz, Howard; Kennedy, Larry; Pierce_, Walter; EdwardS, Cliff;_ and
Chesebrb, Pat. "From-Traditional_ to.Competency7Based Teacher
Education." 'Phi Delta_Kappah, 54 (January-, 1973), 300-2,

This-article describes how Illinois State University has replaced
its traditional eight semesters of teacher training-With self-
paced instructional packages. Desired teaching_behaViors are
specified in these packages, and a demonstration- of proficiency
is xneded for each competendy before credit IS given. Difficulties.
-have ariben in scheduling and administering a series of continuous
instructional sessions, maintaining and operating the micrete.adhing
tations, supervising the testing centers, Maintaining a surveillance

system to keep track of 1,976 students engaged in some 80 seParate
nackages rnd supervising the maintenance of the library materials.
All in all, ISU is pleased with the results of their new system,
but have found the adjustment by staff and students to be sleWer
and- more agonizing than they had expected.

Giles, Frederic T. and Foster, Clifford D. Changing Teacher Education
in a Large Urban University. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service, ED 064 25g, 1972.

This_ document presents a discussion of the implementation of a
_PETE program at the University of Washington. Initial emphasis=
is -on the conditions and processes necessary to _bring about a..

:1G
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change -in teacher education. The second:section describes specific
PBTE programs at the University, with- emphasis -on the conceptual
and management domains of program development-in teacher education.

Glenn, Ronald E. and True, Robert J. "Converting Craftsmanship into,
Learnable Units." American Vocational Journal, 48 (April, 1973),

This article Contends_ that although trade and industrial teachers
usually have strong backgrounds in the world- of work-and know how
to pradtice their particular trade, they -still lack-the ability_
to reduce types of jobs to discrete operations that are teachable
and can be practiced in an educational situation. In short, they
have difficUlty in writing clear, concise, and understandable -
performance goals that will guide and direct the student's learning
experience. The authors offer encourageMent by stating that

, . Writing perfortance goals is a technique that _you can
master by following a few simple-Steps and practicing the concepts
developed."

Goldbas, Mervyn; Wheeler, Daniel; Hull, Ronald E.;- and BAUtan, Daniel.
Teacher:Performance: Do -We -Know-What We- Are Evaluatin ? Bethesda,
Mp: -ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 07 0 ; 1973.

e.`

Thid article discusses a study designed to provide teacher trainers-
-at State University College, Fredonia, New York, with information
concerning: (1) actual criteria by which student teachers were
being evaluated, and (2) an alternate process that would more
validly measure the degree to which objectives in the field
experience program-were obtained. Student Teacher Evaluation:
forms of elementary education graduates were analyzed in terms
Of their relationship to marks, recommendations, and job success.
It-was found that the Student Teacher Evaluation forms had little
o :cternai or internal validity.

Graham, _Leah and Donahue, Larry. "CBTE Program: Field Component
Development Process." Paper presented at American Educational
Research Association, April 29, 1974. (Mimeographed).

This paper describes a cooperative CBTE project between Michigan
State University and Lansing School District. Release time was
given to Lansing teachers to work with university personnel in an
effort to improve the performance of teachers. The paper describes
the problems that were encountered and gives an evaluation of
the project.

Grieve, Mary Jane. "Utilizing Performance-Based Modules in Teacher
Education Programs." Paper presented at the Seventh Annual
National Vocational and Technical Teacher Education Seminar,
Hotel Adolphus, Dallas, Texas, October 22-5, 1973. (Mimeographed).

This article discusses the general use of performance-based
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abdules in teacher education-programs. Some limitations and-
tenefits of the rise of and administration of _self-paced materials
are offered. It describes the advantages of the learning
resource center-at Oregon State University.

Hafiz, M. Sharrif. Developing a Competency-Based Elementary. Teacher
Education Pro ram at Norfolk State College Based on the Im
cations -- Study of the Comprehensive Elementary Teacher Education
Models. Final. Report. Vol t I. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 065 489, 1972.

This report reviews the conclusion of a series of activities,
procedures, and conferences conducted by faculty at Norfolk State
College for the study of the Comprehensive Elementary Teacher
Education Models (CETEMS). Five major procedures are identified
and discussed as being used in the- pr-ocess of studying the
programs.

'Halamandaris, P. G. and Loughton, A. John. "Empathy Competence: A
Search for New Direction in- Canadian Teacher Education." Educa-
tional Technology, 12 (NoVember 1972), 20-2.

This article discusses the -use of-obServational techniques to
identify the aspect of "empathy competence" teaching performance.
Ellpathy competence was defined as- "the ability of a teacher-to
-gphninely consider, as a first priority, the rights, feelings
',n(lachie7sments of the individual student, in all teaching
adtiVittes." It is suggested that Canadian teacher education
programs in the 1970ts should show more interest in both empathy
erripetence and skill competence. One suggested-way of achieVing
tfleh competence is through a program of community involvement.
Ths article rofers to the IMPACTE program at Brandon University.

Halfin, Harold H. and Courtney, E. Wayne. Competencies of Vocational
Teacher -- The Identification, of the Common Professional Training
LBluirersnts of Vocational Education Teachers. A study sponsored
.)y the Board of Regents of Wisconsin State Universities, May, 1970.

study reports that the University of Wisconsin attempted to
identify common training needs of secondary teachers in vocational
cdncation. Instruments containing 130 items were sent to 150
teachers in ten states, and items were factor analyzed. Commonali-
ties tended to verify that several elements could logically be
of:fered in a common training effort. A 42 item bibliography
15 given, and the instrument used is included in the appendix.

HamaChek, Don. "Characteristics of Good Teachers and Implications for
Teacher Education." Phi Delta Kappan, 50 (February, 1969), 341-5.

afi



This article points out that research has come up with four areas
of teacher personality and behavior that can be related to teacher
effectiveness: (1) personal characteristics, (2) instructional
procedures and interaction styles, (3) perceptions of self, and
(4) others. After listing the characteristics of good teachers
based on several studies, the author suggests that teacher educa-
tion include sensitivity training.

Harbeck, Mary 3. "The-Student Will Appreciate Competently_. . ."
tional Technology-, 12 (November, 1972), 26-8.

This article discusses the difficult-role in developing attitudes,
interests and_appreciations in competency -based learning. Sugges-
tions are offered for developing instruments for testing behaviors
in the:Affective Domain.

Harsh, J. Richard-. A Look at Teacher Evaluation. Bethesda, MD: ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, ED 046 993, 1970.

This-article discusses- the 'positive and =negative factors which
exist in teacher evaluation. Various factors, processes,_ tenets,
and characteristics of-effective evaluation are-discussed. Perfor=-
-mance criteria _and behavioral objectives are seen as positive
aspects of evaluation. Teacher-student and teacher-administrator
interactions are emphasized in a set of guidelines presented- aa-
a-Model for future evaluation.

Henderson, Judith E. and Lanier, Perry E. "What Teachers Need to Know
and Teach (for Survival on the Planet)." Journal-of Teacher
Education, 24 (Spring, 1973), 4_16.

ThiS-article discusses three major questions: (1) What is teach-
ing? (2) What is effective teaching? (3) What knowledge, skills-
and competencies does a teacher need to teach effectively? After
defining teaching, "when the intended changes selected by the
teacher are both desirable and constructive for the learner(eYi
and- the intended changes are actualized as a result of instruction,"
the article deals with how man's relation to his environment-callS
for his utilizing certain skills, one of which is problem solving-.-
The-authors present a model which attempts to describe the total
systems of teaching (givens, ends, means and results of teaching).

Herr, Edwin L.; Horan, John J.; and Baker, Stanley B. "Clarifying
the Counseling Mystique." American Vocational Journal, 48 (April,
1973), 66-3.

This article emphasizes the role of vocational guidance. By
employing "systematic counseling" vocational counselors can better
perform their two major tasks of promoting adaptive behavior and



eliminating maladaptivetehaviOr. The characteristics of a Well
-stated.vocational counseling= .goal_arethe-,aame as a-wellwritten
instructional perfOrmande goal. Mese characteristi06 are:
iden'CifiCatiOn-oftheterminal performance geml-byname, _(2)
description of the important conditions Under-Which the behatior
will be expected to oCcUri,and ( -3).- specifying the criterion of
acceptable performance. The-aUthors tonclaide their-article, with
-the_aiateient that vocational_gUidance- is a subsystem of career:
education, and vocational counseling- is a subsystem of vocational
guidance; therefore,__perforMancebased goals- in these two subsy3tem;
will contribute the establish_ ment of accountability in career
education.

Hill, Ec JO, "Old ,Wine,_New Bottles.-" American VOcationalIournals
138= (April, 1973),- 69 -72.

This article expresses the= need_tor teachers in Health OcoupatiOns
to_atate-Tierformance-god10 that carefully delineate content=,
identify conditions under" which Student:31411 be krOrMingi and
-61early'define-the.educational intent. Educational'intentMust_
be based on occupational analysis. A_procedure- for developing
,performance, -goals. is presented_ in ,prototype _Tom.

Hite, .Herbert.. "The Cost of Performance-Based Teacher-Education."
Journal of Teacher Education, 24 (Fall, 1973)4 221.4.

This article discusees possible costs of PBTE programs in terms
. other than monetary. The author infers that initial PBTE budgets
Will =be at least two and one half times standard teacher education
programs, but after three or so developmental years, budgets are
likely to be comparable to such existing programs as student
teaching.

aollciway, Lewis -D.andi Bailer, Larry J. DeVelopingleaching COmpetendiea'
-Needed b Educational Personnel in Post-Secondar Health- Occupations
Programs. -F na= -Report. ol.-I.- Bethesda, MD:. -ERIC Document
Reproduction-Service; ED 060'1814 1971,

The purpose-of this project was to stimulate- individuals and inati=
tutlons to conduct short -term teacher-education activities for
persons in the health occupations field._ An institute involving,
104-persons was conducted-which resulted in a publication of the
guidelines and general.preaentationa and-a:Model inservice_teacher.

Zt-:,

education course on classroom-testing. Recommendations "call for
continued efforts in Health OccdpatiOns Teacher eddCation_programs..

, _

Houston, W. Robert. Resources for PerformanceBased Education. The
University of the State of New York, The State Education Depart-
ment, Division Of Teacher Education and Certification. Albany,
New York, March, 1973

T',
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This is an annotated compilation of, recently developed instruLitionai
°Materials relevant to performance-based education. The pr-Jject
surveyed potential materials- throughout the country, and reviewed;
annotated, and indexed them for ready access. It is suggested
that "when carefully selected and tailored to appropriate popular
tions and objectives, these new instructional materials can greatly
enhance a professional preparation program."

Houston, Robert. Performance Education:_,StrategieS.and Resources
fOr_Developing,a Competency -Based d-Teacher Education Pro ram.
Bethesda, 10: ERIC Document Reprdduction Service, ED.0 0 TE60, 1972.

This paper gives PBTE_program designers inforMatioilon.sources and-
ProcedUres for developing Competency/performance-based-teacher
education programs. -Chapters include developmental task, (21
planning and designing, (3) initial developMent-, -(Al_prototype
test and (5) operational task. A bibliography is given throUghout
the paper. Two evaluation forms are inclUded in the.appendtki

Houston, W. Robert. "Designing Competency-Based Instructional Systems."
journal of Teacher Education, 24 (Fall, 1973), 200-4.

This artcle presents a 10-stage model which employs the systems
o.;)proach in desi:ning ,:ompetency-based programs. Model component
discussed (1) Specify Assumptions or Propositions; (2) Iden-
tify Co7npetencies; (3) Delineate Objectives; (4) Indicate Criteria
7,vals and Assessment Modes; (5) Cluster and Order Objectives for
1-xotruction; (6) Design Instructional Strategies or Modules; (7)
:Tanize a Management System; (8) Implement Program Trial; (9)

Evaluate Instructional Design; (10) Refine Program.

Houstet, W. Robert and Howsam, Robert B. "CBTE: The Ayes of Texas."
Phi Delta Kappan, 55 (January, 1974) , 299-303.

This article is an account of the status of teacher education in
Texas following the mandating (by the Texas State Board of Educa-
tien) of CBTE for all of the state's 66 teacher preparatory
institut.lons. The views of two major proponents- of-CBTE and also
r):' two Texas academicians are presented, each discussing the
pros and cons of C3TE. The authors express the opinion that
teacher education programs are being "actively redonceptualized"
end, generally, that the intent of the CBTE movement is educa-
tional and the expectations open and flexible.

Howey, Kenneth R. "Comprehensive Renewal in the Public Schools:
The Context and Potential of Teacher Centers." Journal of Teacher
Education, 25 (Spring, 1974), 26-30.

This article focuses on the use of teacher centers for teachers-
in-- cervico One of the main functions would be ti demonstrate
alternative approaches to Instruction and schooling as they now
exist. It is predicted tnat teacher turnover will be minimal

ALA
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ddting the next 10 years and change will be taking place rapidly,
So renewal is necessary at the "scene of action."

Howsam, Robert B. "Management of PBTE Programs." Journal of Teacher
Education, 24 (Fail, 1973), 213-20.

This article stimulates thinking about the importance of having
a management system that is compatible with and enhances the
effectiveness of PBTE. The author points out that existing
organizational structure will probably be incompatible to some
degree with the PBTE approach; and he proposes the-use of the

A matrix organization in the management system of PBTE.

Howsam, Robert S. "Some Basic Concepts." Report to the Classroom
Teachers National Study Conference, (November 26-27, 1971).
(-Mimeographed),

This report summarizes Dean_HOwsam'S talk to this group, which was-
conce'rned_ with-(1) the definition- of .performancebased i_ nstruotion,
-_(21 developments in teacher-education that enhance PBI, such as
indiVidUalization-, modularized-instruction any microteaching,, and
(3) the effectivenes8 of teachercenterS. The article Closed _With_
resume of the issues raised at the confei!ence,_which-indiuded

decision making at the institutional level, interpersonal-relation-
ships, teaching competencieS, evaluation, working conditiont,
costs, certification and impadt on- high education. As a _group,
the conference participants made recommendations to individuals
And groups involved in performande-based education, the Pofe-S
signal Association, and to the Student NEA.

Hoyt, Donald P. Identifying Effective Teaching Behaviors. Bethesda,
MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 039 197, 1969.

This report deals with an evaluation experiment that attempted
to discover the relationship between specific types of teacher
behavior and success in-teaching as shown by student progress in
relation to defined objectives. Fifty-eight items were used
to evaluate teacher-behavior and effectiveness. The findings
showed that at least sixteen items appeared to be required in
effective teaching, although they differed according to the size
of class and type of objective.

Hunter, Claude C. and Weathers, Tom, Jr. "What You've Wanted to Know
about Performance Objectives." Industrial Education, (September,
1973), 223.

This article is concerned with presenting a common-sense approach
to the topic of performance objectives, what they and how to
write and measure them. Areas treated are (1) defining the problem,
(2) ways of stating objectives, (3) good objectives and bad, and
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(4) checking students' progress. The three characteristics of a
"good" objective are identified as follows: (1) it describes the
physical activity to be performed by the student for the completion
Of the objective, (2) it lists all the relevant conditions that
surround the objective, and (3) it specifies the criteria for
successful completion of the objective. Brief examples of each
concept discussed are presented for clarification.

Huffman, Harry. "A Model for Generating Performance Goals." American
Vocational Journal, 54 (April, 1973), 26-30.

Dr. Huffman uses a flow-chart to show the procedures for developing
the conditions of a performance-goal. There are eight steps, which
include listing the givens, sources, purposes, methods, outputs,
quality measures, time limits, and prerequisites. The final step
culminates in .a set of performance goals. By the use of a seventy-
point model check-chart with the eight steps as headings, perfor-
mance goals can be written on an individual basis and can even--
tually become assignments for the students.

Implications of a Model Elementary School Program with Particular
Eraphasis upon a Performance-Based Program at South Carolina State
College. Final Report. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 065 484, 1972.

This article reviews the implications of South Carolina State
College's model elementary school program which places special
emphasis on performance-based teacher education. System design
techniques were used in developing models which had the charac-
teristics of: (1) personalized and individualized instruction;
(2) simulated professional laboratory experiences; (3) clinical
experiences; (4) modular instructional components; and (5) research-
oriented structure. An introduction to the exceptional children
component for elementary teacher education and a reference system
designation developed for foundations of reading instruction are
presented.

The Improvement of Education Through the Use of Video-Tape in Programs
for Those Preparing to Become Teachers and for In-Service Programs
for Experienced Teachers. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service, ED 072 033, 1971.

This article discusses the use of video-tape techniques for im-
provement of quality of education in preservice teacher prepara-
tion programs and in-service teacher education programs; for
improvement of teacher placement practices; for assessing indi-
vidual performance for admission to teacher education programs;
and for use in teacher placement credential files. Project cost
is given. It is shown that course goals and program objectives
were accomplished to a greater degree than they were by previously
used techniques.
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Interim Report: "Competency-Based Certification." Santa Fe, NM:
State Department of Education, January 1, 1973.

This report gives an account of the progress being made in New
Mexico toward a competency-based certification system. Some 12
question:, are posed which should be looked at by anyone involved
in or interested in- implementation of a CBTE program, and alter-
native approaches for solutions to the questions are suggested.

Jenson, Glenn. "Preparing Competent Teachers of Teachers." Educational
Leadership, 30 (February, 1973)028-30.

Jenson expresses a need for preparing teachers who can change,
be creative and flexible instead of the more conforming and
yielding type typical of today's educational process. He suggests
and discusses the following four competencies of teachers: (1)
superior in organizational ability, (2) enthusiastic about
teaching, (3) a skilled analyst, (4) adept at interpersonal

Johnson, Charles E. "Some Basic Principles Underlying Competency-
'nsed Teac1-.er Education Programs:" The University of Georgia,
College cE education, Athens, May 22, 1972. (Mimeographed).

This paper presents a-list of basic principles or assumptions
which have been used as a theoretical basis for designing and
.e7lopirs competency-based teacher education programs Also

included are the program characteristics which are likely to be
se4 in implementation if the principle is applied.

Johnson, Charles E. 'Developing Competency-Based Educational Programs
for the Precaration and Certification of Professional Personnel."
Abctl'act of paper presented at the annual meeting of the National
Aesociat:,n of Teacher Educators of Home Economics of the American
7.,.T'-tior.=1 Association, Atlanta, Georgia, 1 December 1973.

'"1-3 autl.c._:1 describes the three assumptions which form the basis
r3E when integrated into a focal point for program

c,s'alopmen:, result in a challenge to traditionally accepted
xe--rams. Emphasis is on competencies essential to effective
)r 'ormanr;_, provisions for differences among learner:-; and a
n- system. Other components discussed are: diagnosing
.e needs, evaluating learner progress and eva1uatic:.1 of total
e-nrsram.

John:on, Charls E. "Competency-Based VS Common Educational Practices."
Teacher Corps Technical Assistance Project, The University of

!.:;hens, Georgia, August, 1972. (Mimeographed).

7-0.s oape_. is an attempt to describe some of the practical charac-
'.;,:...is';icc, :f OE and compare them with characteristics more commonly

In education. The presentation is designed for those
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JcihnSon,, :Charles Ei A. `thiide to Georgia Educational Specifica-,
tions for the -P `reparation of Elementary- .Teachers .- Bethesda,
,MD:: ERIC- Document=Reproduction: Service, Ear o35 606, 1969.

ThiS article ,presenta, an overview .of a_teaCher trainee,' s learning._
activities throughout ,the 6 -year program at the .University -of
-Georgia. Teacher perforinance,=behaviOrs are at the core of the
Georgia model. Learning_ activities are experierided through -the.
use of praficiencY ModUlOS :(PM), -whiCh. are defined_ and discussed.,

Johnson,. Charles E. and -Shearron, -Gilbert F. "Generic 'Teacher _Perfor.r
mantes- Essential to Professional Conipetence." COMPetenCy.,-Based-
Education Center:, College -Of Education,, University -of' Georgia,
=Athens-, Georgia -,. 1:97.1 (Mimeographed) .-

This article .contains- a-_ list of some :generic professional teacher
-PerformanceS .compiled d-by the authors-. They suggest the _list.
-can -be Utilized to_ determine the extensiveness of a student
preParation for teaching,: t& structure, an-eduCatiOnai prOgrani
for the _preparation_ of teachers,: or to -1.iggest: those- -coniPetencieS-
which- shOuld-be included- in the- requirementS fOr Certifidaticth
-A distinction is made betWeen -"competencies" ,and "performance."
The__partial liSt is adapted frOM data- -Collected- by members-of the
University of Georgia -College -of Education Division-, Which__prepares-
teachers for children in_ early childhood,elenientary and middle'
Sdhodol years.

Johnson, Charles E. and Shearron, Gilbert F. Selected -Teacher Perfor=
mance Specifications Generally Applicable to Teacher Education
Curricula. Bethesda, MD:' ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
ED 040 9211, 1969.

This bulletin presents selected lists of teacher perforinance
SpeCifications which are generally applicable to teacher educa,!
tion curriculum for undergraduates. Procedured for developing
specifications based on teacher behavior are described. The
224 behaviors listed are clasSified according to cognitive and
affective development. Also presented is a list Of 80 affeCtiVe
specificationd of selected personality characteristics applicable
to teacher education.

Johnson, C. E.; Shearron, G. F.; and Payne, D. A. Specifying Assump-
tions, Goals, and Objectives for Competency - Based- Teacher
Education Programs.- Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 068 437, 1972.

This is a proficiency module (PM) developed at the University
of Georgia, and is a self-instructional set of learning materials
designed for use by teacher educators to learn how to prepare a
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theoretical viewpoint to use in developing a competency-based
teacher education program. There are four sections: (1) speci-
fying assumptions, goals, and objectives for teacher education;.
(2)- study guide for proficiency module; (3) self-assessment guide
for proficiency module; and (4) answer sheets to accompany self-
asseSsment guide for proficiency module.

Jones, Anthony S. "A Realistic Approach to Teacher Evaluation." Clear-
inghouse, 46 (April, 1972), 474-81.

Jones explores the problem of adequate teacher evaluation and
presents a suggested sequence of evaluation procedures using
three forms (personal form,- self - evaluation form, and student
form). Sample instruments of each form are included. This
sequence is a positive approach to teacher evaluation for improved
teaching with benefits for students.

Joyce, Bruce R. The Promise of Performance (Competency)-Based Education:;
An Analytical Review of Literature and Experience. Final Report:'
Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 083 147,
1971.

This paper is a review of literature and experience on performance-
based education. Chapters include (1) "The Short-Form; Best-Guess
Working Hypotheses for Competency-Based Education" (summary of
frame of reference and recommendation); (2) "Performance-Based
Education: Overview and Definitions," (3) "Origins: Where Did
Competency-Based Teacher Education Come From?" (4) "Innovations
and Competency-Based Teacher Education," (history of educational
reform movements), (5) "The Bureau of Research Models: The
Application of the Systems Approach," (6) "The Model of the
Teacher: Is a Generalist a Set of Specialists?" (7 -) "The
National Teaching Style: The Target of Teacher Education,"
(8) "What Would be the Nature of a Comprehensive Competency-
Based Teacher Education Program?" (9) "What Would be the Nature
of a Competency-Based Teacher Center?" An appendix describes
presently available soft-ware materials. An extended bibliography
is included.

Judson, Madison. "Teacher Centers." Journal of Teacher Education,
25 (Spring, 1974), 44-5.

This is a poem which describes the diversity of teaching centers.
They may make use of various spaces and provide for the needs
of many individuals.

Kaplan, Leonard. "Competency-Based Teacher Education: The Creation
of an Institute for the Research and Development of Competency-
Based Teacher Education Programs." Wayne State University, March 8,
1974, Position Paper. (Mimeographed).
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This position paper calls for continued,leadership by teacher
educators at Wayne SLate University in the field of Competency-
Based Teacher Education. It is suggested that at the state
level there is expressed support for these concepts: (1) a state-
wide accountability model; (2) state-wide pupil performance
objectives; (3) competency-based teacher certification; (4)
teacher renewal centers; (5) the expansion of professional develop-
ment programs, for current teachers; (6) alternative delivery
systems; and (7W) need for empirical data concerning program
impact on pupil achievement. It is also suggested that the
Teacher Education Division establish an "Institute for Research,
and Development in Competency-Based Teacher Education" having
the following proposed functions: (1) to initiate research
related to competency-based education; (2) to write proposals and
secure grants for the development of competency-based programs in
teacher education in cooperation with local educational institutions;
(3) to provide leadership in the implementation of the following
facets of CBTE: a) a systemS approach to program development;
b) competency and performance objective determinatIOn; c) criterion
reference assessment; d) instructional module development; e)
follow-up program evaluation; f) field-based operations; g)
individualized instruction; (4) to coordinate current teacher educa-.
tion,projects in CBTE; (5) to work in cooperation with our Center
for Teacher Education and Professional Development, in establishing
competency-based centers in the metropolitan Detroit area which
support both pre-service and in-service programs; (6) to establish
supportive management information systems for CBTE programs; (1)
to provide in-service experience for divisional faculty and public
school personnel in competency-based education and related issues;
(8) to secure, review, assess and maintain a library of materials
relevant to CBTE; (9) to write and distribute publications related
to CBTE; and (10) to promote inter-divisional and inter-institu-
tional cooperation in activities related to CBTE.

Kaplan, Leonard. "Survival Talk for Educators -- on Teacher Centers."
Journal of Teacher Education, 25 (Spring, 1974), 49-51.

This article presents comments made by representatives of school
systems in metropolitan Detroit expressing concerns and priorities
of teacher centers. Major thrusts included (1) studying children,
(2) studying instruction, and (3) studying self.

Kaufman, Barry A. Philosophical and Psychological Rationale for
Competency -Based Teacher Education. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction-Service, ED 074 049.

In this article, the authors emphasize the philosophical and
psychological rationales of competency-based teacher education
and systems analysis. The philosophical rationale stressed
acquisition of knowledge in teacher education programs. The
psychological rationale stressed the manner in which individuals
learn, as well as behavioral objectives. Systems analysis emphasized
the purpose, process and components of teacher education.
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Kay, Patricia M.; Remigoilo, Alice; and Cohen, Barbara. Performance-
Based Certification. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 056 991, 1971.

This is an annotated bibliography of 115 citations from 1957 to
1971 and is divided into 5 categories: (1) teacher certification
and selection; (2) teacher education; (3) modeling, feedback and
audiovisual media techniques; (4) observation, measurement, and
evaluation; and (5) research on teacher characteristics.

Kellet Edgar A. and Zimmer, John W. NUSTEP, A Performance-Based
Teacher Education Program: The First Four Years, 19691973.
Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 077 b65,
1973.

This report evaluates 'he Nebraska University Teacher Education
PrOgram (NUSTEP)-, which is a performance-based program. Three
general areas evaluated were (1) formal, long-scale objectives
analyseS to assess the effects of the program on objectively
rated academic performance, (2)- effects of program on partidiPant_
attitudes-, and (3) effect of the program on-generating ongoing
research proposalS, pilot projects, and instrument -develc)ment.
NUSTEP students showed a greater ability in producing pupil
-achievement.

Kennedy, Larry D. and Getz, Howard G. "A Competency-Based Preservice
Sedondary Reading Program." Journal of Reading, 16 (October, 1972)-,
15-9.

This article presents a brief description of an undergraduate
teacher education program in secondary school reading. Instruc-
tional -Mules are discussed and their use described in training
teachers Major categories included are: units of instruction,
behaviora_ ,bjectives, and method of instruction.

Kidd, Ronald V. and Natalicio, Luiz F. S. "Competency-Based Learning:
An Analysis of Polyadic Interaction." Educational Technology,
12 (November, 1972), 18-20.

This article attempts to interpret competency-based learning from
a psychological (as used in this article: "the study or analysis
of behavioral interaction") point of view. Competency-based
learning was analyzed as "the process of behavioral interaction
Pmong a number of individuals over an undefined period of time."
Po]yadie is defined as " . . . the behavioral interaction of more
than two individuals." A simple systems diagram is used to
explain the authors' point of view.

Klassen, Frank H.; Imtg, David J.; and Collier, John L. Innovation
in Teacher Education: An International Perspective. Bethesda,
VD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 063 272, 1972.

A.S
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This report presents a sampling of major innovative programs
currently at various teacher training institutions. Thirty-nine
case studies from Asia, Europe, Latin America and the United
States are presented (the majority come from the U.S.). Eight
areas of innovation studied were: (1) PBTE, (2) in-service
education, (3) fieId-centered teacher education, (4) educational
media, technology and teacher education, (5) teacher education
for rural transformation, (6) individualized teacher education,
(7) integrated teacher education, and (8) innovation in teacher
education at a national level.

Klingstedt, Joe Lars. "Learning Modules for Competency-Based Education."
Educational Technology, 12 (November, 1972), 29-31.

This article describes the purposes of learning modules. It also
gives a description of the components and functions of each of
six identified components of a learning module. The six components
ditcussed are: (1) objectives, (2) pretest, (3) rationale, (4)
learning alternatives, (5) post-test, (6) resources.

Klingstedt, Joe Lars. "Philosophical Basis for Competency-Based
Education." Educational Technology, 12 (November, 1972), 10-14.

This article discusses the philosophy of education known as
"Experimentation," from which CBE evolved. Major issues discutsed
concerning CBE are: (1) what it is, (2) where it comes from, and
(3) where it is going. Describes and illustrates "Process
Structuralism" and its relation to competency-based education.

Klingstedt, Joe Lars and Burns, Richard W. Program Design for Perfor-
mance-Based Teacher Education. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 064 407, 1972.

This article discusses a program which develops performance skills
generally evaluated using process and product measures rather than
traditional verbal measures. A discussion of four major factors
in the organization of a PBTE design: (1) research, (2) develop-
ment, (3) implementation, (4) evaluation, are given. The essential
steps of the above are discussed. For step (1) and (2): establishing
time line, identify objectives, scope and sequence of the program.
For step 3: logistical considerations, use of learning laboratory,
intern selection. For step 4: module effectiveness, intern
effectiveness, criteria testing.

Kozlowski, David and Crane, Roger. "The Design and Implementation of
a Performance-Based Teacher Education Course in Instructional
Technology." Audiovisual Instruction, 17 (October, 1972), 30-3.

Based on the contention that there are two issues (individual
needs and institution needs) which press teacher education into
the adoption of performance-based instruction, the authors describe
in detail the development of a course on technology in education

49



at Mayne State University- PBTE is _suggested as a method to
expand curriculum offerings to a larger number of students for
a minimum cost and to-provide a program which meets the needs of
the-students.

Langer, -Philip. A'System for Secondary Teacher Training: Et Tu,
Brute? Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
-ED -073 093.

This paper describeS an individualized, analytical, and perforMance.,
based-secondary teacher-education system at the University of
Colorado. The four-phased system is described through a set of
objectiVes, a sequence of activities, and a rationale. The phases
covered lare: (1) observation, (2) survival (3) unit
planning, and-(4). studeht teaching. The teaching staff at the
'University received training with emphasis on modular instruction,
team teachingland evaluation.

lerSon, Milton E. and Valentine, Ivan. "Accountability Begins with_
Preparing Teachers for-Trade-and TeChniCal SubjeCts--" Technical.
Education News, 32 (April/May,- 1973), 19-21.

This article addresses two critical issues: (1)_how should
individuals be prepared to teach, and (2) what are the needs for
updating teachers? A "2 plus 3 plus 2 plan" is proposed. (Two
years of education plus three years of practical work experience -

in industry plus two years of advanced education.) CurriculuM
for the two years of advanced education should be performance-
based. If this is not ressible the new teacher should be involved'
in preservice teacher education or inservice teacher education.
Internships were discussed as a method of helping teachers keep
abreast of change.

Lawrence, Gordon. "Measuring Teacher Competencies," National Elementary
Principal, 51 (November, 1971),-60-6.

This article reports on research conducted at the College of
Education, the University of Florida, at the request of the
Florida State Departr_ lt of Education to build a competency-
based approach for the preparation of middle school teachers.
Included are: (1) an introduction to the competency approach,
(2) a rationale for measuring competencies, (3) the research
.eport, and (4) practical implications of the research. Conclusions
d-,awn were that (1) the competency approach offers little improve-
ment if it is not built on a solid rationale and research base;
(2) measuring teacher performance cannot account for the long-
term influence on the growth of students and the improvement of
schools; (3) the competency approach appears to be suitable for
needs of middle school teachers and needs of teacher education.
The major contribution of the competency approach appears to be
decentralization: self-pacing, self-instruction, etc.
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LeSsinger, 1.6on M. "Implications of Competency-Based Education for
Urban Children," Educational Technology, 12 (November, 1972),
58-61.

In this article the author expresses a need for urban children
to gain competence in the following areas: (1) intelleCtual
discipline, (2) economic independence, (3) citizenship and civic
responsibility, (4) social development and human relationshipS,
(5) morals and ethical character, (6) -self-realization, and _(7)
physical well-being and accomplishment.

Lindsey, Margaret. "Performance-Based Teacher Education: Examination
of a Slogan." Journal of Teacher Education, 24 (Fall, 1973),
180-6.

Performance-based teacher education, which is a neutral term
meaning an act, should be replaced by competency-based, which
denotes valued abilities, including the ability'to perform in
desired-ways. The article examines-CBTE as a practical movement
in preserVice education and describes -critical steps in develop -.
ing such a program. The critical steps include:

1. identifying competencies - includes gathering and validating
2. designing instruction - includes assessment and evaluation
3. evaluation of program - includes 5 major points, (2) the plan,

(b) the operation, (c) the consequences
in terms of teacher behavior, (d) conse-
quences in terms of conditions created-
by teacher behavior, (e) consequenceS
in terms of pupil progress.

Competence, the paper states, includes knowledge, attitudes and
values relevant to performance.

Listing of Professional Vocational Teacher Education Modules Under
Development. Cooperative Curricula Development Component,
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State
University, October, 1973.

This paper consists of a tentative listing of 123 modules grouped
into 10 categories, along with the competencies which form the
basis of each module.

Lloyd, Alan C. "Course Content Paves the Way," American Vocational
Journal, 48 (April, 1973), 59-63.

Performance goals are easy to state when a correct sequence of
steps is the central issue. Performance goals should be applied
at each stage, each phase, each level of training. The article
discusses research done in the field of business education.
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Included is an example by Fred C. Archer on "Handling Incoming
Mail" taken from Writing Performance Goals: Strategy and Proto-
types published by McGraw-Hill.

Manchak, Paul. "Teacher Educators Briefed on Performance-Based
Instruction." American Vocational Journal, 48 (February, 1973),
34-5.

This article describes the step-by-step account of the major
research and development effort in performance-based teacher
education as reported at the AVA convention, December, 1972,
Department of Teacher Education. This research project is operating.
out of Ohio State University, Center for Vocational Education,
with the cooperation of Oregon State and the University of Missouri
in developing learning packages. Packages are being validated for
content, face, construct and criterion-related validity and can
he utilized for either individualized self-instruction or group-
instruction. Three hundred and eighty-fiVe competencies were
identified and categorized in 50 clusters which are the general
performance objectives of the learning packages that are to
eventually make up a teacher education curriculum.

Margules, Morton and Keith, Virginia M. "A Study of Supervisor's
Ratings of Most Effective and Least Effective Industrial Arts
Teachers in Three Competency Dimensions." Journal of Experimen-
tal Education, 37 (Summer, 1969), 37-44.

This article is an abstract of a study of hew supervisors rate
Industrial Arts teachers in the competency dimensions of inter-
pesonal relations, teaching techniques, and professional pro-
ficiency. A description of the instrument used in the study,
the results, implications and recommendations are given. Recommen-
etions included: farther exploration using the dimensional
tnproach be undertaken; the instrument used in the exploration
be revised; a full range of effectiveness measures to provide
more refined data be added to the instrument; more emphasis be
riven to courses providing an understanding of the learning
process and instructional strategies in using industri-
',1:',r-tetional material; methods to enhance positive interpersonal
_elations be added to the teacher education programs; and graduate
level teacher education programs include courses in evaluation.

Masla, John A. and Arends, Robert L. "Related Problems and Strategies
for the Development and Inplementation of CBTE Programs." State
University College at Buffalo, (February, 1973). (Mimeographed).

This paper discusses the authors' concept of PBTE and describes
the process used in the development and implementation of the
program at State University College at Buffalo. Included is
information related to decisions, problems and alternative
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solutions encountered both in the Teachers Corps Project and at
other institutions involved in similar projects. The authors
suggest that "CBTE is currently the strongest viable alternative
in teacher education."

-Massanari, Karl. "CBTE's Potential for Improving Educational Personnel
Development .1 Journal of Teacher Education, 24 (Fall, 1973), 244-7.

The author states that CBTE has great potential for generating
reforMs, intelligent leadership and adequate support for develop-
ment and research in educational personnel development. Educators
are urged by CBTE programs to be facilitators, to personalize
instruction, to be innovators, and to continually assess and
improve programs.

Massanari, Karl. Performance-Based Teacher Education: What's It All
About? Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
ED 055 972, 1971.

This paper presented by the AACTE staff project director defines
PETE as "a program designed specifically and explicitly to provide
the prospective teacher with learning experience and instruction
that will prepare him to assume a specified teaching role." The
difference in PETE and traditional programs is the degree of
specificity and explictness. There are 2 types of programs being
practiced -- one focuses on teacher performance and the other on
student performance. The author includes several promising
practices of PBTE and lists some of the problems being raised.

Massanari, Karl. "Performace-Based Teacher Education." Journal of
Teacher Education, 24 (Fail, 1973), 179.

An editorial presenting a quick glance of what PETE is and can
be. Massanari describes PETE as a movement based on evidence of
a national study in which 71% of the participating teacher educa-
tion institutions were involved in PETE.

Maucker, J. W. "Performance-Based Teacher Education." AACTE Yearbook,
(1972), 74-7.

This article discusses the report of AACTE committee on performance-
based teacher education and attempts to clarify some of the
conflicting opinions and unsatisfactory definitions contained in
the paper. Three problems discussed are: the scope, criterion
and assessment problems, and political problems of PETE; and
suggestions are made for developing a program.

Maurer, Wallace M.; Kies, Kathleen; and Craig, Samuel B., Jr. (eds.)
Generic Teaching Competencies: An Interim Inventory for Subsequent
Independent Development by Peinsylvania Colleges and Universities.
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Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 083 210,
1973.

This paper presents a listing of 66 generic teaching competencies
abstracted from 500,000 submitted by 1,400 programs in 83 colleges
and-universities of Pennsylvania. Each competency is grouped
under one of the following headings: theoretical knowledge of
educational concepts, implementation of theoretical concepts and
information in the classroom, developing students' abilities,
teaching techniques, evaluating and measuring students' progress-,
knowledge of grov,th and development, and professional attitude.
Appendixes include the project program chart, selection criteria,
names and addresses of particiPants in the June workshop, and 403
competency statements from which the generic skills were taken,

Makwell, W. David. "PBTE: A Case of the Emperor's New-Clotheb,"
Phi Delta Kappan, 55 (January, 1974), 306-,1.

This article states there are three logically- sequential steps in
TBTE: (1) stipulating, in behavioral terms, the competencies-,
-(2) -devising assessment devices, and (3) deSigning, the p.rogram.
The author also points out shortcomings of each-of these steps.

May, Frank B. "Some Practical SL;gestions for Developing Competency-
Based, Independent-Study Modules for Teacher Education."
Journal of Teacher Education, 23 (Summer, 1972), 155-9.

This article describes the competency- oriented personalized educa,-
':ion (COPE) program at the Washington State University Department
of Education. The author discusses the rationale for using such
a program for education and describes the modules for courses,
including the format and a discussion of each topic. Four refer-
ences are cited.

McAvoy, Rogers and Carter, Alvin R. A Performance Curriculum in Under-
graduate Teacher Education. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service, ED 039 174, 1970.

This document describes an innovative model designed, and field-
tested for undergraduate teacher,education at West Virginia
University. Flow charts show the model operationalized and
progress of students. Included in the program are such things
as: specification of performance objectives, interaction in a
learning center, remedial routes, feedback system and a motiva-
tton system. Students critiqued the program by yeacting to 32
aspects on a 5 point scale from dislike very much to like verz
much. Positive results were students' attitude toward perforz ce
objectives, self-pacing, and mastery. Negative results were
related to instructional materials used in the learning center.

McCarty, Donald J. "Competency-Based Teacher Education." School
Management, 17 (October, 1973), 30.
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This article attempts to describe the current status of the
competency-based teacher education movement. CBTE is discussed
through the topics of "what are its aims?"; the emphasis on
"individualization" and "field-based experiences"; and the
"evaluation" process. Certain objections to the CBTE concept are
given. The author states that, "If the advocates of CBTE cannot
respond vigorously to these challenges, its potential will be
diminished considerably."

McDonald, Frederick J. "The National Commission on Performance-Based
Education." Phi Delta Kappan, 55 (January, 1974), 296-8.

This article describes the development of a project, the goals
and functions of the national commission, which are (1) to develop
a taxonomy of teaching behavior; (2) to develop systems for
measuring teaching behavior; (3) to evaluate the effectiveness
of training systems which educate for teaching competence; and
(4) to develop systems for evaluating the performance of graduates
of C/PBTE movement and will be operating from Educational Testing
Service headquarters.

Merritt, Daniel L. Performance Objectives for Student Teaching, A
Guide for Planning and Evaluation. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 065 475, 1972.

This paper presents guidelines for the planning and evaluation
of student teachers' performance based on perforTM-nce objectives.
The objectives orient the student to the role of teacher and
assist the supervising teacher. Ten checklists of performance
objectives and an appendix with a weekly behavioral objective
report are included,

McKenna, Bernard H. "Teacher Evaluation -- Some Implications." Today's
education, 62 (February, 1973), 55-6.

This article gives a comparison of the way teacher evaluation
usually is with the way it ought to be. r_ .e author discusses
many variables that affect performance and learning outcomes and
suggests teachers should be evaluated only on those factors they
can control. Evaluation of teachers is a complex activity and
must have guidance from the national level; NEA is involved in
the process.

McMillan, N. M. A Model for a Performance-Based Elementary Teacher
Education Program at Shaw University. Final Re )rt. Part II.
Bethesda, MDT ERIC Document Reproduction Servi ED 056 974, 1971.

This is the second part of a report on the elementary teacher
education program at Shaw University, It describes the current
program of elementary education, six models for elementary educa-
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tion with a review and synthesis of three models most applicable
to Shaw University, and proposed changes in the program of elemen-
tary teacher preparation and the master's program in elementary
education. In addition, 1 number of other topics are discussed,
such as the development of content for behavioral objectives and
various evaluative reports.

Medley, Donald M. Specifications for a New Teacher Examination: A

First Approximation. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 055 094, 1970.

This document presents suggestions for constructing a test that
would actually predict how a teacher would teach. Three tasks
are involved: (1) defining the domain of behaviors contributing
to success in teaching that the test must sample; (2) specifying
the domains to be covered by the modules of which the test is
composed; and (3) constructing items to put into the modules.
Cognitive factors in teaching style are included.

Merritt; Daniel L. Developing a Performance_ Base for Field Experiences:
A= Grass Roots Approach. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 073 1- 0 973.

The report briefly expresses the need for performance objectives
specifying teacher behavior. It develops a performance base for
field experiences and discusses the purpose of performance objectives
in field experiences. The relationship of these objectives to the
student teacher, the cooperating teacher, and university supervisor
are discussed. A flowchart of "Developing Performance Objectives
for Field Programs" is included, along with a fcur-item bibliography.

Mervin, Jack C. Performance-Based Teacher Education: Some Measurement
and Decision Making Considerations. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document

This paper sugsests that if PBTE is to revolutionize the teaching
profession, as is its potential, there must be PBTE evaluation.
The paper discusses some basic measurements and decision-making
concerns crucial to such evaluation.

Miller, F, Milton. "Utilization of Performance-Based Modules in
Teacher Education Programs." 7th Annual National Vocational and
Technical Education Seminar. October 22-25, 1973. (Mimeographed).

In this paper, eleven steps are given for writing modules as
developed at the University of Missouri in cooperation with the
Center for Vocational and Technical Education and The Ohio State
University. Based on involvement in writing modules, the author
observed that a mix of service areas fostered better understandtng,
checks and balances are necessary for a quality product, and the
professional expertise of a faculty strengthens tbe.project.
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Miller, Paul E. "Student-Centered and Product-Oriented." American
Vocational Journal;. 48 (April, 1973), 34-5.

This article points out the need for vocational technical educa-
tors to design performanced-based curriculums- which include perfor-
mance objectives for program levels and for student learning
activities with the focus placed on learning that is student-
centered and process-oriented, rather than teacher-centered and
process-oriented. Five basic characteristics of objectives are
explained and eight steps in the process of curriculum develop-
ment are reviewed. Advantages and drawbacks are also discussed.

-Moore, J. William; Biddle,_ Barry; and Gagne, Ellen. "A System for
Increasing the Probability of Teacher Control of Their Teaching-
Behavior." Educational Technology, 13 (October-, 1973), 44-7-

This article describes a "research approach" used in teacher
education in training teachers to solve classroom problems through
scientific problet-SolVingimethodt. Several techniaues that
have- teen deVelmed and field tested are discusSed -- the most
successful being a simulation procedure developed at Bucknell
University; peer "pupils" role-play various types of students
the teacher identifies the role, generates and tests hypothesis
about how to elicit and maintain desirable behavior and assesses
the accomplishment of the objectives of his lesson.

A Model Elementary Teacher Education Program for Social Science Majors.
(An Interdisciplinary Approach). Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reuroduction Service, ED 072-015, 1972.

This document describes one of the first attempts at establishing
interdisciplinary cooperation among social scientists and educa-
tionists to Prepare social science specialists. to teach at the
intermediate grade levels. Major aspects of this innovative
proct-em are its: (1) specialists teacher concept, (2) interdis-
ciplinary thrust, (3) performance-based structure, (4) indivi-
ealalized instruction, aid (5) community-based orientation. The
oro7ram is divided into three phases: foundation experience,
integrating experience, and culminating experience.

Morgan, Margaret K. and Canfield, Albert A., eds. Administrative
Competencies in Education and the Allied Health Pl.pf-?ssion.
Pa:nese.a, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 074 257,
1572,

This document is a report of a two-day conference sponsored by
the University or Florida Center for Alliec Health LIstructional
7er.:onnel to identify competencies of indivicluals in the hoz.O.th
:*ie3(1 at the administrative level. Included are four preserttions
Ilra a list of competencies,
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:Morris_ Victor. "A: Minimum Competency Program for the Preparation
and Support of Innovative Secondary School Science Teachers."
:Science Education, 56 (October December, 1972), 547-55.

This paper discusseS current problems encountered by teachers due
to Changing _social and-educational conditions, and stresses the
need-for teacher training institutions to develop appropriate
preservice and inservice training programs. A model teacher
training program is presented. The model is based on the competency
methed and is designedto- .prepare both new and experienced
science-teachers in- secondary -schools to provide more relevant
learning experiendes fop their students. Both_the teacher training:
institutions and the secondary_ schools are involved in a cooper -
ative- effort to meet the- gbalS.

Morrison, Edward J. "Pass or Fail: How to Test Performance."
American Vocational Journal, 48 (April, 1973), 38-9.

This article states that the principle of measuring the performande
to be learned by students is probably violated by instructors
more than any other. The following tasks which lead to success-
ful_test performance are discussed: (1) setting- success criteria,
(2) clarifying the test task, (3) identical for all, (4) observa-
tion and recording, and (5) simple, objective scoring.

Mueller, Dorothy G. "How to Evaluate Teaching." ERIC Clearinghouse
on Teacher Education. Journal of Teacher Education, 22 (Summer,
1971), 229-244.

This is a review of research regarding the problems associated
with evaluation of teachers. It concludes that evidence of
student change is probably the most direct and reliable criterion;
yet means of measuring the change and factors affecting it lack
sufficient validity at present. There are two purposes for
teacher evaluation: (1) to provide a basis for granting tenure,
rehiring and firing; and (2) to promote career development of
teachers. Staff members must see the purpose in evaluation or
little improvement will occur. Current practices in evaluation
are discussed. An annotated reference is included for further
investigation.

Musella, Donald. "Improving Teacher Evaluation." The Journal of
Teacher Education, 21 (Spring, 1970), 15-21.

This article proposes an examination of the problems existing in
teaching-effectiveness research.and discusses the need for methods
of measuring which teaching behaviors cause which changes in stuclents,
behaviors, or which teaching leads to what learning. Evaluators
are presently making decisions on intuitive, experience-based
judgements rather than research in cause-effect relationships in
the teaching-learning process.
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Nash, Paul. A Humanistic Approach to Performance -Based Teacher
Education. PBTE Series No. 10. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction 8ervice, ED. 077 -893; 1973.

This document raises questions about the "humanistics" of PBTE.
A-definition for "humanistic" ia given and a general discussion
of its certain qualities is presented. TheSe qUalities are:
(1) freedom, (2) uniqUene0s, (3) creativity, (4) productivity,
(5) wholeness, (6) reSponsibility, and (7) social humanization.
A brief description of.the "Texas Teacher Center Project" is
given. Also,, a discussion of the American Association of CollegeS
for Teacher Education (AACTE) is presented with a. listing of
the AACTE Performance-Based Teacher Education Project Committee
members.

Nash, Robert J. and Agne, Russell M. "Competency in Teacher Education:
A Prop fOr the Status Quo?" Journal of- Teacher. Education, 22
(Summer, 1971), 147-56.

This article presents a critical examination of the components
of competency-based teacher education. CBTE is seen as but one
method to prepare teachers. This method can be effective if it
allows for the development of the individual as a responsible
agent in educational and social reform. If CBTE ignores the
affective domain, it perpetuates the status quo of education.
-Examples are given.

"Evaluation of Teaching Competence." NEA Research Bulletin, 47
(October, 1969), 67-75.

This report is composed of three articles describing research on
the topic. The first describes evaluation practices in 213 school
systems. In 199 systems which have a probationary period for
teachers, 90 conduct semi-annual evaluations and 80 have annual
evaluations. Twenty-nine systems do not evaluate tea-hers once
they reach permanent status. In more than 50% of the systems, the
principal is the sole evaluator. The second article discusses a
survey of teachers in the spring of 1969 in which 9 out of every
10 respondents thought they should be evaluated. Teachers preferred
that both tenured and probationary teachers be evaluated and that
the principal should be responsible for the evaluation. The
respondents agreed that teacher evaluation should be made for the
purpose of improving teacher competence, to keep administration
informed of what is taking place in the classroom, to make teachers
more responsive to needs of children and to make it possible to
dismiss poor teachers. The third article discusses information
on the aspects of the evaluation of teachers contained in professional
negotiation agreements. Also included are examples of evaluation
procedures and criteria.

Neuhauser, Charlotte. "The Design and Implementation of a Management
Information System to Facilitate the Functioning of a CBTE Program."
Paper presented to tho American Educational Research Association,
April, 1974. (Mimeographed).
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This paper emphasizes the importance of a management information
system (MIS)- in a CBTE program -for the benefit of faculty and
atUdenta, k deacriPtion of the MIS used at Wayne State University
is given. Flowcharts are used to describe this computer-based
system. The appendix gives examples of the tools used in this
Program.

lew ApPtoaches in the Evaluation of School Personnel." NEA Research
Bulletin, 50 (May, 1972), 40-4.

Thia article discusses the need for more objective methods of-
eValuating teachers and administratots. Ekperithental approaches
are suggetted through the use (1)-multiple evaluators,
(2) performance objectives-, (3) multiple bases, Pi) iii7=basket
datalend -(5) .student petfortahoe- Each approach is ditcusaed.,
go one or-any cotbination of these approaches- solVea the probleMs
of liei.sonnel evaluatiOn-but they may offer a new approach with
opportunities for the-involvetent of addltional,peOple.

-0-eatreWa-, Arthut H. "The PrOfessional Growth of the Student Teachet;"
Phi -Delta Kappan, 55 (January, 1974), 335-7.

This paper focuses on s'.veral questionable assumptions concerning
the _student teaching experience, Some questions raised included
(1) How long does the experience need to be? (2) Does a good_
classroom teacher make a good supervising teacher? (3) What are
the role expectations of the student teacher? and (4) How doet
the student teacher obtain mutual reinforcement on the part of
the college professor and the supervising teacher? Reexamination
of procedures and practices was determined to be in order.

O'Grady, James P., Jr. and Underwood, David L. "New Movement Under-
way?" American Vocational Journal, 48 (April, 1973), 80-2.

This article discusses rationale of performance goals in meeting
the demand for accountability. Resistance to acceptance in some
degree can be traced to the attitude of the teacher. Four major
ad7antages of performance goals include: (1) they assist student
in efficient utilization of study time; (2) they permit more
precise correlation of educational materials and measuring
instruments; (3) they permit development of well- defined, under-
standable modules of information; and (4) they open the door for
edgcational innovations; learning at one's own pace, open
university concept and individualized study. This article also
ryiells literature which supports the movement.

Okey, James R. and Brown, Jerry L. Competencies for Performance-Based
Teacher Training. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 080 457, 1972.

CO;
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This paper presents a scheme for organizing teaching skills or
competencies. Competency clusters were identified and grouped
into three experience levels: (1) novice teachers and para-
professionals, (2) career teachers, and (3) master teachers or
teachers assuming leadership responsibilities. A description
is given of how the instruction to teach the competencies can
be developed and delivered. The appendix contains a listing of
modules.

Olmsted, Ann G.; Blackington, Frank H. III; and Houston, W. Robert.
"Stances Teachers Take: A Basis for Selective Admission."
Phi Delta Kappan, 55 (January, 1974), 330-4.

This article studied 60 elementary teachers in a two-year intern-
ship program. They found they fell into 7 categories: (1) Child
Focuser - practiced the belief that schools exist for individual
children, (2) Pragmatist - seeks to reconcile the needs of the
child to the school, (3) Task Focuser - guides students in
mastering assignments, (4) Contented Conformist - works to the
achievement of personal goals, (5) Timeserver - believes that
teaching does not demand special knowledge nor significantly
serves society, (6) Ambivalent - appears to have a disparity between
beliefs and what is, and (7) Alienated - displays inability to
identify with other teachers or accept the worth of children and
schools. It was found that the stance taken could have been
predicted when these teachers began their first education courses.
The authors proposed that schools of education accept only those
predicted to be a child focuser, pragmatist, task focuser, and
perhaps, contented conformist.

Ornstein, Allan C. "Systematizing Teacher Behavior Research." Phi
Delta Kaman, 52 (May, 1971), 551-5.

Introductory remarks present contradictory information available
in research on teacher behavior. The author discusses methods
for organizing teacher behavior in terms of: (1) model systems,
(2) instructional processes, and (3) teacher behavior characteris-
tics. The model systems are felt to be the most sophisticated.
Examples from Flanders, Jensen, Getzels and Thelen, Ryan and
Biddle are contrasted with Gage, Unruh, Siegel and Jackson. The
perisr concludes that teacher behavior may continue to elude
classification into any system with clarity.

Panitz, Adolf and Olivo, C. Thomas. National Occuaational Competency
Tr ;ins; Project. A Consortium for Occupational Competency Testing
ni Trade and Industrial Technical Teachers. Phase I: Planninp,-

,nn'iin'ir-Pilot Testing. Volume 3, Occupational Competency
ri*s'.;nr4, Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service:
L0-05( 217, 1971.
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This handbook' is intended to assist in the development, administra.,
tiOn and evaluation of written and performance tests wherever
-occupational competency evaluation is basic to employment, upgrading
or,.promotion. The handbook includes: (1) historical background
and philosophical concepts of occupational competency testing,
(2) adVantages and disadvantages of various types of tests, (3)
prodedureS for test development, (4) construction of tests, (5)
test administration, (6) procedures for written test ratings
and performance evaluation and -(7) test evaluation. The final
Chapter discusseS the national urgency for the development of an
occupational competency testing program.

PanitZ:, Adolf and -Olivio, C. Thomas. National Occupational .Competency
Testin' Pro ect. A Consertium.for_Occu ational Com etenc Testin
-of .Trade and Industrial Technical Teachers: Phase Ih. Bethesda,
vp: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,- ED 057 218=, 1971.

The report on Phase II is divided into threeareae:. (1) direction's
for area test. Center coordination; (2) test development procedUres
based_on_ field tests during Phase -I, and (3)- the administration-of
written and performance tests. Each area is detailed with instruc.,
tions, spf:cific examples and work sheets.

Parker, Reese. "Weber State College Evaluates IPTE After Three Years."
Phi Delta Kappan, 55 (January, 1974), 320-4.

The school of education at Weber State College implemented an IPTE
program in September, 1970. Weaknesses seen in the program were:
(1) time limitations, (2) failure of coordination between Weber
State and public school personnel, (3) establishing reliability
and validity for use in assessing measurement devices, (4) failure
to enable graduates to deal with minority ethnic groups and
different socio-economic levels, and (5) students' need for more
interaction informally with faculty and a greater variety of
learning experiences. Strengths included: (1) students had feelings
of satisfaction, (2) students were able to apply the competencies
during their first year of teaching, (3) students were more self-
confident, adaptable, student-centered, and able to fulfill leader-
ship roles, (4) faculty members were viewed as individuals, and
(5) program permitted identification of its weaknesses.

Parkinson, Blaine P. (Project director). A Proposal to the Carnegie
Corporation of NY for Developing an Individualized, Performance- -
E sod, Teacher Education Program. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 040 139, 1969.

Based on weaknesses in the current teacher education program,
Weber State College proposes to integrate "valued substance from
past with new technologically sound methods, content and exper
iences" of tomorrow. The project will require a 3year develop-
mental period. The proposal calls for individualized instructional
units. Students are to progress from a study of principles to
practice under controlled conditions and then tc., application
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Pereira, Peter and Guelcher, William. The Skills of Teaching: A
Dynamic Approach. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, E5714g162, 1970.

This is the second paper in a series which explores weaknesses of
the Stanford approach to micro- teaching and suggests improvements
which can bridge the gap between theory and practice in teacher
education. The paper presents and discusses assumptions which
are basic to micro-teaching. Because teaching involves an inter-
action between people the paper suggests that more emphasis should
be put on the acquisition of principles to guide the teacher's
actions with secondary emphasis on development of teaching skills.

Performance-Based Teacher Education: An Annotated Bibliography.
P.merican Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. Bethesda,
MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Servite, ED 050 034, 1971.

A 102 item annotated bibliography listing documents and Journals
Published between 1967 and 1970, this publication is grouped under
six categories: (1) characteristics of actual or proposed programs,
(2) certifying teachers on basis of performance, (3) teacher
competence as defined by literature, (4) basic elements of a
curriculum, (5) assessment techniques, (6). attitude of teacher
organizations.

Performance-Based Teacher Education: Publications and Sources of
information for Educators. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 083 118, 1973.

This document is a selected annotated bibliography of publications
and information sources related to PBTE. Six sections are included:
(1) general materials about PBTE; (2) performance criteria and
evaluation procedures (Group A: General Materials and Sample
Lists); (3) PBTE program development programs in operation; (4)
PI3k3 activities in various states (Group A: Connecticutt; Group
13: other states); (5) publications lists (Group A: lists of
modules; Group B: publication lists and bibliographies), and
(6) newsletters relating to PBTE. Price information and avail-
ability of each citation are given.

Perry, Richard R. "Institutional Research -- Evaluation of Teaching
Beha-iior Seeks to Measure Effectiveness." College and University
Business, 47 (October, 1969), 18,22.

This report describes a study at the University of Toledo on
:identifying effective teaching behaviors and determining their
relative importance. Initially 13,643 behaviors were identified
and categorized into 60 criterion behaviors for validation by
'tudents, alumni and faculty. Findings are presented in chart form.
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POliakoff, Lorraine. Structured Practice in Teaching: A Bibliography
of ERIC Documents. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service,- ED 048-123, 1971,

A 414 item bibliography including descriptors of ERIC articles
processed between July, 1968, and June, 1970, related to "means
and methods=bY which pre- and in-service school personnel can
secure structured practice in developing skills and insights."

Pope, Jesse Rondo and May, Frank B. A Comparison Between Two Performance,,
Based Teacher Education Programs.:. Independent-Study. Modules vs.
Regular Group Instruction. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service, -Eak.072 039, 1971.

ThiS article compares two performance -based teacher education
programs at Washington State University-. One presented content
through independent Study modules and one-through-regular class-
rOom interaction. It -was _concluded- that independent study can
be as effective or _more effective than group instruction.

POpej_BiliY N. (Project director). A_Search-,Search and Unique
Teaching Skills and Knowledge in-Occupational Education and
Technolomy at the Secondary and Post-Secondary Levels-Combined.
Project Report submitted to the Division of Occupational Research
and Development, Department of Occupational and Technical
Education, Texas Education Agency.

This book describes a study in Texas to determine areas of
commonality in teacher competencies across vocational-technical
service areas at the secondary and post-secondary levels.
Competencies were categorized into the following performance
areas: instruction; program planning development and evaluation;
management; guidance; school-community relations; student voca-
tional organization; professional role and development; and
coordination. Of the 291 competencies identified as important,
146 were considered common to the five service areas surveyed.
Another 44 were common to 4 out of the 5 areas. Secondary areas
surveyed included: Trade and Industrial Education, Distributive
Education, Gainful Homemaking, Vocational Office Education, and
Health. Programs surveyed at the post-secondary level were:
Distribution and Marketing, Office Education, Technical Education,
industrial Education, Health Occupations. Some nine performance
elements in the category of school-community relations were
identified which no program area considered as important. Complete
stvey information is given, including a listing of the teacher
competencies and their statistical data.

Popham, W. James. Performance Tests of Instructor Competence for Trade
and Technical Education. Final Report. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 027 418:-176-$.
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This-report describes research conducted in the area of Trade and
IndUStrial education to assess the ability of performance tests
to-distinguish between the_experienced teacher's and the non-teacher's_
ability to achieve pre-specified instructional objectives. Both
groUpS-were giVen operationally-defined objectives with approxi!-
mately 10 hours for presentation. Pre-test revealed_ no systematic
differences between the performance of-the teacher And non-teacher
group. The two areas in-the study were: auto mechanics (carburetion)
and=electronics (power supplies).

Popham, W. James. "The Performance Test: A New Approach to the
Assessment of Teaching Proficiency." Journal of Teacher Education,
19 -(Summer, 1968), 216-22.

Popham presents the rationale for a new approach to the assess-
ment of teaching proficiency and describes- a project at UCLA to_
measure teacher effectiveness in_ promoting learner achievement
threugh performance testing. TWogroups of students were selected.
One group was instructed by experienced' teachers -; the other was
taught by non-experienced lay people. Pre-,and pest- tests were
administered with results showing more learner growth in the group
Anstructed by experienced teachers.

Popham, W. James. Applications of Teaching Performance Tests to
Inservice and Preservice Teacher Education. Bethesda, MD: ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, ED 077 972, 1973.

This is a paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Association which discusses the use of mini-
lessons to reach objectives of teaching. The appendix contains
Minilesson Clinic Guidelines. An annotated bibliography of teaching
performance test articles is included.

Popham, W. James. "The New World of Accountability: In the Classrorem."
NASSP Bulletin, 56 (May, 1972), 25-31.

This article emphasizes that accountability in education is being
demanaed. California legislation requires that all K-12 teachers
be evaluated by locally devised teacher appraised systems which
11)'z ztt include learner progress. Devices for measuring student progress
mus: be developed. Suggested were the development and refinement
of criterion-referenced measures, and the teaching performance test.

Popham, W. James. Validation Results: Performance Tests of Teaching
Proficiency in Vocational Education. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service., ED 027 260, 1969.

This paper explains a project undertaken to develop and validate a
method of assessing teacher competence through the use of pupil
performance tests. Teachers were given a list of specific objectives
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and directed to teach the objectives. Competence of the teacher
was measured in relationship to how their students performed on
pre- and post-tests of behaviors stated in the objectives. Results
indicated that the experienced teacher is no more effective than
the non-teacher in changing student behavior in terms of previously
established instructional objectives.

Pophat, W. James. "Objectives-Based Management Strategies for Large
Educational Systems." Journal of Educational Research, 66 (September,
1972), 4-9.

This article addresses the question, "How should we go about promoting
improvements in the educational enterprise?" The author proposes
a.syStems analysis approach. Components of such a system are
discussed. These include: measurable objectives, goal determination,
Monitoring progress, evaluation and modification.

Popham, W. James. "Teaching -Skill Under Scrutiny." Phi Delta Kappan,_
52 -(June, 1971), 599-602.

Researdh shows that there are little differences in the teaching
ability of experienced teachers and others. Dr. Popham advocates -

that the most important role of the teacher is to modify learners
to enable them to live and work in society and that teaching per
formance can be improved through the use of teaching performance
testn. Popham discusses the development and validation of tests in
the areas of social science, auto mechanics and electronics during
a four-year study at UCLA.

Popham, W. James. "Minimal Competencies for Objectives-Oriented Teacher
Education Programs." Journal of Teacher Education, 25 (Spring,
1974), 68-73.

This article represents a defense for the belief that fewer com-
petencies should be used as the organizing structure for teacher
education programs. An objective-oriented teacher education program
is described. Also, three "minimal" competencies are identified.
They are: (1) teachers must be able to achieve pre-specified
instructional objectives with diverse kinds of learners; (2) teachers
must be able to both select and generate defensible instructional
objectives; and (3) teachers must be able to detect the unantici-
pated effects of their instruction. Following a discussion of the
competency, an alternative assessment tactic for tho.competency is
presented.

Popham, W. James. "Found: A Practical Procedure to Appraise Teacher
Achievement in the Classroom." Nation's Schools, 89 (May, 1972),

5960.

This article presents a description of a teaching performance test
and suggests its use as a possible method to evaluate the competency
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of a teacher. This method has two major uses for accountability
in .education: (1) instructional improvement, and (2) skill assess-
ment, Popham suggests using the teaching performance test in
selecting the most competent teachers applying for jobs. An example
test is included with addresses for obtaining additional information.

Popham, W. James. Development of a Performance Test of Teaching.
Proficiency, Final Report. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service, ED 013 242, 1967.

This report summarizes a project to develop and validate the use
of performance testing as a method of assessing teacher competence.
To validate the method, comparisons were made between experienced
teachers and non-teachers in the area of social sciences. Success
was measured by student growth. Results indicated that experienced
teachers are not more effective than non-teachers.

Popham, W. James. Behavioral Objectives and Teaching Skills. Bethesda,
MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 036 228, 1969.

This is an abridged address concerning the preparation of behavioral
objectives for foreign language. Included are procedures necessary
fa:: the development of curriculum and attainment of instructional
0"),Jot..!.7es, Other topics are the instructional objectives exchange

UCLA and performance tests of teaching proficiency developed at
MLA,

PPPPTE, Pilot Projects on Performance-Based Teacher Education. No. 3.
itiaPen 1973. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
RriPt;I-72b, 1973.

This document is composed of four sections. They include: Section
-- a discussion of in-service education and a brief overview of the

book by Louis Rubin entitled Improving In-Service Education (1971);
Sention 2 -- a discussion of a CBTE model for in-service elementary
.oany:rs at University of Bridgeport (Multiple Alternatives Program --
MA?), Section 3 -- an announcement of a PBTE conference to be held
:!71, noston, April 16-17, 1973; Section 4 -- an announcement of the
n-tts";onoe of the clearinghouse for the Connecticut Pilot Projects
cn 741TE.

Potter, David A. A Research Strategy for Performance-Based Education.
Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 076 585, 91=',.

This document centers on a program of research and development for
perfecting performance-based teacher training and assessment tech-
niques. The program is described as being: 1) field-centered;
2) achtevement oriented; 3) based on a conceptual model; and h)
encpossing a range of behaviorally established skills. The author
;tails that a program of this type is already underway at Educa-
1;ional Test-lag Service (ETS), but that the national efforts 1%7

ye t f.oagmented and uncoordinated. Also, he states that the only
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way to assess the student educator is to assess how well his
students perTorm.

Pucel, David J. and Copa, George H. "Monitoring Indivieualized Student
Progress in Vocational Education Programs." Educational Technology,
13 (October, 1973), 54-7.

This article presents a description of a model system for moni-
toring student progress and program effectiveness and efficiency
in vocational education. "Time" and "performance" were identified
as the measures of individual progress and program effectiveness.
Efficiency of the program was d,.itermined by the inclusion of cost
f_nformation. The model was designed to facilitate decision-making
by administrators, teachers, and students.

Pursicy, Peter. Evaluation of National Center for Educational Research
npq Development/Teacher Corps CompetencyBased Education Develop --
. en;, JerojecC. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
hi uo5 406, 1971.

This report is an evaluation of Teacher Corps interns trained by a
C5TE approach in San Francisco. The evaluation was primarily
c9nee7ned with the project's impact on the interns and the teaching
skills riz:quired by the interns as a result of participation.
Eey !Ierticloants were interviewed and a review and analysis of
Tx.'oject records, proposals, memoranda and reports were made.
e,,o-m5Jndations included a viable student selection process and

eased on a fee-per-student-successfully-trained basis.

quiz':; Thomas J. "Performance Tests for Beginning Teachers: ihy
All the Fuss?" Educational Technology, 13 (May, 1973) , 14-6.

In this article the writer supports the assumption that paper and
nen(ff,.1 tests are not sufficient in predicting the success of
a t,)acher, and he advocates performance tests which more efficiently
aopv^...:mate the actual conditions of the classroom. Three types
o r,-...°:o:nlanee tests are described: recognition, tests, simulated
,.,:,:ia'.-;*.or. tests, and work sample tests. Ten steps in the develop-
re.:-:: of a !performance test are described in detail: (1) specify
0-;e:tives, (2) select critical aspects of the student's pe-o2or-
rnw?, (3) specify performances to be measured, (4) write
1-)eirjoation for test, (5) c'. vise test situation specifying
,:ontlition under which the performance is to be determined: (6)
c' l'ne:"; extensi/e pilot tests, (7) write detailed test manual
('. ';'lirl test supervisors, (9) collact data on the popuiat:on

dudied by the test, (10) score resulting data and devo:lop
1').. 1..) r.. (ptt of scores for acceptable performance. "Once dote:loped,

. -I. -)e-?rormance test can be studied to see whether it can be used
7) n-..ict success in subsequent on-the-job teaching performance,
to r'ireelose training deficiencies in prospective teachers so tllat
n./ e;:n z'eceive additional training on specific teaching skills
ri''. '.:0 011-,PYISh a criterion measure against which other mcdc,r cf
te)sting Ir.ce6ures can be validated."
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1+gitek,'Thotas J. "Some Measurement Issues in Competency7Based Teacher
Edueation." Phi Delta Eappan, 55 (January, 1974), 316-9.

This article discusses certain measurement problett that should
be-the concern of those who attempt to assess teacher competence
or teacher behavior. Topic headings include: (1) performance -
objective lists; (2) performance measures reliability; (3) the,
percent correct passing score; (4) the multiple cutoff model;
and (5) evaluation model inadequacy. The author concludes that

. . the problem of trying to link teacher behavior to student
outcomes . . . will be met only if thepre_ervice,measures of
teacher competence are of adequate reliability and validity."

19bsner, Benjamin and others. The. Power of Competency-Based Teacher
Education. Bethesda,-MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
ED 069718, 1972.

This report ("The Rosner Report") is based on the findings of
the committee on National Program Priorities in Teacher Education
in 1971. Section- I describes the rationale for competency-based
teacher education and certification and proposes recommendations
for planning and developing such a program. Elements of the
proposed program include:
1, five year period for planning and coordinating;
2, t: fining laboratories -- one hundred should be established with

a minimum training capacity of 20,000;
3, i-1-;tructional materials -- twenty million dollars be allocated

for developing, field-testing, packaging and distributing
materials over the 5-year period;

4, Instruments to define performance criteria for development of
competencies in actual classroom settings;

5, cr.:5,ser development -- establishing educational specialty boards
offering competency-based certification to master level teachers
and teacher trainers.

Sect*Ion II includes papers prepared by the committee.

Ricker, Kenneth S. and Hawkins, Michael L. Testing a Science Educa-
tion Proficiency Module with College Students. GEM Bulletin,
69-Y2. 3ethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED
012 695, 1969.

This bulletin is a report on the second study designed to deter-
!pins the effectiveness of the use of a proficiency module, "Mag-
nrItism, Electricity, Heat, and Microscopic Viewing in Science-
folt-2ction," to be used in ar elementary science methods course.
ii') n, ;Meets were studied: (1) whether significant learning occurred
Through use of the modqle, and (2) to investigate students'
eaotions. Twenty senior students were used and three weeks were
(111.oted to complete the unit. Pre-tests were administered and
pn;ticipants were given options in selecting learning activfties
fo? acq111.?ing each competency. Post-tests revealed significant
ch',nge in students' performance; all achieved the same objectives
th_our:h eliverse learning activities. Most students reacted po.'.-
tively to the method of learning.
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Reagan, Gerald M. and Pratte, Richard N. "An Understanding of Schools:
An Aspect of Teacher Competence." Theory Into Practice, 12
(May, 1973), 1-4.

This article discusses the present dissatisfaction with education
and the current interest in improving education by improving the
competence of teachers. Three traditional criteria for judging
teacher competence are discussed: 1) knowledge of the subject to
be taught, 2) certain natural endowments such as pleasing person-
ality, patience, fondness for children and mental stability; and
3) knowledge of the students to be taught. A further condition
for teacher competence i& suggested, namely that teachers be
competent in understanding the role of schools and schooling in our
society. The author recommends that additional emphasis be
placed on "Foundations of Education" in teacher preparation programs.

Reese, Robert M. Trade and Industrial Teacher Education and Certifi-
cation. Report of a National Invitational-Research Dvelopment
Seminar. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
Yi.trb23-644, 1968.

This report tells of activities of a seminar held in October, 1967,
to study need for research for teacher education and certification
in trade and industrial education. It included several papers
2reE,ented during the conference, including: 1) trade and industrial
?eseerch in teacher educatioh and certification since 1963, 2)

bnoic certification requirements for trade and industrial teachers,
and min:-proposal format. Four mini-proposals the group
(eveloped a_ 1) what professional competencies are needed for
succeLsiul teaching? 2) a model for the measurement of occupational
competency, 3) what might be the most desirable preservice exper-
irince for new teachers? and 4) relationship of occupational
eemoatency to student achievement.

Rice, Frances. "Competency-Based Education and the Open Classroom."
Rdn...!ational Technology, 12 (November, 1972), 56-8.

T:-.to article discusses advantages and disadvantages of the open
f.:1ssroom versus the traditional classroom as applicable to
competency-based education. A description of an open classroom
is given: the teacher's role as diagnostician, tutor, advisor
Pnd evaluator; and the student's role as one of responsibility
or :115 learning style. Both students and teachers are rasponsible

ft)? objectives of the teaching-learning experiences.

Riellaras, Philip H. Analysis of the Delphi Survey 1972-1973. Bethesda,
MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 077 885, 1973.

This speech was presented at the AOTE National Invitationel
Confez.ence Redesigning Teacher Education. Pre-conference :input
Oescribes the use of the Delphi Technique, consisting of four
9t12$3: 1) each participant is asked to write his opinion on v.

"7(1
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.Specific topic; 2) each participant -is asked to evaluate all
opinions in terms of a given criterion; 3) each participant
receives a list and summary of the responses and is asked to
revise his opinion or state his reason for not doing so on
items on which he differs; 4) each participant receives the
li-St with an updated summary including minority opinions and is
asked. to repeat or revise his own opinion. The technique assures
that all opinions will be arrived at independently and yet be
informed opinions.

Richey, Rita C. "Competency Identification: A Position Paper."
Michigan COAST Project (Competencies of All Secondary Teachers),
1974. (Mimeographed).

The paper describes the position of the Michigan COAST Project
(Competencies of All Secondary Teachers) on competency identifi-
cation. The definition of a competency, format to be used,
pu7.:pose, categories for classificatiaps and guidelines for
selection are given.

Ricker, Kenneth S. and Hawkins, Michael L. Reactions of_College
Students to a Science Education Proficiency Module. Bethesda,
MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 0415-Tail 1969.

This document describes a study conducted at the University of
Georgia, College of Education, to determine the effectiveness of
individualized learning through the use of a proficiency module.
Sfrranteen senior students were given copies of the modules and
16boratory handbook guides for the laboratory practicism. Each
student was responsible for choosing the learning activity that
would best help him acquire each perfnrmance behavior. The
instructor was available to work with students who needed
assistance. From the data collected, it was determined that
thts method of learning provided "motivation, individuality,
success and the desire to do further study without fear and
frustration." All the students in the experimental group
reacted positively toward the program.

Ritz, William C. and Wallace, Charles W. How to Conduct a Workshop.
Bethesda, ND: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 0657811 1970.

This document provides a step-by-step guide tc planning a work-
shop, especially useful for in-service education. Readers are

irageI to read sections applicable to them. Examples are
for a science workshop, but principles apply to any.

Robb, Felix C. "The Changing Expertise: Impact on Teacher Education."
Presented at the Seventh Annual National Vocational and Technical
Teacher Education Seminar, Dallas, Texas, October 22-25, 1973-

This paper discusses teacher education and how it has been slow
to change. It describes the many societal changes in our world

'71
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today and proposes the question, "What ought education's responses
be?"' Six suggestions are made for developing true expertise in
the,gradUate and-undergraduate centers: 1) mastery of currently
relevant content, 2) Consciousness of the teacher's place in the
edUcational system, 3) insight into the nature of man, 4) develop-!
ment of philoSophy of education that establishes the nature and
parameter of purpose, 5) the expert educator recognizes he is,
first and foremost, himself a learner, and 6) utilization of the
lateSt learning systems and ideas.

Rosner:, Benjamin. "The Promise of Competency-Based Teacher Education."
BeW'York University Education Quarterly, 4 (Spring, 1973), 2-6.

The author expresses his opinion that the present system of
teacher education is not successful. PBTE will also be useless
unless state certification can overcome empirical shortcomings.
The author suggests that new instructional materials must be
created for training teachers, measurement procedures will be
vLtal components of teacher training, and the setting for train-
ing teachers will move from the university into actual classrooms.
Certification will then move from completion of courses to the
acquiring of competence.

Rosner, Benjamin and Kay, Patricia M. "Will the Promise of C/PBTE
Be Fulfilled?" Phi Delta Kappan, 55 (January, 1974) , 2905.

Thip article states that C/PBTE may be the most significant lever
to happen in education since Sputnik or another government-
.7,.111'JsIaized fad. The present scope, promise, problems and unresolved

9113r; are niscussed. The author feels the CBTE is a transitional
model that can put teacher education on a firm theoretical and
empir5cal base,

Roth, Robert A. "The Competency Movement and Science Education."
Science Education, 57 (1973), 361-4.

This article discusses a trial performance-based teacher certifi-
fat'_on project conducted by the Science Teacher Association of
re `'o,-k State (STANYS). The task force is revising and refining
oeltsa specific to the teaching of science and is concerned

=tort this criteria will be utilized in the certification
2-nr.,eps,

Roth, Robert A, Performance-Based Teacher Certification: A Survey of
the States, 3ethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
;LI) 0(0 (53, 1972.

7117 s :?eport describes the status of performance-based teacher
education in each state and the District of Columbia. The author
r,t2'.;es that a certification system is considered performance-1.ased
-.then it contains provisions in state regulations providing f:e-
i,crfor7pani;c-based teacher education or accepting demonstrate c'-
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=competency for certification.

Roush, Robert E. and Holcomb, J. David. "Teaching Improvements in
HIgher,Education: Medical EdUcation. May Be the Leader." Phi
Delta-KapPani 55 (JanuarY, 1974), 338-40.

This article examined the beliefs that teaching improvements in
higher education, in general, have been slow in coming about. It
IS emphasided that the attainment of the-dOcterate title is usually
the-sole criteria-for initial-employMent in higher education.
Medical education is examined, and two- major eduektional ihriciVatiOns,
'014 it now employs are .1/thq-use of technology in teaching-and:
learning, and 21 cUrriculUt design. Units for educational researdh,
and development now _assist the:medical faculty in iMprovingteach
7'hg,and learning. and in conducting educational research and- develop
5ng hew cumilculums. It is `suggested that al-l_ areas of higher
education may profit from the success Medical schoOls have-gained
through teaching iMprovementS.

Ryan, Kevin A. A Plan for a New Type of Professional Training for a
Neu Type of Teaching Staff. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, ED 029 810, 1968.

In this article the author appeals for teacher training to be
performance-based, as suggested by Franklin Babbitt fifty years
ago. The inservice program should provide for effective and
continuous trairing for a differentiated staff. It should be
an extension of the preservice program, help sharpen the teacher's
IpofessIonal skills, and help identify and utiliZe the special
co.mpstencies of teachers.

Ryan, Maurice E. "Directions and Criteria for Performance Goals:
A Kind of Road Map." American Vocational Journal, 48 (April,
1973Y, 31-3.

This article presents a step-by-step guide for writing directions
and criteria to assist instructors in preparing specific instruction
plans for an individual performance goal for students in vocational
education programs. Directions are given in the following task
sequence: 1) becoming aware, 2) gathering resources, 3) applying
:-r;;onrses, 4) continuing procedures, 5) evaluation and revision,
6) final procedure, and 7) reporting results. The purpose of each
trIsi,: is idcntified and directions are given, including checkpoints.
ny.: author compares the procedure to a road map.

Sandefur, J. T, and Adams, Ronald D. "Assessment in Action: A Case
Study of Second-Year Teacher Education Graduates." Journal of
Teacher.Education, 24 (Fall, 1973), 248-9.

This article describes a study to assess the professional competencies
of second year teacher education graduates from Western Kentucky
1;n:,..71rsity following the introduction of the new Standards 1 or the
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Accreditation of Teacher Education in 1970. Questionnaires are
sent to graduates fOr assessment of the program and to the
;chool administrator requesting his assessment of the professional
competencies of the institutional graduate. A random sampling of
twenty elementary and twenty secondary teachers will be evaluated
annually. Data will be coded and stored in the computer for a
permanent data base. Reports will be made annually and be available
to faculty.

Sandoz, Ellis. "CBTE: The Nays of Texas." Phi Delta Kappan, 55 (JanuarYr
1974), 304-6.

This article describes the reactions of many of the academicians
in Texas colleges and universities of the mandating of statewide
co- petenci- -based teacher education programs in June, 1972. The
--roate requires that CBTE be woven into each course of the prospectiVe
:1-.chers, The professional groups are seeking a ruling against

-nand ate, which they regard as a violation; they question the
'--:%1_4.ty of imposing a single approach to teacher education. The
-i;IIOT concedes, "any professor is entitled to embrace CBTE and teach,
t if it lies within the parameters of his subject."

Scannell, Dale P. The Use of the Delphi Technique to Gain Consensus of
'roossloral Education Components of Teacher Certificat-:.on

in Kansas. Final Report. Bethesda, MD: Eau Document
c.c-ct:on Se-2vIce, ED 072 025, 1972.

. ";h7_s r'epor't the technique of using the Delphi Method is discussed.
77r,Inr:s in the study indicate the sample group, composed of law-

--s, e,:tucators, teachers, administrators, and parents, thought
,a-sentially all teacher education content was important,
4-Jpo-:tont were thought to be those items relating to class-
,),ezions. Less important were competencies related to

,1,(cphy and history of education. SaMples of questionnaires and
2,;;to*:,c, to subjects are included.

Schnlo,:k, H, Del, "A Competency-Based, PersonEllized and Field Centered
or PA Elementary Teacher Education Program." Adapted from

.-.1or.:k, H, D. and Hale, 3. S. (eds.). A Competency-Based Field-
57r;tems Approach to Elementary Teacher Education. Volumes

Final Report for Project No. 89022, Bureau of
'-c';r)nr*!;11, Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education,

s". 1968,

r-'-,- s P2tLole describes the Comfield Teacher Education Model
-r-oolcrr-so".7ing model that is goal-oriented and continuously

"-:-)t..-;e on he basis of empirically-based feedback. Four Oistinct
'-).-:,1,723 of the model are described: 1) the demonstration of
(--,T),:tr!nce the performance of teaching tasks as a basis for

'':'fLratfon, 2) the characteristics of a teacher education program
c pe:ronalized, 3) the involvement of a genuine partne.mhip

1; schools, and 4) a management system which can slippo-,;
o" a competency-based, personalized and field .certclee.
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teacher education program. The assumption is made that if
prospective teachers engage in an educational experience in a
way which gives it personal meaning and they become independent,
self-directing learners, they will create a similar kind of
learning experience for the children they teach.

Schalock, H. Del. The Focus of Performance-Based Certification Knowledge,
Teaching Behavior, or the Products that Derive from a Teache "s
Behavior. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
ED MI5 550, 1970.

In this document, the author questions the basis for determining
what type behaviors should be included in CBTE. Should knowledge
level, alone be used or should performance beyond the knowledge
1eve1 br2. included? If these higher levels are included, problems
1r measurement are presented. It is suggested measurement is
s3,i-p1.1.Tied if the product of teaching, not teaching behavior
itself, is measured. A number of relevant issues are raised.

Schmieder, Allen A. and Yarger, Sam J. "Teacher/Teaching Centering
in America," Journal of Teacher Education, 25 (Spring, 1974),
5-12,

This article studies the movement of "teacher centering" in America.
7arious synonymous terms for "teacher centers" are identified and
a "generally-snecific" definition for a teaching center is pre-

Seven organizational types of teaching centers are
fientified and discussed. They are: 1) the Independent Teaching,
Cell';e7?; 2) the "Almost" Independent Teaching Center; 3) the
'?ofesstonal Organization Teaching Center; 4) the Single Unit
.aching Center; 5) the Free Partnership Teaching Center; 6) the

Conso:..,tium Teaching Center; 7) the Legislative /Political.
Censo::.;:ium Teaching Center. Foar functional types of teaching
car.' :tG:.s are identified and discussed. They are: 1) the Facilitating
T'j Teaching Center; 2) the Advocacy Type Teaching Center; 3)
1,1Le Responsive Type Teaching Center; and 4) the Functionally
T",.3.(me Type Teaching Center. Six topics concerning the nature and
(..,rIcter of centers, based on information obtained in the
:-.;rnal Center Survey, are identified and discussed. They are:
(k) !o-rornance, (2) consortium, (3) programs, (4) incentiv:s,
(5) r;tafing, and (6) center financing.

Schure, AlaNander. "An Accountability and Evaluation Design for
Orleunional Education." Educational Technology, 11 (March,
1970. 26-37,

This article stresses the need for an improved accountability
::y stem in occupational education and proposes an accountability

o2 model that would insure better educational opportun-
jt fo-:, all Americans. The author's criticism of the present
97s';em is the lack of systematic organization of the immense'
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amount of data, and he proposes in his model using a computerized
system with various manipulations that can be made on a wide
range of data and provide immediate feedback.

Shavelson, Richard J. "What Is .the Basic Teaching Skill?" Journal of
Teacher Education, 24 (Summer, 1973), 144-51.

This article discusses how decision making is seen as the basic
teaching skill. Questioning, explaining, reinforcing, and probing
are skills from which the teacher must choose. Skills such as
listening and hypothesis generation aid in decision making. Research
on teaching should closely examine the teacher's decisions, and
decision making should be included as an integral part of a
teacher's training.

Shenrron, Gilbert F. Selected Generic Competencies with Indicators _for'
Elementary Teachers. Competency-Based Education Center, College
7).nr.ucatton, University of Georgia; Athens, GA.

This document lists a number of generic competencies of teachers.
Inclitded under each competency are various performance indicatorS,

direct or indirect. The direct indicator (the teacher)
r?at?.go:1 includes activities engaged in by the teacher. Tho
!zvl; indicator (the learner) category includes an "activity"
.nr: a "products" section of the student's involvement. Approxi-

tely 26 generic competencies are presented.

Shearron, Gilbert F, and Johnson, Charles E. Specification Worksheets
for Copnitive Processes and Affective Behaviors. Bethesda, MD:
LIJU liocument Reproduction Service, ED 040 933, 1969

This bulletin presents teacher performance specifications for the
wo areas: cognitive processes and affective behaviors. This
thcludes 12 objectives of the elementary school instructional
p:=op:rFril in cognitive processes and 11 objective's for the prograM.
2n affective learning behaviors, teaching behaviors and the
:Air -ested specifications for a teacher education program.

Shearson, Gilbert F. and Johnson, Charles E. Specifications Worksheets
for Behaviors Drawn from Educational Principles. Bethesda, MD:
hiiEC :Document Reproduction Service, ED 0T0 577 1969.

nlis; ')ulletin describes the worksheets used in developing the
,f:'tcer performance specifications for the preparation of
elr,,_,:ita:cy school teachers for the Georgia Educational Model.

r.pc7;'.:Ications were obtained from he following sources: desired
:,chaviors, established educational principles and observation

, teaehors onthe-job. Principles of learning, instruction and
,i2pini73tion are listed with related teacher objectives and
Le'laflors. Specifications for a teacher education program aro
r11;Ecsted.
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Shearron, Gilbert F. and Johnson, Charles E. "A CBTE Program in
Action: University of Georgia." Journal of Teacher Education,
24 (Fall, 1973), 187 -93,

This paper discusses the University of Georgia competency-based
teacher education program in elementary teacher education. The
program is only partly implemented. Stage one, development of
the instructional Component, and stage two, implementation of
the comprehensive program model, are in operation; by 1975 all
preservice students will be involved in the program. Basic
assumptions underlying the Georgia position on CBTE are stated,
approaches in identifying competencies are described, criteria
for assessment are explained, and the instructional component
is discussed in detail.

Shearron, Gilbert F. and Johnson, Charles E. Portal Schools for the
Georgia Educational Model. Georgia Educational Models, the
University of Georgia, College of Education, Athens, Georgia.
GEM Bulletin, 71-7, 1971.

This paper discusses the Portal School concept and describes the
Portal Schools in operation at the University of Georgia. The
GeorgJa Education Model is a performance-based, field-centered
teclohelq education program providing transition of University
stIlOcnt teachers from the preservice phase to full-service
teanhtng in the inservice phase. The four types of field exper-
lerlee blocks are described in detail showing the varied learning
ncevienr:es of student teachers with leadership of the university
staff.

Shearron, Gilbert F. and Johnson, Charles E. A Prototype for a Comae-
tency-13ased Proficiency Module. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 042 693, 1969.

This document presents a prototype of one kind of module used in
the Georgia Educational Model for the preparation of elementary
teachers. Proficiency modules contain general directions to the
stu6ent, lists of prerequisites, pre-tests, performance specifi-
c'ations and behaviors the student must demonstrate proficiency in,
and learning resources.

Shepardson, Richard D. "A Survey (Utilizing the Delphi Method) to
Assess and Objectively Display the Arguments For and Against
Developing a Performance-Based Teacher Education Program."
Jnirrnal of Teacher Education, 23 (Summer, 1972), 166-8.

The author of this article discusses the use of the Delphi Technique
in determining administrators' views of the advantages and dis-
advrmtages of a PETE program at the University of Texas. For
illiistration, some of the survey outcomes are given. The author
states this procedure "has much to offer in making problem-solving
arvi (Incision making a more creative and effective process,"
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Shuster, Susan K. "A Proposed Performance-Based Training Program for
Special Education Teachers." Viewpoints, 49 (January, 1973),
25-49.

This article reports the progress of a team of special educators
who are analyzing the needs of undergraduate prospective special
education teachers, and developing strategies and techniques
to meet these needs. The PBTE program is concerned with the
individual as he prepares to teach and the students he will teach.
Included is a list of competencies (in the areas of observational
techniques, diagnostic techniques, teaching skills, and administra-
tion and management of educational and social environments) prepared,
by the undergraduate program developtent committee for the trainees.
Xnformation regarding implementation of undergraduate competencies
:in a practicum setting, and evaluation of the process and product
is also included.

Silvius, G. Harold and Ford, Andrew F. The Report of the Michigan Study
of Industrial Teacher Competence. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, ED 014 529, 1965.

This report describes a broad study to determine the necessary
steps to be taken to maintain a strong industrial teacher education
program. Respondents were taken from business, labor and various
1e7els of education. The study resulted in eight action proposals
including initiation of a program at Wayne State to update and
etend teacher competence of industrial educators.

Sinatra, Lewis J. "Performance-Based Teacher Education: It Can Be
Tr,ansformational." Educational Technology, 13 (August, 1973),
6r-3,

This article describes changes that are currently needed in teacher
cdqoation: conservational changes center on improvements made
within the organization, and transformational changes focus on
the needs of the environment. An outline for a transformational-
ri?lcnted, performance-based teacher education program is given
0o sting the roles of the teachers as diagnoser, prescriber,
vnd imolementor.

,Sinatra, Lewis J. and Masla, John A. "Performance-Based Teacher Educa-
tion -- A Reply to a Critic." Educational Technology, 13 (April,
1 r.)73), 33-5,

T:ii-article is written to refute criticism of PBTE as being
. -;-1-Prdstio, The authors see competencies as aids to helping

` ;r:acho7 do a better job, not as ends in themselves. The
:',..011;lonship of CBTE to educational philosophy is discussed.

Smith, Emmitt D, "The State of the States in Teacher Centering."
Jo,ronal of Teacher Education, 25 (Spring, 1974) , 21 5,

7
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This article presents the results of a study conducted which
involved all fifty U.S. states and their reported involvement in
the development or use of "teaching centers". Information was
obtained from each state department of education office which
uealt with teacher education and certification. Responses were
limited to three areas: 1) state legislation related to teacher
centers; 2) state administrative provisions related to teacher
centers; 3) state level study related to teacher centers. Survey
results are presented under four categories: (1) Category A:
No action; no state-level. (2) Category B: No action; state-
level study. (3) Category C: No legislation; administrative
provisions and state-level study. (4) Category D: Legislation;
administrative provisions and state-level study. Data for each
category are given. It is reported that "approximately one third
of the states have passed legislation and/or administrative
regnlations which . . . relat- to the teacher center movement in

Unled States." "Teacher centering" status of 23 states is
:_-ren. A six item list of "common ground" observations concerning
th teaching center movement in the U.S. is presented.

Soar, 71obert S. "Accountability: Assessment Problems and Possibilities."
Journal of Teacher Education, 24 (Fall, 1973), 205-12.

a'2t1cle discusses the difficulty in evaluating teachers through
,:tudent p.:lofress since tests show a negative correlation for most
t11(71ts, Also under such conditions teachers teach for t,:,sting.

irc:ating may be appropriate for low level objectives but for higher
.r)-'1.1 it, would be better to measure teacher behavior relative to

Imoun to be related to student achievement. Quesons avo
-,0*-01ised as to teachers1 responsibilities versus those c' oavents,

r- should be accountable for what.

Spanjer, fl, Allen. Teacher Preparation: Supervision and Performance.
Bethesrla, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 073 070,
1,972,

This bulletin presents two papers which discuss the concepts of
(:!:-.)ngo, modification, and improvement in teaching performance.

fl:'st paper suggests some changed roles for supervisory agents
education. The second paper presents several teaching

cor,Iporents that could serve as a basis for developing and impovinfi
to-.o'0 is skills.

7:tnhard L. and Courtney, E. Wayne. The Application of!
rocrnitive Taxonomy to Selected Professionar7dijnan

Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduct.wil :3%,.1.cen
1,(J, 1971,

n-eaents a study to determine the hierarchial levels r."
(T2Ion professional education competencies needed by commliny
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college and secondary school vocational instructors. The major
headings of Bloom's cognitive taxonomy were adopted from the
survey instrument. Selected vocational instructors from Oregon's
co_Tmunity colleges and secondary schools served as the population.
Of 99 professional competencies, 57 could be classified as having
high 7evels of correlation and could be grouped into meaningful
competency clusters.

Stainback, Susan B. and Stainback, William C. "Competency-Based Teacher
Education: A Clarification and Rationale." Teacher Educator,
8- (Spring, 1973), 17-22.

This article attempts to clarify the components of a competency-
basdd teacher training model and to develop a rationale for the
Lmple/mIntation of such a model for the training of teachers. The

components of a competency-based model are identified
a dscussion of each component is given. They are: 1) doter-

competencies needed by teachers to perform their function,
2) e71111?.te the competencies the prospective teacher alleady
:):)ssPs',::s and what competencies need to be developed, 2,) determine

7ost Tirect process that needs to be followed to develop the
s';',(bp.t into an effective teacher, and 4) check the finished

fo..4 Oerects, and make sure the prospective teachez, Ins
con?-,tercies set in component one.

StaT , A System for State Evaluation of Vocational Education.
Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproducton Service,

This decv-nent presents information on a model system for conducting
eucaLion program evaluations developed and fie3dtestc0.

i 'nit) State University and in vocational education as1;enpies in
Kentucky, and New Jersey. The model includes a E,ystem

Cr ' .,enit.:.;_ted and continuous program evaluation, objective,;,
7.^1, z1-1,1 data for measuring achievements. Information form

,?.-e included.

`ltfe 70,12tion De2::rtmont, Davison of Teacher Education and Certifi-
nli.on. New 3tyle of Certification." The University of th:,

tTs:i l'ork, March 15, 1971, (Mimeographed).

This ,loonment oresents a proposal of a set of process standards to
^r,11-) (:Iveloping trial projects in teacher educai.en

,! .11 to a ce1-4'ification that signifies a measil:
?;oloss standards is a term used to desc-,:lb nc,

n 1 1(rred in developing meaningful critevia to he m' It
;,0s)er:tf.,m `r.: chess. The trial projects .-re for both
conl;inuns cobification. The dynamic system will puo;pote

,'1,1-1%;').1'ty, encourage the participation of several agencies to
;1.(i) c-:-Iterf.a and provide for system noclification,
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Stemnook, Suzanne K, Evaluating Teaching Performance. Educational
Research Service Circular Number Three. Bethesda, MD: ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, ED 033 448, 1969.

This document describes the method used to gather information
froth school systems on the procedures used in evaluating the
competence of teachers. Data were collected on frequency of
evaluation, evaluators, procedures, forms and appraisal
procedures. Eight different types of procedures were found to
be used by different systems. Copies of thirteen evaluation
forms are reproduced.

Strong, William. "A Switchboard Metaphor for Teacher Education." Phi
Delta Kappan, 55 (January, 1974), 341-3.

This article describes a pragmatic point of view of teacher
education -- dealing with prespecified competence, investigations
of sell' concept and individual personal development. The author.
sumests a "switchboard scheme" curriculum design in which people
of (r.f'srent backgrounds may plug into, share and discuss their
rommon purposes. Ten propositions for the development of such
a T.;.rriculum are stated.

,Student Teaching Cooperative Program. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
ileproc'uctIon Service, ED-0-7/4 035, 1971.

TIps document describes a cooperative-based teacher education
of CastJ.eton State College, Vermont. The team approach

's '1',ed. Individualization and performance-based education ere
the objectives. Instruction is given in the following areas:
)) professional courses in the public schools; 2) microteachl.ng
rte(? csminars; 3) large group, small group, and individuali.xrd
ins' ;-e.-Iction; and 4) experience in the integration of subject
untter through media and laboratory approaches. Appendixes are
jnaluned.

Sybouts, Ward. "Performance-Based Teacher Education: Does It Make
a Difference?" Phi Delta Kappan, 54 (January, 1973), 303-4,

This article discusses the date compiled from studies of a pc:I:for-
Armee 'based program, NUSTEP, fQr preparing secondary school
slchs:'s at the University of Nebraska It was concluded that the

who received performance-based teacher education are
MC:': efsctive than teachers who passed through conventional
-oEv- 13; e:urrent students and graduates of NUSTEP have a more

poi .ve vtew of their teacher education curriculum than do
f,tIviynts r.nd graduates of conventional programs; also, youngsters
t1.1cflt by the participants in NUSTEP can achieve more.

A Systems Approach to Vocational Teacher Education. Bethesdz,, MD:
Ehl(.; bocument Reproduction Service, ED 076-78, 1972.



This document describes the systems project of devising a compe-
tency-based system for the preparation of teachers, supervisors,
and aCministrators in the field of vocational add applied arts
oduce.tion. Major activities accomplished the first year included
the design, documentation and initial testing of a management
information system. Major activities conducted the second year
W1n: 1) the implementation of the pre-certification instructional
system, 2) the design of a masters of education program, acid 3)
coatvilued field testing and maintenance of the management infor-
mlt:T_on system.

Thonsley, Jerome R. "Cast Study No. 4 -- Recognition and Respect for
Teacher Competency." Thrust for Education Leadership, 2 (November,
1972), 23-7.

1-0.3 article discusses the Stull Bill in California. The author
'.,t1tes that teacher evaluation is needed on the basis of student
ae:hiP;vement and teacher performance. A method of conducting

s72".vation is presented, togethrwith an example of the
17n" Ilt2D-1 instrument. Criteria for evaluation are tailored and
es-riatee. by the individual teacher so as to eliminate bias
crolsed by factors beyond his control.

Tarr, 7171.'n R, Some Philosophical Issues in Competency-Based Teacher
1.1esda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,

,47, 1973.

171 ';his nape the author suggests a real CBTE philosophy has not
eiciclopee. so it is impossible to say it is the solution to

erl.Lcation problems. Questions are raised as to tho real
v%lne: o? a competency-based program. Major criticisms are lack
Q. 11:37,iir_tt,:r.,1S drawn about values of various competencies, lack
o." Irith affective and cognitive domains, and lack of

showlng the relationship between teacher per. for and
7carnina.

Tr:Pnbo- -7,7i.luitton Prep - 21. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
RD 044 51771771.

:7 an interpretive study of practices in "Teacher Evaluation."
c-17.ultion serves several functions both for the teachers

'nr Lhs c.:11cational program. It should be systematic mid
-,.,.),-)';cf*.t. ash established goals. Teacher evaluation is hJvinG
f ; (-in teacher education, especially since the ad1.0,tt of

.1, '11.7..6 ..earning.

r;I.vasallan, "Good Objectives and Bad: A Checklist for
Objectives.:: Educational Technology. 13 (August, 7f7?),

2"

-r?ticle discusses a checklist developed by the author to
:1 r:d:';Zris *ocha7ioral object Ives. An oojective is rPtoe. on:

sz
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interrelationship among ObjectiVeS (subdivided into: (a)
sufficiency, (b) -necessity, Lc) lack of redUndancyl. (d) lack of
tri7.iiality, and Cel sequence); 2) extrinoie evaluation CSubdiVideol
into: (a) behaviorality, (b) range, (c) aids, (d) standards,
andr(e) procesb independence). Each is discussed thoroughiY and
ekampIes are given.

Tsliry, David R.; Thompson, Randall L.; and Evans, Rupert N. Competencies
for Teachers: Vocational Education Shows the Way. Bethesda,
RD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED-067 4'67, 1972.

ThAs 7eport presents the findings of the first two Tllinois
7oW;ional Teachers Competencies Conferences for teacher Oduca-

and ciministrators in vocationC. education. The goal of
)-foject was to "stimulate continued development of a philo-

coyny to=d cowetency-based teacher edUcation programs,
(:0-21cti'tlm development based on the current needs, of vocational

lnd policy legislation regarding teacher education
nq cr,J'Icnt'aling." Problems in defining teaching competenctes

n (",e_?7elooing teacher education curriculum which provide
wilh basic competencies are discussed. Appendixet; cive

eyr: .o.Deeches by consultants related to- sources of acqrA.
.ntalnins, improving, and evaluating Vocational teacIlv 20:41),

!2 co, included is a copy of the validation instrr-:.-
she 477 competencies compiled by the group, follou, 1,11,

ol'der listing of the competencies.

VP'S ?ro-;Cort'lfication Teacher Education Program: Competencies ard
f):,acccives, Competency-- -Based Teacher Educetion

1, Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduc,:len
;..J'f.,y67,i1, 1972,

This booklet lists 75 pre-service teacher competencies and perfor-
:,ce c)jectives for 10 professional pre-service courses Onv:ilopod
"Pyre 3tate University, Department of Vocational and A..».1.lc%.1.
Thcation for the Teacher Education program. CompotyJcios

,1 r:-(21.117,sd in the following 7 categories: planning ia..tion,
guir:ance, management, public and human relatioa3 aad

r,sional role. Competencies are general and course-
o-4',:ctiyes are specific and course-related.

f

'11talnri17.1.1 Tom. A Continuum Model for Competency-Based Traininn. The
_no,.;-oney-l-vood Curriculum. Bethesda, MD: ERIC- Pecutica:.

.,:)::;.;:!.on Service, 25-5-8.3 706, 1973-

7:111 ',17)07 presents certain aspects which constltIte a "to';e1'.
1J20r7'?RM in competency-based methodology. These aspects
(1,7,-).-)tencj .identification, competency organization, compot.7.ncy
r czim7ebency units, competency evaluation, anct cow3ot3ncy

T"nc Rocky Mountein Regional Resource Center an
Vaiw.InIlty of Utah Department of Special Education are jo:.7.:Al

'.onting a competency-based training program to imp''.'v-,
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teacher skills in providing remedial services to handicapped
children based on the model.

Vocational Education and Self-Evaluation. The Vocational Education
Instructor Appraises Product and Process. Bethesda, MD: ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, ED 05 177, 1971.

This publication contains guidelines to assist the vocational
instructor in self-evaluation. Guideline statements are organized
into nine groups Covering the range of responsibility/activity
of the vocational instructor. The statements are organized into
the following sections: 1) groups served by vocational education,
2) the vocational education instructor, 3) curriculum, 4) facilt-
ttes and equipment, 5) finances and budgets, 6) placement and

7) community involvement, 8) related services, and 9)
-r)-rr.:ment in policy-making in vocational education.

Wall, Charles C. and Williams, Richard C. "Relating Communications-
T-y:hnology to Competency-Based Education." Educational TechneloitT,
12 (Fe-rember, 1972), 50-2.

Tn this article the authors discuss the problems of maintalming
thi xi..sting school systems while designing and implementing
1*o (f) r)ctsacy-based education system, and producing the vt.7ii;
'Pn7 0^ eovmunication devices the learner will need to rece;.7e

in a variety of settings. Also, attention is giv:an
c-r?o.',n problems to be faced in the future. These were: 1)

';14, n".-/hictf.on of hardware, 2) the development of technic'
and 3) political problems.

nether, 1I1:Tord A. A Guide to Specifications for a Comprehensive
Uhee-frradudte and Inservice Teacher Education Program for

.cPchers. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reprocuctien
1125-05-615T, 1969.

r.7-Cs paper describes a model for an elementary teacher education
'';(7 c'oveloped at Syracuse University. The model can be

.?or use at various institutions using a wide variety
education techniques. Instructional units are composed

.-etules and 4'nstruction is either individual or in small
I. thorough account of the various stages of the prog7.:m

(

'Tl."-Jr4 A, and Cooper, James M. Competency-Based Teacbe Fettle-a-

r. c.;cer)ario, Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction
:J-003'273, 1972#

r.1.7';hars present an idealised CBTE program in dramatic form
nc,er azplores how the program is established, how it shall'('
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ideally perform and presents possible student reactions. The
TrOgram described completely supplanted the existing program at
the-mythical university.

Weishahn, Mel W, and Fox, A. M. "Competency-Based Accountability:
A Progress Report." Colorado Journal of Educational Research,
12 (Summer, 1973), 3-7.

This report concerns a follow-up study initiated at the School
of Special Education and Rehabilitation of the University of
Northern Colorado in order to obtain behavioral competency
statements of their graduates. The graduates were asked to
indicate the necessity of the competency being included in
s.o'acial education curriculum at the University of Norther:t
Gr)1,-J7c-do, the extent to which each competency was developed, and

e-;f2.2er.) of proficiency to which the competency was de.1.o.lea
4:.;=e University. The response for each question was beaoLl.
a five point scale. Also, the graduates were asked 171 il,;:-cide

-lry-.-,cyaphic data concerning race, experience, selary,
aerved, age group served, and other related

2':,u1c,tion included- all graduates who received eithkn.
M,A,, Ed,S,, or Ed. D. degree in special education tbcrfo,h

7s--u:,s 1951 - 1971. Of the 1,337 graduates, 591 x,c

7he r!,-ef:Vonpaire. No analysis of the data is given.

Weldon; .-john J, Model: An Authentic Teacher Education PrOPTPM,
ERIC 'Document Reproduction Servlce, :!(;5,

Yhs document describes the CBTE program model that Mt. Ma7cy
C-0.1ege developed using components of programs reseachee
lr rfer fnstf.;,utions, Minor modifications were made to Cit

.lee4:s. A major emphasis is upon early and 3.)oguIat o-p.Ifore
o." at'Adent to classroom situations. A two-yeau folaov (I)

certification is provided for. Samples at? 2nc7.ildt.
P

Westo-m ,T=Iqhinqton State College Clinical Program for Teacher rf'uen'ie)k
'7 ilasington. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Documen'5

J'.:S-7IM9 '070-536; 1971

`This paper presents a brief description of a PBTE pr.oc-f, f.11

rAlr1-;,:,on le Seattle, Washington. Much of the pxoc.:m. :

i;c: :rtil:7.zing personnel from the College ead .

'ir Each candid: to in the teachel edv.
to study and develop his own teachni at.,

. 'a c):;,- p()-?se-nal.1.ty, Major criterion for moasuv-m:-c':
.f3 rt,-,bie7e7o.ont of the pircils.

Whil;e, Ionise R, "PEE in a Multicultural Society." Jour-If-C. (1.- "...N

"I'OnrnIon fl (F11) )97=1), 225-31.
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This article discusses the problems of training teachers to be
effective for our current multicultural society and suggests that

s one of the most promising methods. Five areas of concern
are discussed: 1) why multicultural education is a major concern
of educators today; 2) the type of teacher needed in a multicultural
society; 3) & 4) means of defining competency in a multicultvral
setting; and 5) how PBTE can be assessed validly as a stratefw for
teacher preparation.' The article discusses the rise of mult-
clatural:t.sm in education, describes the type of teacher needed
in this society setting, indicates the promise of PBTE foL me,,ting
this need, and discusses research models for evaluating FITIV,

Moon, Ilicha,M H. "Performance Criteria for Agricultural Instruction."
Apr.3cultural Education, 41 (May, 1969) , 261, 263.

;r:tLcie discusses the need for establishing criteria for
and for organizing a system of placement of c?oduates

agriculture education programs due to charleps
..orn )osiions open in this field- The following Jou!

.T.ty are discussed: 1) competent performance 2\

3) adequate performance, and 4) acceptahlE

T.)acher Corps. A Model for Training Teaol.ow- ENthoseln.,
ERIC ':.:Tent Reproduction Service, ED 075 134,

)f.ner ?ol_nts out the inadequacies of teacher trarl;o: 7:70C7TT'I
:..'it-1 +r,t0:?3 who teach in Indian reservation schoos 0:Z1 F.vrec.ts

c.2 -,r'epa:,ing better teachers -- which encour.
r.:..-ent staff, teaching American Indian oulcolu 'n

,ar'vso=ion, and recruiting prosi,ective teachers Ow
',1)o area rnd familiar with the culture. Discuss

Yeacher Program, where the outstanding fc-tu.:.r.'
:)::1;orl.,7-o,ctEted teacher education.

? :value K.; Sacks, Arinabel L. and Haggerty, Katherine '7! A
r,c(c),-.-atiyo rzloqram in Teacher Education. Bethesda, MD: EPIC

.:e1,..-obuction Service, ED 075 361, 1971.

eofwment presents information on an innovative r7'104.-. p7ou.:1-o.
elementary school teachers. Students' tim3 :Ts
'qools, in seminars, large group activitie,;

t-2ips. Techniques used were team teachLof:,
and small group colloonfia.

::Jequently.

WocvlYilM P*(111'11 D. ':-,nTE 10 Years Hence," Journal of Teaoho- r(1110(
24 (7-11, 1973), 238 43.

71;'; nTt.7.01n niscusses the effects of past ideas :In educaon
7..7r;olt :;:c.enos which are resulting in the exploratory

D'aams md tables are used to compare
P;-,del:'with the "Emerging Ahility-Dove)orin F v.

ri
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education which shifts the role of the teacher from the decision
making star to assisting the student in becoming the star and do
his own learning,

Wright, Larry (ed.). "'University Forum Developing Competency-Based
Content in Business, Industry, and Education." Summary Report.
Menomonie, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin, October 17 & 18,
1973, (Mimeographed).

This paper summarizes a conference sponsored by the Schoo-. of
..(ndustry and Technology Department Chairmen and Program Director
CoPncil at Stout. The main topics about competency-based content
involved: (1) what is it? (2) who has interest in it? (3) the

professional implementation, (4) examples of content for
plementation, (5) implementing competency-based content, and

ibere do we go from here? Industry and education are rop-?enented
',ceing the necessity of a competency-based program.

7?.n I. and Van Mondfrans,. Adrian P. "Psychological Implications
of Competency-Based Education." Educational Technology, 12
(74oVe7ber, 1972), 15-8.

compares conventional educational systems, which
e.s:yinse knowledge for the average student through the teacolo72,

the iom)etency-based system, which places more responsibility
the i.od171dual student to progress at his own rate

t.acher as a resource person. Factors discvsscA
motivation, frustration, anxiety and self concept.

)reiflicc competency-based educational systems can l'-:j.#1C0
psyeholosical effects and increase positil: attitujes
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Andrews, Richard L. "How. Sound Are the Assumptions of Competency-
Based Programs?" Educational Leadership, 31 (January, 1974),
310-2,

This article discusses the assumption made by those in competency-
based programs that change in output results from change in
process, The article discusses input and how it may change -the
output.. The suggestion is made that if change is not made in
f_nput then changing the process will result in the wrong product.

Campbell, David N. "Affective Domain, Too, Has Professional Competencies:
37,,'I'tcational Leadership, 31 (January, 1974), 326-8.

7n*.s r.)ticle describes the type of accountability that is most
.a-"ectve -- when the teacher is accountable to himself or herself
-rq Int to the supervisory staff. A comparison is made of British

and teachers in this country. The author indicates the
--,.y1L7ments of behavioral objectives, performancebased teacher

at on and accountability o[' teachers in our schools is a
:mposItion and an insult to every teacher. This type of
tl'fIns our teachers to teach subjects and not indtviduals.

education program ih England trains teachers L) deal
i1(.i_vidua1 children and allows teachers to croatc 'choir own

r.:11-:-.0.7rra, They are trusted to be the best judge what and
to teach and set their own objectives." How the teacher
:-.cts with students should be the chief concern of tLo 2-,ocvom

should be highly sensitive to students and rcoct in
ro-njo0Tmontal, noncritical and supportive manner.

7-Ttholonew J. Sensitization Locus Model fo- Teacher Education;
A '').(Inoc;a1. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproducion Service,
. (9Z9,1972.

a paper which attempts to answer the questions, "What is
'':r!t'vo teaching?", and "How is it produced?" Previous research

--s on the subject are examined and the paper proposes a
a program model for teacher education which enable.:,

c,tv(Iont to evaluate hi own goals, values, asserts; al10.
`;.es ooth an in c...aectual and effective mode. i'fi.)11a,:is

;Dle.,(.4 on PBE in internship and in-field programs. 11

'7.2tI,Jn Locus Conceptual Model" chart and a 23 :item
included.

Co-n:iotcicv-r-.sea Teacher Education, Bethesda, MD: ERIC DocuT'nit
,e.:?vice, ED O76-518, 1972.
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'this, report provides information concerning a competency-based
program at Madonna College based on the systems approach to
leal-ning. Each term, Students in education contract with a
teac!lerto develop a competency. Experiences are provided for
the student to deVelop that competency. In the report, competencies
vein lised with activities_ to develop the competencies and
fr..."ef,.,rance criteria to be used in evaluating to determine if.
t!.e, stuetent has obtained the competency.

Cornell, Uilliam A, "ProfeSsional Associations Play a Part in the
Cem2eteney Movemem." Educational Leadership, 31 (January, 1974),

`'"I's lrtiele discusses the part played by professional associallions
ne; the KFA, AACTE, and NASDTEC on the competency movement
eseeciations view the current competency movement as a

c_.:;rilrental model, and an approach that all tsnchov
r:100.*;lo-r: :)rorams do not have to follow, The role of the

-ssociations in the movement are ident:i.fle(1
. .-cqoznition of the association as the rcp-.:-osot:I.Ve
a -.. %sin teacher in any arena that affects che to,oher,

:re. 7_3) :JJ expe2imentation in teacher educatewn ;;fit
7,,sed programs, but to resist using an
er-icasie.yn as ,the basis of all teacher prepa-cA';-I

nthod as a means of evaluating toachw.s

1.11 H, "Does PBTE Mean Reform?" Educational Leaclerrhin.

717; editorial discusses the key issues of PBTE. These coneo:m
!e p e.Yieen areas of (a) the application of systems technolecy

e'lucation, and (b) power sharing. Tha article st:1
opinion that the major controversies relate to

f.-21-:?s, He states, "What is needed is a proeess for
onary change -- a way to use tested experience to chfrof;3

' di'?ection and operational characteristic of the s; .A _ r

seggests that PBTE can provide this process.

TrO)n7g, 1117y T. u, Tear:her Corps/Peace Corps Competencv-Basod
fir; ,may Physi..cal EducationProject. Bethesda, MD1 P.;Jt:

Ser7ice, EbT86 671, 1973.

(1rIfloncnt describes the Washington State University '-'12(-11^-:
Coz'ID., project in elementary school physlcal

ls a program and was competancy-base0, fielL
A. rA individualized. The prop am Las twe..o
er(jt:"1 ;J'.1 included three phases: 1) pre.soilvi.cn -

teaching, subject matter and community ite.,'e
S':=7f.(30 including teaching experience anC. courses :

nT curriculum, learning, development, and mothoO 0[*
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research; and 3) postservice -- including thesis proposal approval,
znd additional courses in administration supervision and conducting

service programs for classroom teachers. Appendices include
!ple pages of standards, competency facilitating objectives,

E-nd evaluation instruments.

77oc;te::', Clifford n. "Analyzing the PBTE Approach." Educational
Leadrship, 31 (January, 1974) , 3069.

P7.?t'.cle discusses the lack of progress made in teacher
lmation, Three events are cited that have contributed to the

1-- .72 :'o:ament: (1) the 1967 USOE call for proposals for improving
'::r%ata.27 education; (2) the 1970 criteria standards adopted

1j r , a '-ctional Council for Accreditation of Teacher Educatton
P,nd (3) the gaining momentum in several states for
.(.)-..ch to teacher certification. PBTE assumptions about
edlti.:ation include: (1) what is the basic role of the ,

ullat then is the criteria, (2) what are the def..02able
.f...:;ructLon, and (3) what should be included In the
::or teacher education.

nrIvo., A, taw-.2ence. "How Can Community, Students, and Parents
Asrlsr (c...pricy?" Educational Leadership, 31 (Janua-vy, )97A),
-)Nr 117

7-,'e article stresses the need of teamwork between teachers and
r-er to create a climate with motivation for learning.

a:,{ ;!' -° :::20?oses that students respedt the right of paror.ts
t make decisions -- the student's success oi= 2alluve

jn ,r,not be altogether attributed to his teacher or
-- family characteristics have the greatest influcmce

0- Tbrr,.ent learning, Suggestions are offered as to hou the
f'r :,.1rents and students can assist educators to improve

'oJtruci/lonal program of students: 1) developing a desirable
cf'...:te, 2) providing funds for operating an individuAlize0.

program, 3) constructing adequate building faciltt!.es,
ri.oi..3f.1:; time for teachers and administrators to develop an

2n1 7:,-.Jalqz.rA curriculum, and 5) sharing experiences by wb.tch
a rY7:1112.tion policies can be implemented.

G070:7603 F;ta'..;e University Urban Teacher Education Prop:rem. Doti-or:Oa,

) j)o,.:pment Reproduction Service, ED 076 517, 1972,

0c:yrt (lescribes a competency based teacher eclucatlon nroz-vr-1
to *Jy9qre teachers for urban schools. The pz:.1-)
1.c.nm.g modules, learning teams, end teochev

( :1r, ,e -.1.n an urban area, Students ale :involved Oo:,,(t7,.
`;,11 environment

C:2070 T, Burton L, and others. A ComparativeMultivariateAnpl
(olfinevnndTeacherEdulation_ProgramsFinal

lilk.p.Document Reproduction Jervice, ED kM

90
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This research project conducted at Western Washington State
College took advantage of the opportunity of having seven teacher
education programs operating simultaneously at the same
f_nstitution to cope with problems of evaluating teacher education
programs. Three categories of variables were selected with a
larce number of sub-variables under each. These general variables
were; 1) energy characteristics, 2) program and setting charac-
teristics, and 3) teaching and exit characteristics. A series
of factor analyzes of selected subsets of variables did not
re7cial any factor which accounted for more than ten percent of
to'tching variables among programs revealed two significant
f'Inotions, while an analysis of entry characteristics revealed
th('ee significant functions. This project demonstrated that a
.iltiiariate analysis of different teacher education programs was
4.iffilt to handle but could very well discern useful patterns

elationships in teacher education. A number of recommonda-
. were made to assist those who wish to apply multivariate
rtlysis to the study of teacher education.

Berson, Kenneth T. An Approach to Performance-Based Teacher Education.
'.-'e';hs-C,a, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED Q76 506,-19y1.

This docvnent presents an experiment with accountability In the
2.nc. media courses at Indiana State University. The
'1'23 di-ilded into four phases: 1) course introduction
:7.1.'.!-13 of developing an informal personal atmosphere,

of teaching skills, developing awareness in concept
.-nr:1 planning lessons, formulating a class structure for- r

';e^: :1!; and formulating a class system for critiquing
en'i- 2, peer teaching -- emphasized achieving an attitude

_eying teaching skills and employing A.V. skills;
skills -- pursued skills in leading discussion,

administering, and scoring teacher Trade tests, and
ntl.;r_ndance.records; 4) non-teaching majors -- eraph2siEled

env-..,f; which are specifically meaningful to- the non teaching

Nermtril Stephen and Stake, Robert E. "Operational vs. Judgmental.
P'.1sosz,nent of Teacher Competencies." Educational Leadershin,

(j;%mlar7, 197), 322 - -5.

fItho:n argue that the operational view -- establishing
cfiteria for obsc-'ving and assessing teacher competence --

r" :o ''.)th impractical and harmful practices. They advocate
len;a1 view which follows the more traditional pattern

I:- ociucaticn and calls for coordinated assessment by
'5e4.ehers, administrators, citizens and students,

--:':er,:noes are cited in opposition to operational assess-
. ; the main objection being the imposition of rules and

..--en;3 of standards decided by outside experts rather thin
nemselves.
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Lawrence, Gordon, "Delineating and Measuring Professional Competendies.°
Educational Leadership, 31 (January, 1974), 298-302.

The article gives three criteria that deal with the fundamentals
of the competency approach to teacher education. These include
(1) competencies having a rationale or conceptual base; (2)
competencies stated for explicit assessment; and (3) competencies being.
the "legal tender" for a teaching position. The article states
that competency objectives are not clearly rooted in theory and
research. Two hundred modules were analyzed and were found lacking_
in procedure and performance criteria. The article suggests
that rather than our traditional college transcript the ideal
record would present a clear picture of each teacher's specific
and unique set of capabilities.

Lourberyl, Jacqueline I. Competency-Based Education Development Project
Final Report. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproduction Service,
)07373T-179, 1971.

This report of a competency-based project at Oakland University
for -.Instructing teacher corps interns reflects a favorable rating
by the students and the staff members. Traditional programs
rees7ved le,rei, ratings. The appendix contains the response form
nnci obc--y-27ation sheet used during the study. Also givon is
,I(D'AcILv:,.. for a modular competency-based program for presenting
li.terature to children.

McOl.c7y, Lloyd E. Competency-Based Educational Administration and
tn)1:10aton to Related Fields. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Document
:r:e.ioaLlecion Service, ED 077 136, 1973.

TI-As per attempts to define competence and then presents a
f'?(.1-1-ehart indicating how competence may be attained in educe.

)r a2ministration. In the model presented technical, conceptual
7),),..an knowledge &ills are included in the molar form, The

indicates that unless competencies are defined there is
liny to insure their development.

N' M: Ms'rtin 13, A Comparison of Anxiety Levels of Student Teachers
;o Student Teaching Under Performance-Based and Otber. Typos

_ Bethesda, MD:' ERIC Document Reproduction Seo.ica,
!Jul, Zg( 1.

7,1's Is 1 research study of the problem to de'ermine the difference
3,e oe,_,ee of pleasantness of student teachers prior to teaching _

-Iho were prepared by traditional methods versus
, te ).(="1e,zs prepared by performance-based instruction,
._,);4,-7es of the stndy were to determine if the student 'teachers
aTh p-,?eylved by performance-based instruction felt both prior
'c") "0'1 :ft.')r their student teaching experience that the concept
o : :,11,11G toachi::10 was more pleasant than that of the stuc'ent



teachers who were prepared by two more traditional methods, and
to este-mine whether or not the concept changed significantly

Ing the student teaching experience, Findings included:
ne sl?oup trained by performance-based instruction viewed the

Jrn:,,e..7t with. less pleasantness prior to student teaching experience
tbfln the other two groups but showed a larger increase in
':):riantness during the experience. All groups were equally

to complete the project. Descriptions of the per,7ormance
bPssd inst-2uction program the instrument used, method oV
rcolys.'s, and copies of tables are given, Copies of questionnn.irert
1Y:11 fnstructicns are included in the appendices.

C. "Competency-Based Modules for In-Service Education."
Leadership Research Supplement, 31 (January, 1974),

's-2o-t summarizes the findings of a research study conducted
ne. .".runa.el County, Baltimore, Maryland, using junior hiCh

vJhool social studies teachers. The study souuht to
.;be effectiveness of two self-instructional noCvle.7;

in-service teachers improve their profor:riciml
rflr:"r7 7.1n,7. to determine the attitudes of the classroo-rt

the use of SIMIs as an alternate in-se t.co

'-f:om the population of 32 teachers with a . toacrAng
yle 5,7 °years, the study produced empirical :s-,e;t

:-1,777othesis concernitg the utilization
ri,.;a1:_ty of in-service education proglams

of'teaching performance.

r1..-77,i.t7, A Three Part. Flexible, Individua"...Aod
Letnesda, MD: ERIC Document Reproctvoil

759., 1973,

describes the efforts of the Minnesota Unxersfity
1;'e r.,-;one:?ation of the public and privote elementar-r vn:i
2") s;.:oe'Ls of northeasi.evn Minnesota to develop a

:Individualized teacher-education program
r -)r3-ser7ice and in-service stages and ropl-scos

teacher education program. The proors7.,1
r)-:ts: 1) secondary toachor education proe:_-1,1t

;'n, (ompetency-based, individualized progron
eNperiences, indiv,:dualized

(--:,osing and monitoring, arc: a va4,jety of toacIln:.
:master of education degree -- this pvo.,-;.,):. oeo
-o.d 3) suramo41 school coves to mee; ,;

It jent ton,chero,

7 -1Elle.rntat',.0.a of aComoetency-Based Teacher Educatio7,
J:3002,1 Yrii.ume X. Bethesda, MD: ERIO

ED 1'05 o5y, 1971,
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This project outlines the procedures involved in making the
transition from traditional instructional programs in teacher
c''1,cation to programs which are competency-based at Jackson
,tate College, The faculty and students involved with the
J'ackson State College - Hinds County Teacher Corps Program
were involved in the experimental project. Students were
given eight courses in early childhood -- totally or in part
Polopetency-based and assigned to six hours of internship.

evalaations indicated; 1) a positive regard for compe-
.rcybased instruction, 2) a feeling that they were under

''(.%s pressure, and 3) an opinion that whey would achieve more
rnl-mvld receive higher grades. Faculty members also reacted
v-)s7";ively to competency-based instruction indicating that they
%,-roa Ilse the method in their own classes and that the end
1-J-rne,; of such a system would be better prepared. It was

eno(1. that all of the faculty members in teacher education
-,-Ave(1. In competency-based education in an effort to

:rrther competency-based instruction at Jackson State

S211y, "A "BeDo-nt on Some Open Education Competencies."
:ournal o^ Teacher Education, 25 (January, 1974) , 175-9.

-r?ttcle 'dentifies 22 teacher competencies associated with
cl-;s:com and describes the process used to assess the

some of the competencies. The competencies involved
--,Js","711-y for appropriate curriculum development, inter-

. 11 -7s.-:tionships, and teaching devices for successful
;'on, The assessment of the development of compoteacies

r,",11ilent self-assessment of perceived growth, peer
,.on, and instructor verification of student's po.:Teptions.

-,';':1c-j-development wheel based on Bloom and Krathuohl
-Inc' affective behavioral hieraKollies was used to

an''. assess the competencies.

0"7.11"ol, Jr7r-As, "The Case for Professional Competencies." Educational
31 (January, 1974), 355-7.

""--) this article briefly reflects on the performance
'.a-rement and its effects on teacher education in bo
T3sitive results of the performance competency move-

'1-1J::g-ndliate programs are identified as: 1) an increase
-*cillru integration; 2) a rethinking of certification

-1(1 procedures; and 3) in-sorviee growth experiefce of
-!(.1,3rttor himself. The author expresses concel../ for
1; crucial stage of the movement and whether, not

Tn order that the movement yin. not fail- -on
r;el-renewal are needed, Several questions 'or:,

,e(1 -qoh ma,7 he important as a basis for further renommt
-,7-^-;--Ince competency model.
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Reed_ Elizabeth C. Deyelopment of a Competency7Based Teacher Edugp,-Elizabeth
?roc ram at Tjiake4'$tWee'lfillVersitY, nnalsRebbrt'.'

ERITNcidieht` ReWodubtion Service-7-ff 065 485, 1971.

This report review t the accomplishments of the CBTE program at
Tenressoo State University from September 15, 1971, to December
17, 1971, A report on the implementation of the recommendations
4-1 :eas:thility Report of 1970 is given. Also, reports of the
fle14.Di7ected, Liberal Arts, Teaching Theory and Practice Com-

nnd t:Je Evaluation Committee are presented, each 0.11ph4 :tizinc
t:;:pects of the component -- goals, implementation, prublems,

--)::jections, Based on an evaluation of the organizational
of the program, the following ten recommendations 1:-..re
comitment, proficiency in skills, stronger incentives,

t)oho/:Lor, establishing and maintaining subsystems, purchasing
necessary to accomplish the aims of the progrxl,

.t=on channels, clerical assistance, consuatativa oo:23nnel,
.,, -;ion of the Director of the University Computer Coliu in

:r1-.111 steering committee, Appendices are included.

Ti, 11::mpact of Competency Definition on Teacher rrepara-
.'ti,,i 1 Ed:.n.tnal Leadership, 31 (January, 1974), 319-2i,

Or. ;cusses the different views of how com1?etonc7-
ae.u?,ation (CBTE) may be defined and the inilrmeo

'''..f.21.tion on the way CBTE will be designed. Thro
'..;o be used as a predictor of teaching compot:,nci
1 rastery of knowledge related to teachLi3, 2)

o.? r2.oro?riate teaching strategies, and 3) evIc,ncri or
uerms of outcomes accomplished in a Spoo.:A1 teavhimE;
author contends that the choice of defia.i..lon

re..1,nebency is the moat important decision the desf.6nor
(- .7n,!va because of its implications for smassmnt,

e.,o=nance, certification and improving tile gualit,, of

nro-oorA, H, Psi and Hale, James R. A Competency-Based F1eldCen4-ored
rvs';(-11 Ponr,7:n.ch to Elementary Teacher Education,

Fin,1 Report. Benesua, MD; La1.0

:;,...motion Service, ED 02u 305, 1968.

11,-,cr-nsnb describes the development of the Cornfield Co-a7K-Lmly-
--1. -..%old centered model of elementary teacher education CItch

r-ierISLcations for instruction and management o2
r ) 2-:76 grom Including; 1) entry be:-.1avlo:s, 2) .1.!_:-tc-

,-rletoncl.es, 3) non-instructional compet,enclos 4)
14. ';.7-2stencIes, and 5) the personalirLation (-1:? n70-

(Y-?3tencies, Part 2 details specifications
.; ..7)rogram including e:Tlanation of the managem,an'.;

:',1e;trnetten, policy, adaptation, program eXOCOQ:1,
reseaz,ch and development costing,

9.1t-
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transmission, and evaluation, A related doement, ED 018 677,
factors 3.n impJ.ementl,pg a Cornfield based program
qoPmitment resources., Adaptability, and time,

m7, Al.1ej 0,-)slitpVic,ridy-Ba,s-6dEducatiori; The Stat'e cif tbct:a 1,157"-ERfrb3airiE-Reproduction Service,
(A6, 1973,

i'lsilmont gives a detailed outline of file CBE movement .1.1

np,tes, given is an introduction to CBE, distingushing
I- .1cs; degree participation by states, higher edu.ation,

: '1, r..,.7inistrators, and community; current resources, a
?ublications; major issue; -and a CBE glossary. .

profile of progress is included.

P. Performance-Based Teacher Education and the
PBTE Series No,11. Bei:hest:a; MO: EPIC

.,,.uuction*SeFil,:e, ED 077 690, 1973.

Ye r,Iscusses the attributes of performance-based "toacl:or
bow it may offer valuable alternatives to c1.1

%-1- i95, course offerings, and cv,lait anCt
3 mdergraduate departments in the ax,,w4a-.1,sC,

i.ioEraphy is included; along with a divel,fle '70
":enter Project, the AACTE, and a is of AACE

Teacher Education Project Committe
order forms for redent AACTF, publi.caUons e,t

(,-,,P-)ecyBased Teacher Education Program, Bethesea,
. ...:eat Reproduction Service, ED 075 431, 1972-

; a -)ort of project "Turn About" which was :1.nit1atoel. at
. Ington State College and Everett Pub!.ic 'Schools

The major objectives of the program
:.eaIt.I.Lng outcomes of elementary school ch1.1d7.-1

based undergraduate and Graduate Zlez.v:b%.
1 portal school," Five clinical proCusswf:- a

leaders, They were responsil.).1.
d'23 'llementary children and 5C full-t,m;)

students, Undergraduates wele es:i.:,(1 1

.?%-e academic credits and graduates
essional leaver and candidateF £c w :

rm. evaluation of the pregl:T% j.r!
!Y.:o nna tindergraduate couvse

"Comoetency-Based Certifcation A New-
31 (3anuary7 1974), 348-9,
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This brief artic14 reports on,the-durrent-status,ot each of
the fifty states in-their move toward' or involvement' in -CoMpetenCrp.,,je teaCher.edUcatien_Prograffia. A three-,response-item-ClueStieri,,
mtr,rjwas -Sent,to-each -State'. It was reported that eight ,states
1,T;?e Ii.rAng some form of .competency.,basect,Certificatiem requirements..
T.Jenty-tWO states Indicated that they were planning to bt) to.
c.mpotencY-baSed-requiteMenta for certifiCation-and twenty States
-2)orted that there were no plans or haVing,competeneybased
,91-0entb, A complete 'list of the,dategorY that each -state

(by nanie) falls under is-giVen.

U1foi:4 A. The. Competency4ased,Teacher EdUcatien-.:DeVelopmeh.{1
7?roffocts, VOlume Land H, Final Report. Bethesda','mpv.

t fleproduction Service, ED 1059 $ 197:427.0,

-:,-7poseS-of-thiStIrojedt were to-facilitatecoerdinate,
and-evalUte t.he activities of Seven fifth- cole-teaChe!

:J-Off7;aMO involVed in iMPlementing:coMpetendY-baSed-t,eacher
;Y.nin pi?ogi:,amt baaed_oh. the ,National Center for' Educat:ion;.,..1

DeveloPmentteacher-edUcation:Models,, Tlie:d6c=n1,;
.1.nto two volumes. Volume I preSentS-a_fictitiOus
:ch-deScrihes_ the thoughts 'of representatives frrsn
fifth Cycle teacher corps proleCtS,as they impleTc71
..-)aSditeach0 education programs. The second

twellio sections, proVideSinformation subor7.7,f;
r-ented in the first volume. Some of the ,00nevionZ

deVelOPMent and iMPleMentation-
1:7et nnd difficult, 2) lack oftiMe-and-tioney t-apy

3) ?t,egre60 was substantial when Viewed ih Tint
-,:x.:)ectatienS despite ;numerous problems, and 10 -11';it,rns

positiVe:feelingS toward CempOteneybasecl teachdtS
of their programS,:which were-Combetenc:=-a.1,

potram-than:theydid toward the traditional
eh teacher -education.

----J.:Ina University. Personalized Instruction Throuph
Teaeher Education. Bethesda, MD: ERIC Doculrea',

ca 1Jervice, EDAM 651, 1973.

,ont gives a detailed report of a. pilot education'.
C:-,ned at Western Carolina University to individunI.JLo

pl'ospective teachers and public school_studelA4s,
or.hools located in rural mountain School diIjos

'4 ..,1-stuction and demonstration of competence:.:truction

is provided for students as the stu,7v:1%
Tcipate in the competency-based teacher 00uu);107.

of students and teachers are identified ,1,1
are initiated. Included in the docume:';

2nd other resources from the Southeastern
;.um on competency-based teacher education
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C. Ray and_ Jensen, Mi. "Toward an, _Operationally
Defined t.rrici4Urit.1' EdUcational_ Leadership, 31 '(JanUary, 1911!)

stresses the ia lue of'-designing teacher -edUaa.tion .

that proceeds tiOin. long-range goals to teacher -loeha:viprij
;ice taskS_:, The 'authors_ imply that too, often,gpals are

ut, the teacher dOes, not express these goals into spoCifJ.0
bo-haviors; Teacher _education programs have the

of enabling their -graduates' to tranblato- urue
goais- into practide. An example of a_-proaest for -thi

Aao is presented'. ,Five l'ongrarige,:goals ineltcling the
behavier. and ,prederviee tasks of each are giVen. Cpalb
'tre: 1) 'beacherb wh6 accept and= encburage Creative' b-c-onavior in Children, 2) teacherS-Who

r-.1.th tupilS, teachers who identify to
O tQe Lndlviduaj. Student and` uti:!::12;043

';(..12.C.13g /1,-)- teachers Who understand and respon
'heritage., and 5) teachers who =stfithuie.:1,6 ptJ, s

in-slaaloing the learning

r'l 7-3e-2:nt.'''d, A Procedure fOr D6Veiopmer.tt, of'
;-""ormance StateMents-_andr_Moatie- -

2 ro-rz5vice and Preb-ervice' EdttcetIon,
Service, EDOb 255,, 1972,.

,developmental proCedures for- me n ce)::_
_- _ st-tident -teacher/j.ns_er-vic( ;)rr.),

b.si.bed on the. effort to redesign St
Thho: Eduaation 'PrOgrein to ni1vo be.1.].o.N .!

steps used in providing those Ob,:teeti%Lt:
71.; 2) Setting down perfetmanCe statome._-.1Y,F: C:?

-2-3 iaofine the_ -goal, 3) identifying true
-4; deS-c3:::ibing each performance (:atelment

prbduct, affective, and expoxI.1
:nd 5) :acidifying- these statements to essu:-.-3

Ghe goal. eased on the behatr-i.blial 1,:c.:):,
havlbs the fellowing charaoteristi.es: a)

'no focus_ of the program, b) objectives shoul,c1
_ 01,9gflostic and instruc'cl.onal,matorials

- shoul-d be- provided, and d) the, pq
-contained. ilPpendices include inform:):-1...1 0,1

statement
of perforraance sta.tenients; and a nroc..-..-

t, 1".1,a,r development. t
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